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Now, if anyone should put the question, whether

I admit any view at all, he should be answered thus

:

The Perfect One is free from any theory, for the

Perfect One has understood what the body is, and how

it arises, and passes away. He has understood what

feeling is, and how it arises, and passes away. He has

understood what perception is, and how it arises, and

passes away. He has understood what the mental form-

ations are, and how they arise, andpass away. He has under-

stood what consciousness is, and how it arises, and passes

away. Therefore, I say, the Perfect One has won complete

deliverance through the extinction, fading away, disappear-

ance, rejection, andgetting rid of all opinions and conjectures,

of all inclination to the vainglory of ‘V and ‘mine’.

(Majjhima-Nikaya 72; transl. by Mahathera Nyanatiloka)
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTITUDE OF
EARLY BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY

INTRODUCTION

Before speaking about Buddhist philosophy I

want to make clear the position of Buddhism as well

as what I mean by philosophy. It has become a

fashion to call Buddhism a philosophy pure and

simple or to identify it with one or the other of its

branches
:
psychology and ethics. But Buddhism is

something more, otherwise it would have remained

merely a matter of aesthetic pleasure for a few bel-

esprits, philosophers, and historians, and—in the

most favourable case—the rule of conduct for a

small group of puritans. Philosophies and

scientific systems of psychology have never been able

to exercise a dominating influence on the life of

humanity,—not because there was something wrong

with them as systems, nor because they were lacking

in truth, but because the truth contained in them

was only of theoretical value, born by the brain and

not by the heart, thought out by the intellect and not

realized in life. Apparently truth alone is not suffi-

cient for exercising a lasting influence on humanity
;

in order to do that it must be combined with the

quality of life. Abstract truth is like tin food with-

out vitamins. It satisfies our taste and keeps up our

body for some time, but we cannot exist on it in the
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long run. This quality of life is provided to our mind

by the religious impulse that urges and guides man

towards realisation. There is no doubt—the history

of Buddhism proves it—that this quality is as

strongly present in Buddhism as its philosophical

qualities. (The reason why some people hesitate

to call Buddhism a religion is that they confound

religion with dogma, organised tradition, faith in a

divine revelation and similar things, which certainly

cannot be found in the Buddha’s teaching).

If, therefore, we speak of Buddhist philosophy

we should be conscious that this is only the theore-

tical side of Buddhism, not the whole of it. And just

as it is impossible to speak about Buddhism as a reli-

gion without touching upon the philosophical aspect,

in the same way it is impossible to understand Bud-

dhist philosophy without seeing its connection with

the religious side. The religious side is the way which

has been established by experience (just as a path is

formed by the process of walking), the philosophy

is the definition of its direction, while the psychology

consists in the analysis of the forces and conditions

that favour or hinder the progress on that way. But

before we consider the direction towards which the

way leads, we have to look back from where it came.



FIRST PART

THE ORIGIN OF RELIGION AND THE
EARLY STAGES OF INDIAN THOUGHT



A knower of the dhamnia, o Bhikkhits, never quarrels

with the world. What the wise ones in the world declare

as non-existent, o Bhikkhns, that also I teach as

non-existent. And what, o Bhikkhus, the wise ones in

the world recognise as existent, that also I teach as

existent.

(
Sawjutta-Nikaja III, 138)



THE ORIGIN OF RELIGION AND THE
EARLY STAGES OF INDIAN

THOUGHT

Religions are not man-made things. They are

the formal expression of collective experience. They

take definite shape in the most highly developed,

the most sensitive, minds which are capable of taking

part in the super-individual life of humanity. Reli-

gions grow up like plants according to certain laws

of nature, which may be called spiritual laws with

the same justification. But the universality of a law

does not mean the equality of its effects, because the

same law is acting under different circumstances.

Thus there may be a parallelism in movement (which

we call ‘development’) and similarity in phases, but

there is nowhere identity. It is therefore as useless

to argue about the differences of religions as to argue

about the differences of trees. They are what they

are by necessity. Each species has its own standard

of perfection, and just those features in which they

differ from each other are the elements which form

their character, their particular beauty. We may

like one type of trees better than the other because

its shape pleases our eyes or the taste of its fruits

pleases our tongue, but we have no standard of values

which would enable us to establish the superiority

of one species over the others. Each- follows the

laws of its own nature and the conditions of its
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environments.

The same holds good for religions. It is their

differences that constitute their character and their

beauty. Those who try to explain away the differ-

ences by calling them misunderstandings or mis-

interpretations in order to arrive at some abstract unity

are like children who pull out the petals of flowers

in order to get at the “real” flower. If a number of

artists would paint the same subject, each of them

would produce a different picture. If a number of

ordinary people would take photographs of the same

subject (from the same place), each of them would

produce the same picture. Here equality is not a

sign of superiority but of the deficiency of creative

forces, while the differences in the artists’ productions

are not to be regarded as shortcomings but as that

what constitutes the chief value of their work.

Uniqueness and originality are the privileges of

genius in all spheres of life. Equality and standardi-

sation are the characteristics of mechanisation, medio-

crity and spiritual stagnation. If religions are to be

regarded as the highest achievements of man, we
should be ready to concede to them the privileges

which we associate with the work of a genius. It

is needless to say that differences alone are not yet

proofs of creativeness and that we would go to the

other extreme if we would deny every possibility

of unity. But unity should not be established at

the expense of productive variety and true life but

by tuning the essential differences into a harmony

that is strong enough to tolerate and to hold toge-

ther the greatest contrasts.
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i . The Age of Magic

We should be careful not to apply our own
religious standards to other religions and still less to

the earliest stages of the spiritual life of man. Reli-

gion, as we understand it nowadays, is as different

from its origins as the present humanity from that

of the Stone Age. We are accustomed to identify

religion with morality, or with the idea of God, or

with a belief in a certain dogma,—and yet, all this

has nothing to do with the religious attitude of the

primitive man. Why ? Because he has not yet creat-

ed or experienced the difference between the inner

and the outer world. His religion is not some sort

of idealism or “Sunday morning feeling;” for him

religion is a question of life : namely, how to resist

and to maintain himself against the unknown powers

which surround him, and how to attain security and

happiness. These unknown powers are not only

the forces of nature but the enigmatic character of

even the simplest things and the uncontrolled psy-

chic forces within himself. These forces which

in the course of time have been pushed down below

the threshold of our so-called normal consciousness

by the intellect and which have been artificially con-

fined to the subconscious regions, were formerly an

important part of the human world. They did not

only enter the day-consciousness of man but were

projected into the visible world around him, while

the material objects were accepted as parts of the psy-

chic world.

In a state of consciousness which puts the pro-

3
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jections of our mind and feelings on the same plane

as the material objects and -which experiences both

as a reality of equal value and similar laws, in such

a state the limit between subjective experience and

objective things is not yet established. Whatever

exists is animated and takes part in the life of the

experiencing subject to which it is related in mani-

fold ways as soon as it enters the field of cognition.

Each contact has its reactions on both sides, thus

establishing new relations .
1

Therefore from the standpoint of self-preser-

vation it is necessary to define, to limit, to direct

those relations, and to prevent the tide of phenomena

from overpowering and suffocating the awakening

human soul which is still open to all impressions like

a child and almost as unprotected.

Imagine a shipwrecked man, who after drifting

with the wreck on the ocean for a long time, lands

at some unknown coast. The first thing for him to

do would be to find out the name of the place or the

country. The name means salvation to him, because

knowing the name he can judge his situation, decide

what to do. Without the name he is without direc-

1 “Life dwells even in the tools of man. The warrior
worships the god ‘chariot,’ the god ‘arrow,’ the drum; the
peasant worships the plough, the gambler the dice

; the per-

former of the sacrifice—about whom we have the best inform-
ations, naturally—worships the stone with which he squee2es
the Soma, the bed of straw on which the gods are expected to

sit down, the post to which the sacrificial animal will be bound.”
(Oldenberg, “Religion des Veda,” p. 38.) These customs have
been preserved up to the present day : The musician worships
his instruments, the artisan his tools, and the peasant would not
even dare to destroy an old plough which is of no use to
anybody.



tion, drifting as helplessly as if he had never put his

foot on solid ground. And if he were in an unex-

plored corner of the world, he would carefully

observe the things and the formations of the landscape

around him and would name them before penetrat-

ing further. Thus he takes mentally possession of

his surroundings which lose their horrors in the same

proportion in which he becomes acquainted with

them. But how does he find the names for the objects

and shapes around him ? By comparing them with

those forms and things which are familiar to him

and by characterizing them in simple words.

Those who have ever been alone in the wilderness

will understand the importance of this process of

assimilation and will be able to imagine the similar

but much more intense experience of the primitive

man who had to assimilate step by step a whole uni-

verse. For him the meaning of a thing or a force, the

description of an event, the formulation of a thought

or impression was a fundamental extension of his

world. Things that could be named bad lost their

secret power over man, the horror of the unknown.

To know the name of a thing meant to exercise power

over it. The Satapatha Brahmana XI, 2, 3; 1, ff.,

says : “The Brahman, after having created the world,

contemplated : ‘How could I descend again into this

world ?’ He descended with the help of two things,

namely with the help of name and form. So far

extends this world as name and form. They are the

two great forces of Brahman. One who knows

these two great forces of Brahman attains great

power.”
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And in Brihad-Aranyaka Upanishad III, z, n
fjf. we find : “Yajnavalkya, if a man dies here, what

is it that does not leave him ?” “The name. The

name has no end, no end has the world which he

conquers with its help.”

Everything was conceived as the embodiment

of its name (and the creative act from the standpoint

of magic consists just as much in naming as in shap-

ing); but ‘name’ was not only understood as an arbi-

trary designation but as a cosmic value. The name

was identical with its object, the adequate form or

the respective force. To know the name of a

force, a being or an object was identical with the

mastery over it.

But in order to make this force effective, the name

and the qualities associated with it had to be uttered

in a rhythmical and solemn way, so that the mind was

entirely concentrated and tuned upon the desired

object.

Thus magic was born with the word, because

the word in the hour of its birth was a centre of force,

and only habit has sterilized it into a mere conven-

tional form. It is in and through the word that

man conceives the world. It was the word that

raised man above the animal.

“The essence of all beings is the earth,

the essence of the earth is water,

the essence of the water are the plants,

the essence of the plants is man,

the essence of man is speech,

the essence of speech is the Rigveda,

the essence of the Rigveda the Samaveda,
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the essence of the Samaveda the Udgita.

That Udgita is the best of all essences,

the highest, deserving the highest place, the

Eighth.”

The Udgita is the sacred word OM, the highest

and most concentrated form of mantric expression

into which the essence of the universe, as realized

within the human consciousness, is compressed.

But man could not constantly soar in the heights

of universal experiences. Also the feelings, desires

and needs ofthe ordinary human life had to be expres-

sed, directed and satisfied, and thus innumerable

mantras, magic formulas or charms were created.

The Atharva Veda contains charms against dis-

eases (bhaishajyani), prayers for long life and health

(ayushyani), imprecations against demons, sorce-

rers and enemies (abhicarikani and krityapratihara-

nani), love charms or charms pertaining to women
(strikarmani), charms pertaining to royalty (rajakar-

mani), charms to secure prosperity in house, field,

cattle, business, to secure success in gambling and

protection from serpents and other dangers, charms

in expiation of sin and defilement, etc.

Here only two examples

:

(VI, 8.) Charm to secure the love of a woman.

(1) As the creeper embraces the tree on all

sides, thus do thou embrace me, so that thou,

woman, shalt love me, so that thou shalt not be

averse to me

!

(2) As the eagle when he flies forth presses his

wings against the earth, thus do I fasten down thy
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mind, so that thou, woman, shalt love me, so that

thou shalt not be averse to me !

(3) As the sun day by day goes about this

heaven and earth, thus do I go about thy mind, so

that thou, woman, shalt love me, so that thou shalt

not be averse to me !

(VI, 142.) Blessing during the sowing of seed.

(1) Raise thyself up, grow thick by thy own

might, O grain. Burst every vessel ! The lightning

in the heavens shall not destroy thee !

(2) When we invoke thee, god grain, and thou

dost listen, then do thou raise thyself up like the sky,

be inexhaustible as the sea !

(3) Inexhaustible shall be those that attend to

thee, inexhaustible thy heaps 1 They who give thee

as a present shall be inexhaustible, they who eat thee

shall be inexhaustible !

(Hymns of the Atharva-Veda, transl. by Maurice

Bloomfield.)

As we see, there were charms for almost

every situation of life. They were as free from

moral or religious considerations as the prescriptions

of a physician (and in fact, they were mainly concern-

ed with the bodily welfare). And this is only natural,

because religion had not yet become an independent

value, had not yet separated itself from life in its

fullness,—just as the individual had not yet separated

itself from nature. A child will satisfy his desires

with a natural and innocent egotism,—innocent,

because not yet being conscious of an ego. Morality

is based on self-responsibility. But if there is no
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self, or if the self has not yet become conscious of

itself (and it consists only in that faculty of becoming

conscious in a reflexive way) there cannot be any con-

cept of morality. The individuality of man had not

yet been discovered, and for that very reason there

could not be any idea to preserve it. Metempsy-

chosis was unknown in Rigvedic times.

But all the more man was conscious of life. And

all the more he took part in the life around him. If

he was more concerned with his bodily existence then

it must be said that his body extended far more into

the universe than we can imagine. He experienced

bodily what we conceive theoretically. The forces

of nature which in our mind have degenerated to

mere abstractions, were to him bodily realities.

2. Anthropomorphic Universe and Polytheism

The world had become the enlarged body of man,

an anthropomorphic universe.

Consequently the different qualities of man
returned to their bigger counterparts or prototypes

in nature at his death. The qualities of the eye went

into the sun, the qualities of the ear dissolved into

space, the breath united itself with the wind, etc.

Thus we may say that man was universalized

and the world anthropomorphized.

As an example of the anthropomorphic concep-

tion of nature and the profound beauty of expression

I may be allowed to quote two Vedic Hymns in Max
Muller’s translation:
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To the Maruts (the Storm Gods)

:

“Come hither, Maruts, on your chariots charged

with lightning,

resounding with beautiful songs, stored with spears,

and winged with horses !

Fly to us like birds, with your best food, you mighty

ones !

They come gloriously on their red, or, it may be,

on their tawny horses which hasten their chariots.

He who holds the axe is brilliant like gold

;

—with the tire

of the chariot they have struck the earth.

On your bodies there are daggers for beauty

;

may they stir up our minds as they stir up the

forests.

For yourselves, O wellborn Maruts, the vigorous

(among you)

shake the stone (for distilling Soma), etc.

(Max Muller, “Vedic Hymns” I, p. 169. Mandala

I, Hymn 88).

NIGHT (Rigveda X, 127)

1. When night comes on, the goddess shines

In many places with her eyes :

All glorious she has decked herself.

2. Immortal goddess far and wide.

She fills the valleys and the heights

:

Darkness she drives away with light.

3. The goddess now, as she comes on.

Is turning out her sister. Dawn

:

Far off the darkness hastes away.
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4. So, goddess, come to-day to us :

At thy approach we seek our homes.

As birds their nests upon the tree.

5. The villagers have gone to rest

And footed beasts and winged birds

;

The hungry hawk himself is still.

6. Ward off from us she-wolf and wolf.

Ward off the robber, goddess Night

;

So take us safe across the gloom.

7. The darkness, thickly painting black.

Has, palpable, come nigh to me

:

Like debts, O Dawn, clear it away.

8. I have brought up a hymn like kine.

For thee, as one who wins a fight

:

This, Heaven’s daughter. Night, accept.

(Hymns from the Rigveda, translated by A. A.

Macdonell. The Heritage of India Series.)

In the beginning the anthropomorphized princi-

ples of nature in form of gods and demons were

only parts of the magical play of forces and counter-

forces and were entirely dependent on the hidden laws

of this play. He who was in the possession of the sec-

ret knowledge of those laws and who knew how to

perform the magic rites with their appropriate mantras

could summon the gods to his service and banish

those forces which were hostile to his intentions.

With the passage of time the mutual relationship

between the deities of nature was discovered and led

to the establishment of a regular pantheon presided

over by a limited number of chief deities. This

process of simplification caused the concentration of

4
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power in a few divine exponents and the relegation

of minor deities into the background. This had

the effect that the attention was diverted from the

magic powers of man to those of the gods who were

supposed to be the “magicians” of the universe, and

consequently their assistance was implored. Though

magic rituals still persisted in the ‘age of gods’ their

position had altered, because the forces which man had

discovered and aroused within himself were trans-

ferred or projected into an agent outside himself,

i.e., beyond his control.

Before we proceed further, let us summarize the

results of our investigation :

The first stage of religious practice is magic, its

motive is the psychic tendency of expansion, assi-

milation, and stabilisation. It is not only the defence

against the unknown powers, merely based on fear,

as certain materialistic scholars like to say, but the

aggressive attitude of conquerors, the bold attempt

to master the world, born from the youthful surplus

of creative powers. Man was not at all submissive

and servile, crawling in the dust before a god, nor

did he pretend to have any moral aspirations. Quite

on the contrary, it was he who created his gods accord-

ing to his image ;—but his image, verily, was still

that of untamed nature in all her grandeur and un-

sophisticated selfishness,—and when these gods

did no more represent his image he discarded them.

It is only the uncreative minds, the non-thinking mass-

es, who turn religion, which was the product of

abundance into an outcome of fear and spiritual

poverty.
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Just as the inquisitiveness of modern science

with all its daring theories and experiments is not only

an outcome of sheer necessity but has something of

the sportive spirit of an adventurer who penetrates

into unknown regions without caring where he may

land or what the results may be, thus the primitive

man, in his own way, went out to conquer his world.

As long as there is a feeling of inferiority, of submis-

sion, religion cannot come into existence, because

religion which is positive and constructive, can never

be caused by a negative state of mind. Herein lies

the difference between religion and superstition.

But religion shares the fate of art : the artist

creates a work out of the abundance of his visions,

but the ordinary man subordinates it to his own
trivial purposes, be it for the sake of decoration or

entertainment, self-glorification or advertisement, etc.

But just as little as one can understand the real nature

of art from such inadequate applications, so one

cannot expect to understand the real nature of reli-

gion from its misuse.

The most ancient Vedas are rhythmic, musical

creations, mostly hymns for the glorification of the

forces of nature : reflexes of inner experiences. Man
liberates himself from a psychic pressure, be it joy,

sorrow, or awe in front of the terrible or the incom-

prehensible. In the moment in which we express a

feeling in words we are beginning to master it, thus

showing that we are above the situation.

In the moment in which the word “God” was

created, the power expressed in it was no more omni-

potent.
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3 . The Problem of God

In the old Vedic religion which was not yet

hampered by dogmatism we can easily trace this deve-

lopment. The Brahmanas, in the beginning a living

source of inspiration in the form of magic spells and

songs, become finally themselves objects of worship.

Their immanent power, the Brahman, is turned into

a god and separated from the original experience; it

becomes a matter of speculation, a mere concept,

which, in spite of all the epithets of infinity, means

limitation. And when we arrive at the last stage of

the development : the power which was sterilized in

the concept, dissolves itself into doubt.

In the following hymns the first vibrations of this

doubt can be felt. Where there were certainties of

experience formerly, there problems are appearing

now on the spiritual horizon.

“Nor Aught nor Naught existed, your bright sky

Was not, nor heavens broad roof outstretched above.

What covered all ? What sheltered ? What concealed ?

What is the waters fathomless abyss ?

There was not death—yet was there naught immortal,

There was no confine betwixt day and night

;

The only One breathed breathless by itself.

Other than IT there nothing since has been.

Darkness there was, and all at first was veiled

In gloom profound—an ocean without light

—

The germ that still lay covered in the husk

Burst forth, one nature from the fervent heat.
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Who knows the secret ? Who proclaims it here ?

Whence, whence this manifold creation sprang ?

The gods themselves came later into being

—

Who knows from whence this great creation sprang ?

He from whom all this great creation came.

Whether his will created or was mute.

The Most High Seer that is in highest heaven.

He knows it

—

or perchance even He knows not.”

(Rigveda X, 129, translated by Max Muller)

“He who gives breath, He who gives strength

Whose command all the bright gods revere.

Whose shadow is immortality, whose shadow is

death

;

Who is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?

He through whose greatness these snowy mountains

are.

And the sea, they say, with the distant river (the Rasa)

—

He of whom these regions are the two arms ;

—

Who is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?

He through whom the sky is bright and the earth

firm

—

He through whom the heaven was established, nay

the highest heaven

—

He who measured out the space in the sky ;

—

Who is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?

He who by his might looked even over the waters

Which held power and generated the sacrificial fire.

He who alone is God above all gods ;

—

Who is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?

(Rigveda X, 121, translated by Max Muller)
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Finally the old gods are replaced by an over-

lord, a super-god, in whose shadow they lead a ghostly

existence. But this super-god himself is not more

than an ultimate abstraction, about which nothing

can be said or known and which therefore can have

no influence on life.

There is no doubt that this God was a logical

necessity once the process of simplification and uni-

fication had started. But logical necessities, though

they may satisfy the philosopher, do not always satisfy

the needs of man, or solve the problems of life.

Each of the former gods had his own function and his

visible expression in nature. In the magic practices

the power of the brahmanas was a psychological fact

and was connected with definite results and actions.

But with a power which is beyond experience, with

a principle which is beyond description and expression,

nothing can be done and nothing can be expected

from it.

Thus man has reached the limits of his world

exploration and is turning back towards his starting

point : towards himself. And now he discovers

himself, becomes conscious of his individuality (and

with that of his shortcomings and sufferings ;

—

therefore the turn from an optimistic to a more or

less pessimistic outlook !). A new exploration begins :

that of Man.

“Besides the Brahma, which is enthroned in its

everlasting quietude, highly exalted above the des-

tinies of the human world, there is left remaining,

as the sole really active person in the great work of

deliverance, man himself,
who possesses inherent
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in himself the power to turn away from this world,

from this hopeless state of sorrow.” (Oldenberg,

“Buddha”, p. 52)

4. The Problem of Man

In the self-exploration of man the first element

which draws upon itself the greatest attention is the

breath.

Breath is the criterium, the element of life. It

is that which links up the individual with the external

world. Its rhythm is the rhythm of the universe.

It is the waxing and waning, the unfoldment and re-

absorption, the accumulation and disintegration of

worlds and all other phenomena of life. Already in

Rigvedic times the breath was regarded as the main

function of life, but only after the decline of the

old gods breath was put into the focus of atten-

tion. The terms for it were prana and atman. While

the former one was mainly used in the bodily sense

and closely associated with the sense-organs whose

functions were resolved into prana during sleep,

atman was used in a more general sense, as the

breathing power that manifests itself in the body

as well as in all other phenomena of the universe.

“The breath powers penetrate the human body

and give it life
;

the atman is lord over all the

breath-powers. ...he is the “innominate breath-

power” from which the “nominate” breath-powers

derive their being. “A decade of breaths, truly,”

so says the Brahmana, “ dwells in man ; the Atman
is the eleventh, on him are dependent the breath-

powers.” (Oldenberg, p. 25).
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The simple but profound experience of the life-

giving rhythm of breath as expressed in the term

atman—which is preserved up to the present day in

its original meaning in the German words ‘Atem’

(breath) and ‘atmen’ (to breathe) very soon developed

into philosophical speculations and degenerated into

an abstract concept in which the dynamic character

of the original experience was reversed into the static

condition of an absolute Ego. It was the same logical

process of unification and simplification which always

takes place when thinking becomes independent of

reality and when experience is replaced (defied) by

concepts. Just as man had reached the limits of his

world explorations in the idea of an ultimate God be-

yond definition, so in search for the spiritual principle

of unity within himself, man reached the limits of his

conceptual faculties in the concept of atman. We
have, therefore, to understand atman and Brahman

as boundary values which correspond to each other

and finally merge into each other (les extremes se

touchent). But they themselves have no contents :

they may be defined equally well as everything or as

nothing. They denote the infinity within and with-

out ourselves, but only in terms of concepts—no

more in terms of life.

The famous dialogue between Yajnavalkya and

his wife Maitreyi may show the last phase of atman-

speculation.

“As a lump of salt, which is thrown into the water,

dissolves and cannot be gathered up again, but wher-

ever water is drawn, it is salty, so truly, it is with

this great being, the endless, the unlimited, the full-
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ness of knowledge : from these (earthly) beings it

came into view and with them it vanishes.

There is no consciousness after death ; hearken,

thus I declare unto thee.” Thus spoke Yajnavalkya.

Then Maitreyi said : “This speech of thine, exalted

one, perplexes me
;
there is no consciousness after

death!”

Then said Yajnavalkya : “I tell thee nothing per-

plexing ;
it is quite comprehensible ; where there is

a duality of existences, one can see the other, one can

smell the other, one can speak to the other, one can

hear the other, one can think of the other, one can

apprehend the other. But where for each every-

thing has turned into his ego (the atman), by whom
and whom shall he see, by whom and whom shall he

smell, by whom and to whom shall he speak—hear

—think—apprehend ? By whom shall he apprehend

him, through whom he apprehends this universe ?

Through whom shall he apprehend him, the appre-

hender?” (Oldenberg, “Buddha”, p. 35).

Thus the atman-speculation ends in a dialectic

play, fades away into a mere concept, into a blood-

less principle, which is as far from life and religious

experience as that Brahman which stands aloof from

the actual world.

Yet the battle for the recognition of man and

human values was not lost ! Man had already

become sufficiendy conscious of himself to

have been discouraged by negative results or

stopped in his self-exploration. And if it was not

possible to proceed further from the standpoint of an

Atman, then, why not proceed from the opposite end :
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from that which is not Atman ?—This is what the

Buddha did. In this way he escaped the jungle of

speculation and controversy which had grown up

around the atma-idea. His position was such that

he neither was compelled to affirm nor to negate this

idea. And in the same way the problem of God had

lost its importance to such an extent that the Buddha

could leave it entirely to the individual to decide it

for him self. “It is significant that although the spe-

culations of the Upanishads regarding Atman and

Brahma must in Buddha’s time, have been long since

propounded and must have become part of the ack-

nowledged property of the students of the Vedas,

the Buddhist texts never enter into them, not even

polemically. The Brahma, as the universal one, is

not alluded to by the Buddhists, either as an element

of an alien or of their own creed, though they very

frequently mention the god Brahma.” (Oldenberg

“Buddha”, p. 63)

Also the Buddha is convinced that the highest

reality dwells within us—and this is not a theory

to him because he himself has experienced it—but

he emphasizes that as long as we have not transformed

our consciousness into a receptacle of such a reality

we shall not be able to take part in it. This reality is

super-individual, and therefore we have first to over-

come the individual limitations of our consciousness

if we want to attain it,—otherwise we are like a man

who has found the elixir of immortality and who has

no vessel wherein to keep it.
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5 . Summary

Thus the problems of the human mind are diffe-

rent in each period. In the earliest period everything

that leads to the intensification of self-consciousness

is a necessary means of self-preservation. This ego-

tendency is a natural instinct of protection because,

by fixing the limits between self and not-self, man
defends himself against a boundless, overflowing

world. But after this self-limitation has been achiev-

ed, the ego-tendency becomes a danger. It gradually

acts like a mental sclerosis. In order to prevent

complete separation and seclusion (mental ossifica-

tion) altruistic tendencies must set in. After indi-

viduality has been established, the connection with

the super-individual must be opened again. Thus

after self-affirmation has reached its highest point,

the development reverses its direction and re-establish-

es the harmony (the equilibrium) through self-

negation. In terms of modern psychology: the ten-

dency of self-affirmation is extravertive, directed to-

wards the external world; the tendency self-negation

is introvertive, i.e., directed towards the inner world,

within which the ego-illusion is dissolved (because

an ego can only be experienced in contrast to an exter-

nal world). The extravertive and introvertive move-

ments are as necessary in the life of humanity as the

inhalation and exhalation in the life of an individual.

In the following diagram I have tried to show the

extravertive and introvertive tendencies in the deve-

lopment of Indian thought and religion, which I

classify into three main periods : the period of Magic,
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the period of Gods, and the period of Man. These

periods coincide with the discovery of analogy, logic,

and relativity.

The transition from one period to the other does

not consist in the sudden disappearance of certain

elements and the origination of entirely new ones,

but in a change of emphasis. This change does not

take place abruptly but comes about by a gradual

shifting of the centre of gravitation. Thus magic

practices did not simply vanish in the Age of Gods,

but they had become a secondary function, subordi-

nated to the service of the gods, who were now in

the centre of interest,—nor were the gods abolished

in the Age of Man but only left to themselves, depriv-

ed of their importance and of their influence on human

life.

Similarly one should not think that in the second

period logic replaced analogy or that in the third

period logic was abolished in favour of a relativistic

system of thought, but that in the second period logic

was added to analogy, and that in the third period

logic was modified by the discovery of relativity.

In the period of magic, man was impressed

by the power which manifested itself in the universe

around him. His aspiration, therefore, was the con-

trol of nature.

In the second period man had discovered

the possibilities of thought and instead of trying

to control nature he tried to understand and to

simplify it by his ideas (gods as exponents of power).

His aspiration, therefore, was the discovery of ulti-

mate unity.
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In the third period man recognized the possi-

bilities of his own consciousness and psychic forces

and his aspiration turned from the unity of the

universe to the harmony within himself, i.e., freedom.

Each of these three periods has a positive or creative

and a negative or conservative (reactive) aspect.

The main curve represents the development of

Indian thought (which perhaps may serve as an example

of spiritual development in general) through the des-

cribed three periods and through the corresponding

three layers of human psyche which result in emotion-

al, mental, and spiritual activity and the correspond-

ing attitudes of animism, theism, and anthropoism.

Mental activity, naturally, does not exclude the emo-

tional, nor is spiritual activity opposed to emotional

or mental activities. Quite on the contrary: the

spiritual consists in the harmonious combination

and co-operation of all psychic faculties in the service

of liberation. The secondary curve is to show

the medium progress. The points from where the

extravertive and introvertive tendencies begin to

exercise their decisive influence are marked by small

circles.



SECOND PART

PSYCHOLOGY AND METAPHYSICS IN
THE LIGHT OF THE ABHIDHAMMA



Should anyone say that he does not wish to lead the

holy life under the Blessed One, unless the Blessed One

first tells him, whether the world is eternal or temporal,

finite or infinite ; whether the life principle is identical

with the body, or something different ; whether the Perfect

One continues after death, etc.—Such an one would die,

ere the Perfect One could tell him all this.

It is as if a man were pierced by a poisoned arrow,

and his friends, companions, or near relations called in

a surgeon, but that man should say : “I will not have this

arrow pulled out until I know, who the man is, that has

wounded me : whether he is a noble, a prince, a citizen,

or a servant” ; or : “what his name is and to whatfamily

he belongs” ; or : “whether he is tall, or short or of medium

height.” Verily, such a man would die, ere he could

adequately learn all this.

(.Mafjhima-Nikdya 63 ;
transl. by Mahdthera Nyanitiloka)



PSYCHOLOGY AND METAPHYSICS IN

THE LIGHT OF THE ABHIDHAMMA

i. The Two Types of Psychology

Psychology can be studied and dealt with in two

ways : either for its own sake alone, i.e., as pure

science, which leaves entirely out of account the use-

fulness or non-usefulness of its results,—or else for

the sake of some definite object, that is, with a view

to practical application which necessitates from the

outset certain direct lines of advance. In the former

case we get a description of all perceptible and logic-

ally deducible (“thinkable”) phenomena of the inner

life of human beings and their relationship with the

outer world. (In this most people see explanation,

since they confound description with explanation
!)

In the latter case it is a question of a selection

out of the wealth of inner experiences in view of

their application in a given direction. Psychology,

as ‘pure science’, also takes the facts of experience as

its starting point but arrives at its results by the path

of logical development, thus going beyond the given

data and building up a system dependent upon

logical operations and abstract principles. Practical

psychology remains within the boundary lines of the

given, in doing which, logic only has to serve for the

shaping and arrangement of the material.

The amplitude of ‘the boundary lines of the

6
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given’ is the determining factor as to the value of

any such psychology. In the case of Buddhism,

whose psychology belongs to the latter category,

these boundary lines are extraordinarily wide-

stretching, since they embrace not only the experi-

ences of the average man but also the planes of

the highest experiences which no science of the

West as yet has ventured to approach.

While the results of purely scientific (“theore-

tical”) psychology, which have been attained mainly

upon the path of logic, remain more or less hypothe-

tical and stand in need of proof, it may be said that

not only the elements but the very aims of Buddhist

psychology are based on experience. The method

of this psychology is comparable to that of a man

who from a high mountain watch-tower looks out

over the landscape at his feet and now proceeds

in regular order to extricate from the total picture

of the landscape the distinguishing marks of his

route, and describes them in their corresponding

order. His description lays no claim to be a descrip-

tion of the whole landscape but only of those

portions of the landscape which are of importance

for his route. What he explains about the landscape

is what is objectively given. The selection of his

route, the arrangement of the distinguishing marks

(logic), the manner of his description (composition),

these are what is subjectively formed. The straight

path corresponds to the laws of simple logic. Since,

however, there are obstacles which are more easily

gone around than climbed over, it may come about

that actuality and logic do not always agree with one
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another. Looked at from above, also, many things

will seem harmonious which, seen from below or

from the same level, will appear incompatible. “Hence

the rejection of all speculation, hence the declaration

that the deepest secrets of the world and of man
are inaccessible to abstract, philosophical thinking.

It is not logical thinking but only a higher conscious-

ness (bodhi) which resolves the contradictions in

which the lower thought, bound up with the life of

the senses, is hopelessly involved. Kant demonstrates

theoretically where, within the given consciousness,

lie the boundary lines of cognition
;
the Buddha

teaches the practice, the way, in which that given form

of consciousness may be overpassed. While thus

Kant demonstrates how within the confines of thought

that is bound up with the life of the senses, pure reason,

the cognition of what is real in the higher sense of the

word, is unattainable, the Buddha seeks through the

surmounting of thought that is bound up with the

life of the senses, to rise to the higher cognition.

(Dr. Hermann Beckh, “Buddhismus” 1, p. i 2of.).

From this it is clear that in Buddhism psychology

and philosophy, as the process of knowing (cognition)

and the formulation of the known, are indivisibly

bound up with each other. The training of conscious-

ness is the indispensable antecedent condition of

higher knowledge, because consciousness is the vessel

upon whose capacity depends the extent of what is to

be received. Knowledge on the other hand is the

antecedent condition required for the selection of the

material to be received, and for the direction of the

course to be pursued for its mastery. Without the
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presence of a tradition, in which the experiences and

knowledge of former generations are formulated

(philosophy), every individual would be compelled to

master the entire domain of the psychic, and only a few

favoured ones would attain the goal of knowledge.

Just as little adequate, however, would be the mere

acceptance or intellectual recognition of the re-

sults laid down as philosophy to the pioneer truth-

seeker. Every individual must himself tread the

path of realisation, for only the knowledge that is

won by experience has living, i.e., life-giving, value.

It is here that the philosophy of Buddhism is distin-

guished from the intellectual philosophies ofour times,

which exhaust themselves in abstract thinking with-

out exercising any influence on man. The same is

the case with the purely scientific systems of psycho-

logy, especially when they have lost their spiritual

background. It is the close interweaving of philo-

sophy and psychology which protects Buddhism from

stagnation. The question as to the essential nature

of the Abhidhamma can therefore be decided neither

in favour of the one nor of the other of these two

realms of knowledge.

2. The Importance of the Abhidhamma

The Abhidhamma is the totality of the psycho-

logical and philosophical teachings of Buddhism, the

point ofdeparture of all Buddhist schools and tenden-

cies of thought. Without a knowledge of the Abhi-

dhamma the nature and development of Buddhism

must ever remain wanting in clearness.

Although the Discourses of Instruction (Sutta
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Pitaka) are the more attractive portion of the

Pali Canon, yet we ought not to forget that they

represent just the front elevation of the structure of

Buddhist teachings, and hence for the greater part are

designed for the understanding of the larger body of

learners. This does not mean that they do not con-

tain the deepest problems as well, but hereby attention

is only drawn to the fact that here we are concerned

with a particular form of expression, fashioned from

certain definite points of view, so as to suit in each

case the needs of a particular situation or a particular

audience. Without a knowledge of the general back-

ground, therefore, an acquaintance with the Discourses

alone, despite all their profundity, must lead to a

more or less one-sided understanding of the matter.

In the days of the Buddha, in the times when

his teaching was in its prime, no such danger was

present, since the Buddha’s hearers were in imme-

diate relations with what was set before them,

and stood upon a level footing both as regards langu-

age and culture. We, however, are not only lacking

from the outset in all these antecedent conditions

;

but, on the contrary, we in addition bring with us

false presuppositions, and may congratulate ourselves

if we succeed even partially in getting rid of these

obstacles.

To achieve this end there is no better means than

the study of the Buddhist Psychology and Philosophy

of the Abhidhamma Pitaka. Though the Discourses

appear more original and primitive, it is neverthe-

less probable that the most essential portions of the

Abhidhamma Pitaka were sketched out at the same
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time as the former, all the more so in that they repre-

sent the quintessence of the Discourses of Instruction.

It is even thinkable that the Discourses have been

edited on the basis of the Abhidhamma, in its essential

form, for just as long as there was a Sangha, there

was also an Abhidhamma, that is, a form in which the

teaching of the Exalted One in its deepest meaning,

was concentrated, an ideal frame-work which was

in a position to hold together the vastness of the

spiritual tradition. If one scrutinises closely the

Discourses of the Buddha, one becomes aware of

the systematic arrangement even down to the least

detail which is carried out with such rigidity that

one cannot fit it in with the free form of discourse.

And the Abhidhamma Pitaka again contains in

its most important parts precisely that extraordi-

narily subtle fabric of ideas and mental presup-

positions on which the Discourses are built. Much
that is necessarily veiled by the lingually step by step

unfolding and concretising form of the Discourse,

is only solved in the formal unambiguity of the

Abhidhamma
;
and in the greater terseness of the

concepts, connections flash out whose existence else

would have remained concealed.

Historical considerations, however, are by no

means to be regarded as deciding the issue in ques-

tion as to the value of the Abhidhamma Texts;

for even during the lifetime of the Buddha there

was no ‘absolute’ Buddhism, no dogmatical form

of truth, but only an indication of the direction and

the method by which truth could be realized indivi-

dually. As long as the Abhidhamma serves this
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purpose by showing us the clear outline of Buddhist

thought, it is utterly unimportant whether it has

come into existence at an earlier or later period.

3. Metaphysics and Empiricism

The Abhidhamma has been misunderstood for

a long time as a kind of secondary law or scholastic

elaboration of the Dhamma. It, no doubt, con-

tains scholastic elements, but they can be found in

all parts of the Scriptures, and they have never

become so prominent as to distort the original ideas.

There are others who have classified the Abhidhamma

under metaphysics which has only brought about new
confusion. Here all depends upon what one wishes to

have understood as metaphysics; it depends upon whe-

ther one takes it only in the narrower, speculative sense,

peculiar to certain philosophies or to the religions of

revelation
; or whether one takes it in the wider sense

in which ultimately all cognition, all deduction, yea,

every form of science is metaphysics. “The simplest

process of comparison, of distinguishing and descrip-

tion, and yet more, calculation, concerning two bodies

acting upon each other with mechanical force,—more
particularly, every calculation or anticipation of an

effect upon the ground of experience, is completely

metaphysical and symbolical, and only as such, pos-

sible. Do we not attribute to Nature the thoroughly

metaphysical, fundamental law of the action of forces ?

The law of cause and effect in which we all believe,

yes, believe
, is metaphysics. And completely so is our

insight into the world of the organic.”*

*E. Dacque : “Urwelt, Sage and Menschheit”.
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In this sense, naturally, the teachings of Buddhis

also, that is to say, its formulation as Doctrine, wheth

in religious, philosophical, epistemological, or ps;

chological fashion, are metaphysics, and as sue

demand first of all confidence (saddha), in which wot

is comprehended faith in the correctness of what .

said, in other words, the assuming of hypothesi

(samma ditthi) such as are demanded by every scienc

and in a yet higher degree by every religion. Th
distinction between religions of revelation and scienc*

on one hand, and Buddhism on the other, pertains tc

the domain of psychology. The former place the

centre of gravity outside the individual, inasmuch

as they depend upon the authority of tradition or ol

experiment and its tacit hypothesis, or upon all of them

together. In Buddhism the centre of gravity lies

within the individual, in his own private experience

which must furnish proof of the truth of what is first

of all assumed to be worthy of confidence. Here

what makes the man blessed is not belief (in the sense

of the acceptance of a definite dogma), but the

becoming conscious of reality, which latter is

metaphysics to us only for as long as we have not

experienced it. We therefore arrive at the following

definition : Viewed from without (as a system)

Buddhism is metaphysics ; viewed from within (as a

form of reality) it is empiricism. In so far as “the

metaphysical” is disclosed upon the path of inner

experience, it was not rejected by the Buddha ; it was

only rejected when it was thought out upon the path

of pure speculation. Metaphysics is an entirely

relative concept, whose boundaries depend upon the
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respective plane of experience, upon the respective

form and extent of consciousness. The Buddha over-

came metaphysics and its problems, not by merely

ignoring them, but in an absolutely positive manner,

in that, through training and the extension of cons-

ciousness he pushed back the boundary lines of the

latter, so that the metaphysical became the empirical.-J-

4. Truth and Method

Consequently the Buddha, conscious of this rela-

tivity, was not concerned with any abstract truth but

the method to attain it. The Buddha does not say ‘this

is truth’ but ‘this is the way by which you may

attain truth.’ Just as health is a condition of our

body, so truth is a condition of our mind. And just

as we cannot abstract the health from the body, so we
cannot abstract the truth from the mind. To speak

of ‘objective truth’ is just as foolish as to speak of

‘objective health.’ Both are relations which can be

experienced subjectively only. Nobody can ever ex-

plain, what is health as such. But an intelligent man
may very well tell us the method how to obtain and to

fRoscnberg explains the fact that European authors with
such insistence dispute the existence of a metaphysic in primitive

Buddhism partly from this : that on one hand Christian mission-
aries in their works involuntarily, and sometimes perhaps also

with intention, emphasized the absence of metaphysics from
Buddhism in order to prove its imperfection as a religious system;
and that on the other hand, however, the absence of metaphysics,
in view of the modern, scientific view of the universe with
which it was thought to bring Buddhism into harmony, was
regarded as an excellence. “It must not be forgotten that the
beginning of Buddhist research in Europe coincided with the
collapse of metaphysical philosophy and the rise of materialistic

systems.” (“Die Probleme der buddhistischen Philosophic”

P- 59)-
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preserve health. Thus it is really the method that

matters. If anybody would ask me : “What is the

main element that Buddhism contributed to Indian

civilisation ?” I should answer : “the method.”

The Buddha, it seems to me, was the first man who
discovered that not the results of our human thinking,

not our so-called ‘ideas’ or opinions (ditthi), beliefs

or disbeliefs, in one word our conceptual knowl-

edge—be it in the form of religious dogmas, so-

called ‘eternal Truths’ or in the form of scientific

formulas and statements—is what matters, but the

method behind it. We may lose all our precious

results of science and all our inventions, it could not

harm us in the long run ifwe have the method, because

with its help we can regain all those results. But if

we loose the method, even the greatest knowledge of

scientific facts and results cannot help us.

A striking example are the Middle Ages in Europe.

Though they inherited the results of Greek and Roman
scientists they were not able to use and to develop

their achievements because they had lost the method.

Therefore mere facts, or the results of other peoples’

thinking, are a great danger to the human mind, and

an education which is based on the storing up of ‘facts’

and ready-made thoughts in the minds of young

people can only lead to mental sterilisation. Just as

food turns into poison, if preserved too long, so also

knowledge turns into ignorance or superstition, if it

has lost its connection with life. Instead of cultivating

‘matter-of-fact knowledge’ we should cultivate the

power of concentration, instead ofproducing ‘learned-

ness’ we should preserve ourfaculty to learn and keep
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our mind open. This is what the Buddha wants, and

this is why he refused to bring the world into a system

of metaphysical definitions and philosophical specula-

tions. He certainly had very definite ideas about the

world and the problems of metaphysics. That he

refused to answer certain questions was not due to

indifference but was, on the contrary, due to his pro-

found insight into the real nature of things. He did

not attain this insight through philosophical specula-

tions and discussions or by mere reasoning and

reflection, but by the transformation of consciousness

in meditation, and therefore he knew that his experi-

ence could not be expressed, imparted by words, or

arrived at by logical conclusions but only by showing

the way, how to attain, how to develop and cultivate

this higher type of consciousness. To discuss metaphy-

sical problems on the common plane of consciousness

is like discussing sexual problems with children who
have not yet attained maturity. Such discussions are

not only useless but harmful. We can only under-

stand of the world as much as we have developed with-

in ourselves. “Truth, therefore,” as Plotinus* said in

his letters to Flaccus, “is not the agreement of our

apprehension of an eternal object with the object

itself. It is the agreement of the mind with itself.

Consciousness, therefore, is the whole basis of cer-

tainty. The mind is its own witness. Reason sees

in itself that which is above itself and its source ; and

again, that which is below itself is still itself once

more.

*The Alexandrian Philosopher who lived in the third

century a.d.



Knowledge has three degrees—opinion, science,

illumination. The means or instrument of the first is

sense
; of the second, dialectic ;

of the third, intuition.

To the last I subordinate reason. It is absolute

knowledge founded on the identity of the mind

knowing with the object known.”

5. The Three Degrees of Knowledge

The first degree corresponds to that state of mind

which, according to Buddhist terminology, is charac-

terised by ‘ditthi,’ namely, opinions which are not

guided by reason (pannindriya) but by desires (tanha)

which are based on sense-impressions. The second

stage is based on reasoning and reflection (vitakka-

vicara), i.e. logical operations, and leads, if properly

used within the limits of its conceptual realm and its

inherent laws, to scientific and philosophical knowl-

edge, which approximately corresponds to the Bud-

dhist term ‘nana.’

The third degree, the highest state of knowledge,

is
*

bodhi’ or illumination which is attained with the

help of pannindriya, the guiding principle of the

mind, and is based on meditation (bhavana), the

intuitive state of consciousness (jhana), which means

“the identity of the mind knowing with the object

known” (appana bhavana).

Though in a general sense all knowledge is sub-

jective i.e., based on an individual experience, observa-

tion and thought-combination, we may call the first

degree of knowledge ‘subjective’ in a special or limited

sense, namely in so far as the experiencing subject is

emphasized, and similarly the second degree may be
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called mainly ‘objective,’ while the third degree

represents the union of the subject with the object.

‘Limited subjective’ knowledge is concerned with the

momentary problems of the sensuous (bodily) and

emotional side of our existence. The second degree,

which stands for intellectual knowledge, is that which

emphasizes the objects of our perception, by abstract-

ing them from the perceiving subject (only in this

relative sense we can speak of ‘objective’ knowledge)

and is concerned with science and philosophy, the

problems of the phenomenal world, represented as

‘things’ or ‘concepts’, i.e., either as material or mental

units, limited by form or definition.

Intuitive knowledge, which forms the third

degree, is free from any partiality or dualism, it

has overcome die extremes of emphasizing subject

or object, it is the synthetic vision of the world,

the experience of cosmic consciousness, in which

the Infinite is not only conceptualized but realiz-

ed. Though in each of the lower degrees or planes

of consciousness there is something that leads to

and indicates the properties of the next higher

one, it is impossible to solve the problem, belong-

ing to a higher order of knowledge from a lower

plane of consciousness. Thus scientific problems can-

not be solved from an emotional standpoint and

metaphysical problems which are beyond the realm of

the Finite cannot be solved by the laws of a three-

dimensional, i.e., finite logic, nor can they be expressed

by concepts which, regardless of their contents,

represent limited units, otherwise the law of identity

and non-identity could not be applied to them.
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“If we desire to escape from the three-dimensional

world and go farther, we must first of all work out

the fundamental logical principles which would permit

us to observe the relations of things in a world of

many dimensions—seeing them in a certain reason-

ableness and not complete absurdity. If we enter

there armed only with the principles of the logic of

the three-dimensional world, these principles will

drag us back, will not give us the chance to rise

from the earth.” (Ouspensky)

Thus each plane has its own laws and its own
problems and the method which may help us to find a

solution in one case may be a hindrance in another

case. For this reason, before we can answer a ques-

tion, we have to ascertain to what class it belongs.

In the nineteenth book of the Abhidharma-Koga four

classes are described

:

1
.

Questions which can be answered directly
,
i.e.

by Yes or No.

Example : Do all living beings die ? Yes,

they all must die.

2. Questions which can be answered with

reservation only.

Example : Will all beings be reborn ? Yes

and No ; those who have not yet overcome

their passions will be reborn, those who have

destroyed them will not be reborn.

3. Questions which need a counter-question.

Example : Is man strong or weak ?

Counter-question : In relationship to

whom ?—Compared with animals, man is
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strong ; compared with the forces of higher

beings (devas) he is weak.

4. Questions which cannot be answered.—These

are the famous fourteen questions which the

Buddha refused to answer

:

(1—4 :) Is the world constant ?—Or not ?—Or
both ?—Or none of both ?

(5—8 :) Is the world limited in time ?—Or not ?

—Or both ?—Or none of both ?

(9—1 2 :) Does the Tathagata exist after death ?

—

Or not ?—Or both ?—Or none of both ?

(13—14 :) Are life and body identical or not ?

Though the subject-matter of this last type of

questions (‘world/ ‘Tathagata/ ‘life’) is infinite in its

nature, it has been represented by concepts which,

according to the laws of their origin, are limited and

subject to the limitations of three-dimensional, i.e.,

finite logic. Therefore no suitable answer can be

given.

But how can we know the Infinite ? “I answer,”

says Plotinus, “not by reason. It is the office of reason

to distinguish and define. The infinite, therefore,

cannot be ranked among its objects. You can only

apprehend the infinite by a faculty superior to reason,

by entering into a state in which you are your finite

self no longer.”

This is what we described as ‘bodhi’ or the third

degree of knowledge. While the first three types of

questions can be solved mainly by the second degree

of knowledge, the fourth type can be answered only
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by the third degree. Properly speaking the questions

are not answered in this highest state of consciousness,

but they simply disappear, because they are no more

possible, they cease to be problems.

In the ordinary course of our life we can observe

similar facts : spiritual development does not so much

consist in the solution of our problems, as in growing

beyond them. What we solve intellectually are only

the minor problems. If we would try to solve all,

our development would be stopped already in the

very beginning, and most people would be crushed

under the weight of insoluble problems.

The Buddha, therefore, instead of blocking the

way of his followers by dogmas, metaphysical facts

and problems, and ‘eternal’ (stagnating) ‘truths,’ in-

sisted that everybody should be his own lamp, should

find his own way, realize the Dharma within himself

by growing beyond the probelms which the ordinary

intellect has ever failed to solve, and which can be

overcome alone by ‘bodhicitta,’ the highest type of

consciousness. At the same time the Buddha shows

that in order to develop it, we need not search in the

stars or in the worlds beyond nor in any secret books

or in the hidden principles of nature,—but simply

within ourselves. There we find everything required !

Even the simplest bodily functions will teach us more

than the greatest metaphysical speculations, nay, they

are metaphysical themselves, transcending by far what

could be called merely physical—if we only try to see

them “earnesdy, intently, clearly conscious.” In his

Four Noble Truths the Buddha has given us the

best example, how within the compass of our most
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ordinary experiences and in the laws of our own in-

nermost nature the greatest discoveries can be made.

Only if we understand this properly, we shall be able

to appreciate the profound meaning of the Buddhas

exhortation which he gave to his disciples in the last

days of his earthly existence :

“Be a lamp unto yourself, be a refuge unto your-

self, without another refuge, the Dhamma as a lamp,

the Dhamma as a refuge, without another refuge.

But how, Ananda, is a Bhikkhu a lamp unto himself, a

refuge unto himself, without another refuge, the

Dhamma as a lamp, the Dhamma as a refuge, without

another refuge ?—There, Ananda, the disciple, as res-

pects body keeps watch upon the body, earnestly,

intently, clearly conscious, having put away all

worldly cares and desires. As respects sensation, he

keeps watch over the sensations, earnestly, intently,

clearly conscious, having put away all worldly cares

and desires. As respects mind, he keeps watch over

the mind, earnestly, intently, clearly conscious, having

put away all worldly cares and desires. As respects

phenomena, he keeps watch over the phenomena,

earnestly, intently, clearly conscious, having put away

all worldly cares and desires. Thus, Ananda, remains

a Bhikkhu a lamp unto himself, a refuge unto himself,

without another refuge, the Dhamma as a lamp, the

Dhamma as a refuge without another refuge.” (Maha-

parinibbana-Sutta II, Digha-Nikaya 16).





THIRD PART

THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS AS STARTING
POINT AND LOGICAL FRAME OF BUDDHIST

PHILOSOPHY



Ye d h a m w a hetuppah hard
T e s a m h e t u m tat hdgato a h d

T e s a n c a y o n i r o d h o

E v a m v d d i m a h d s a m a n o.

Of all things that have
sprung from causes

,

The T at hdgata proclaimed
the origin

And also the cessation.
This is the teaching

of the great S a m a n a.

(
'Mahavagga

,

23 /24)



i. THE AXIOMATIC TRUTH OF
SUFFERING

i. The Universality of the Buddha’s Axiom

The extent of the Buddhist Scriptures is so

enormous that a lifetime would be too short for

their complete study. Even the Sacred Scriptures

of a single School would suffice to keep a scholar

busy for all his life. This sounds discouraging, for

how can the average man ever expect to know what

is Buddhism, and how should it ever be possible to

follow a teaching that needs such a long time for its

study !

Fortunately the Buddha was not only a great

Seer but an equally great teacher. He was able to

translate his visions into words and his words into

life, namely into the living force of creative thoughts.

A thought is creative only if it causes others to think,

i.e., if it contains a directive moment which is an in-

centive to move in the indicated direction. In this

way the result is achieved by our own effort and

becomes our spiritual property, part of our own life.

If tire very same result had been accepted by us with-

out an effort—without ourselves going the way that

led to that result—it would have been without living

value, even if it v/as true. A dead truth, however, is as

bad as a lie, because it causes stagnation, the most

incurable form of ignorance.
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It is a special feature of the Buddha’s method of

teaching that he never expressed a thought without

showing the way to it and that he condensed his

fundamental teachings into such a concise system that

every thinking man can follow them and work

out his salvation by his own effort. The directive

moment lies in the logical structure of thoughts and

the systematic treatment of facts and experiences,

which are accessible in every stage of life or develop-

ment and yet urge to go beyond them. In fact, there

is hardly any religion or philosophy that can boast

of such easily accessible formulations, which neither

demand scientific training nor faith in phantastic

assumptions or other intellectual sacrifices.

The Buddha was a genuine “free-thinker” because

he did not only concede to everybody the right to

think independently, but because he kept his own mind

free from theories, thus refusing to base his teaching

on mere beliefs or on dogmas. As a real thinker he

tried to find an axiom, a self-evident formulation of

truth, which could be universally accepted. Descartes,

the famous French philosopher, started his philosophy

with the formula : “Cogito, ergo sum,” “I think,

therefore I am.” The Buddha went one step further

in starting with an even more universally established

principle, based on an experience that is common
to all sentient beings : the fact of suffering (“sabbe

sankhara dukkha”).

Suffering in Buddhism is not the expression of

pessimism or of the world-tiredness of an aged

civilisation : it is the fundamental thesis of a world-

embracing thought, because there exists no experience
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which is equally universal. Not all sentient beings are

thinking beings, and not all thinking beings reach

the stage in which this faculty conceives its own
nature and importance

;
but all sentient beings endure

suffering, because all are subject to old age, decay, and

death.

It is this experience that forms the connecting link

between beings who otherwise might have little in

common, it is the bridge that unites the human and the

animal kingdom,—it is the foundation of a universal

brotherhood. The idea that one should recognize

oneself in the pain of others is also expressed in the

opening verse of the tenth chapter of Dhammapada :

“Sabbe tasanti dandassa, sabbe bhayanti maccuno,

Attanam upamam katva, na haneyya na

ghataye.”1

It was this experience of common suffering that

caused the Bodhisattva to leave his home, his family,

his wealth, and to sacrifice his royal position
;
and

consequently he took it later on as the starting point

of his ethical and philosophical system.

Without fully understanding this axiomatic truth

of suffering one cannot really understand the other

parts of his teaching. Therefore the Four Noble

Truths, the programmatic formulation of the Buddha’s

doctrine, begin with an analysis of the symptoms of

suffering (dukkham ariya-saccam), followed by an

“All beings are afraid of pain, all beings are afraid of death.

Recognizing (lit. ‘comparing’) oneself in others, one should

neither kill nor cause to kill.” In comparison to this attitude

it is interesting to see that Descartes, in accordance with his

comparatively exclusive axiom ‘cogito ergo sum’, regarded

animals as a sort of living automata.
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investigation into its causes (dukkha-samudayo ariya-

saccam).

As an algebraic formula does not contain fixed

values but only symbols which can be replaced by

known magnitudes, so suffering and happiness, sorrow

and joy, are the symbols for the negative and positive

states of life, or better, of consciousness. Suffering and

happiness cannot be described by positive terms or

as objective contents of consciousness; one can only

show their relative causes, and symptoms, and their

interdependence. Each individual has its own stand-

ards of joy and sorrow according to the stage of its

development. Circumstances, which would mean

happiness to one state of consciousness, might be

suffering to another state.

ii. The Three Stages of Suffering

On the lowest stage suffering is only bodily :

physical pain, privation, and discomfort. On the

next higher stage it is mainly mental : the discrepance

between our illusions and reality, the disappointments

of life, the impossibility to satisfy our desires. On the

third stage suffering is no more concerned with the

petty cares of our own person and of our momentary

life, it becomes more and more universal and essential.

We are taking part in the suffering of others, and

instead of regarding our personality as the highest

value, we understand that by clinging to it, it has be-

come a hindrance, a bondage, a symbol of limitation

and imperfection.

These three stages of suffering do not necessarily

exclude each other within one and the same individual,
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though it may be said that one of these stages generally

prevails. In the most primitive form of consciousness

(animals, undeveloped human beings) suffering appears

mostly as physical pain and bodily want and occasion-

ally only in its mental aspect. One who is on his way
to enlightenment will be rather concerned with the

essential form of suffering (the third stage), while the

average human being will be mainly afflicted with

mental suffering (the second stage), though bodily

suffering may be frequent and the refined form of the

third stage may be attained occasionally.

In the definition of suffering, as found in the

Pali Canon, these three stages are clearly recognisable,

though they have not been definitely classified and

explained as such. The text (Mahasatipatthana-

sutta, Digha-Nikaya XXII) says :

Jati pi dukkha, jara pi dukkha, maranam pi dukkham (I)

(soka-parideva-dukkha-domanassa-upayasa pi dukkha)

yam p’iccham na labhati tarn pi dukkham
;

x
(II)

samkhittena panc’upadanakkhanda pi dukkha. (Ill)

Birth, old age, and death—the first group—are the

symptoms of bodily suffering (I).

Not to obtain what one desires characterizes the

second stage : mental suffering1 (II).

The five aggregates of existence (lit. ‘clinging’), i.e.,

1 In some places this statement is supplemented by the

explanation : ‘appiyehi sampayogo dukkho, piyehi vippayogo
dukkho,’ ‘to be united with what one dislikes is suffering, to be
separated from what one likes is suffering.’

This formula, naturally, can be applied to all the items of
the other two groups, which means that each of them can
become a subject of mental suffering,—namely, when viewed
from the standpoint of one’s own (intellectual) likings and
dislikings.

9
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our personality, represent the essential form of suffer-

ing, its third stage (III).

I have put the second line of the Pali quotation in

brackets, because it is not concerned with the definition

but with the terminology of suffering : ‘sorrow,

lamentation, pain, grief, despair.’

The fact that the three stages of suffering do not

necessarily exclude each other, holds good not only

with respect to the individual but also regarding the

above-mentioned definition. Its several items are not

to be understood in a purely external or one-sided

manner. If, for example, one understands the phrase

‘birth is suffering’ to mean that a mother on the

birth of her child is tormented with pain, or that the

new-born child thereby is subject to unpleasant experi-

ences, one decidedly misses the real signification of the

saying. ‘Birth’ (jati) in the Buddhist sense is not

merely a particular single moment in each life, not

only the physical process of being born (sanjati) or

conception (okkanti) in the physiological sense, but

the ‘conception,’ the ‘conceiving’ that is called forth

continually through the senses, which effects the

appearance or manifestation of the aggregates of exis-

tence (khandhanam patubhavo), the seizing of the

sense-domains (ayatananam patilabho), the continuous

materialisation and new karmic entanglement.

In similar wise, ‘death’ (maranam) is not only a

certain definite moment, but an element of life. Death

is tire dissolution, the decay, the continual change

of the physical, mental, and psychical elements or

aggregates of existence (khandhanam bhedo), namely :

of the aggregate of bodily form (rupakkhandha), of
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feeling (vedanakkhandha), of perception (sannak-

khandha), of subconscious formations (sankharak-

khandha), and of consciousness (vinnanakkhandha).

Buddhagosa in his Visuddhimagga says : “He,

then, that has no clear idea of death and does not

master the fact, that death everywhere consists in the

dissolution of the groups (khandha) he comes to a

variety of conclusions, such as, ‘A living entity dies

and transmigrates into another body.’

He that has no clear idea of rebirth and does not

master the fact that the appearance of the groups

everywhere constitutes rebirth, he comes to a variety

of conclusions, such as, ‘A living entity is born and

has obtained a new body.’ (H. C. Warren “Bud-

dhism in Translations,” p. 241).

Birth, decay and death, which originally were felt

as symptoms of bodily suffering, become objects of

mental suffering as well—and finally the symbols of

the essential laws of individual life to which we bind

ourselves. This is indicated in the third part of the

above-cited quotation, where the five Khandas them-

selves are designated as objects of suffering and

described as aggregates of ‘clinging (upadanakkhanda).

Such knowledge goes beyond the mere intellectual

or mental attitude of an external observation of life,

—

it is born from inward, profound contemplation of the

cosmic procession of events. The Sacred Texts des-

cribe how the disciple, who is following the Holy

Path and has gone through the four stages of ‘Inter-

nalisation’ (jhana), “directs his mind to the remember-

ing of his previous forms of existence ; first one life,

then two, three, ten, a hundred, a thousand, a hundred
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thousand ; then to the times of many a world-arising,

then to the times of many a world-dissolution, then

to the times of many a world-arising and world-

dissolution Thus does he remember his many

previous forms of existence with their characteristic

marks, with their particular relationships And
with mind made inward, pure, supple, freed from

dross, pliable, workable, firm, impregnable, he directs

it towards the knowing of the disappearing and re-

appearing of beings. With the Heavenly Eye, the

purified, the supra-human, he sees how beings dis-

appear and re-appear, base and noble, beautiful and

unbeautiful, fortunate and unfortunate ; he perceives

how beings return hither according to their deeds.”

(Majjhima-Nikaya, VI, xo).

After the disciple in this manner proceeding

forth from himself has drawn the entire happenings of

the world within the circle of his contemplation and

experience, he arrives at the directly perceived Knowl-

edge of Suffering and the fundamental theses of the

healing truth that follow therefrom:

“ ‘This is suffering’ : this he perceives in accordance

with the truth.

‘This is the arising of suffering’ : this he perceives in

accordance with the truth.

‘This is the cessation of suffering’ : this he perceives

in accordance with the truth.

‘This is the path that leads to the cessation of suffering’:

this he perceives in accordance with the truth.”

(Majjh. N. VI, io)

This description shows the universal background
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of the Buddhist conception of suffering, which is as far

from a hypochondric discontentment with the world

as from an emotional weariness of life. The Suffering

which Buddhism is essentially concerned with is—

I

might almost say—cosmic suffering, the suffering

implicit in the cosmic law which chains us to our

deeds, good as well as bad, and drives us incessantly

round in a restless circle from form to form. In

short, it is the suffering of bondage. The experience

of this suffering in its essential form, can only be born

of a higher state of consciousness. This, however, is

the fruit of the Holy Path
;
and this again is the conse-

quence of a primary, peculiarly original experience

of life, such as is presented to us in the Bodhisattva’s

visions of old age, sickness, and death. This immedi-

ately experienced bodily imperfection of man which

reveals to him in a flash-like manner the transitoriness

of life constitutes the force that impels him to reflec-

tion upon himself and to the seeking of higher values.

As soon, however, as such are divined, there sets in

self-revaluation (the appraisement of self- standards),

and therewith the knowledge of inward, and in the

truest sense, one’s own, imperfection. Suffering is no

longer felt as coming from outside, from a hostile

world, but as coming from within. It is no longer

something foreign or accidental, but a part of one’s

own self-created being.





2. THE CAUSE OF SUFFERING

i. The Two Fundamental Tendencies of Life and

the Formula of Dependent Origination

As soon as suffering is known as a part of our

self-created being, and not as a quality of the external

world or the effects of an arbitrary power outside

ourselves (God), we understand that it is in our hands

to overcome this suffering, if only we remove its

causes. The analysis of the symptoms of suffering

shows that in each of them our desire is in conflict

with the laws of existence, and as we are not able to

change these laws the only thing that remains is to

change our desire.

Life has two fundamental tendencies : the one is

contraction (centralisation), the other expansion. The

former one acts in a centripetal way, the latter one in

a centrifugal way. The one means unification, the

other differentiation or growth. If growth prevails

over unity it results in disorganisation, disintegration,

chaos, decay. In organic life hypertrophy leads to

the final destruction of the organism (‘cancer’). In

mental life growth without unity (centralisation)

leads to insanity, mental dissolution. If centralisation

prevails over growth it results in atrophy and finally

in the complete stagnation of life, whether physical

or mental.

The faculty of growth depends on assimilation.
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which may be bodily, as in the case of food, respira-

tion, etc., or mental, as in the case of sense perception,

ideas, etc .
1 The faculty of centralisation depends on

discrimination between the things that are similar or

can be made similar to an individual organism or centre

of activity and those which cannot be assimilated.

Centralisation is the organising, directing force which

prevents the dissolution of the individual structure by

a chaotic inundation of unassimilable elements. It is

the tendency to create a common centre of relations.

Psychologically speaking, it is the ‘ahamkara,’ the

‘principium individuationis,’ that which says T and

enables an individual to be conscious of itself.

As long as this ‘principium individuationis’ is in

balance with the principle of assimilation, as long as

it is acting as a regulating force, there will be har-

mony. As soon, however, as this principle outgrows

its own function and develops a hypertrophic T-

1 According to Buddhist definition there are four kinds of
nutrition, as explained in Paccaya-vibhanga, the introductory

chapter of Patthana (the seventh book of the Abhidhamma),
on which the following synopsis by Nyanatiloka Thera is based :

“There are four nutriments—(i) material food, (2) sense-

impression (phassa), (3) mind-volition (mano-sancetana), (4)
consciousness (vinnana)—which are aiding the corporeal and
uncorporeal phenomena in the sense of a support, or prop.

Material food is the necessary condition for the support of this

body, whilst 2—4 are the nutrient conditions to their conco-
mitant mental phenomena, as well as to the corporeal pheno-
mena (i.e. bodily and verbal intimation) produced thereby (Tika-

Patthana).

By the third nutriment ‘Mind-volition,’ according to the

commentary to Abhidhammattha-Sarigaha VII, we have to

understand wholesome and unwholesome Karma ; by the
fourth nutriment ‘Consciousness’ Rebirth-consciousness, i.e.

that state of consciousness that arises at the moment of concep-
tion of a being.”
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consciousness, which constructs an unchangeable

entity, an absolute ‘Self’ or permanent ego in contrast

to the rest of the world, then the inner balance is

destroyed and reality appears in a distorted form.

This mental disharmony is called avijja, igno-

rance, or ‘Self’-delusion. Under its influence every-

thing will be valued from the egocentric standpoint

of desire (tanha). According to the preconceived idea

of a permanent ego-entity there arises the longing for

a lasting world with lasting pleasures, and as such a

one cannot be found, the result is disappointment,

suffering, despair. The sankharas, or mental tenden-

cies which are conditioned by the illusion of self-

hood (‘Ego’-ism) produce a consciousness (vinnana)

and a psycho-physical organism (nama-rupa) which

uses its senses (salayatana) as instruments of craving

(tanha). As far as this craving is satisfied it results in

clinging (upadana) to the objects of satisfaction. As

far as it is not satisfied it results in an intensified long-

ing (lobha) for such objects and in aversion (patigha,

dosa) against the obstacles on the way towards

its fulfilment. Thus lobha and dosa are only the two

sides of the same force, i.e., tanha; and clinging

—

whether through greed or through hatred—is binding

us ever anew to the circle of existence. It is on account

of our clinging to these forms of life that again and

again we produce them. This is the law of Karma,

namely the law of action. It is our will, our ardent

desire which creates the world in which we live, and

the organism which corresponds to it. Thus tanha,

in the latent form of upadana, conditions a continuous

process of becoming (bhava) in the direction of the

IO
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desired forms of existence and in conformity to the

individual’s state of development and its inherent

laws, according to which the incessant change of men-

tal and bodily elements proceeds. This change either

appears as birth and growth or as death and decay,

though both these aspects are inseparably connected

with each other like the two sides of the same coin.

Just as the same door may be called entrance or exit

according to the standpoint of the observer, so it is

the same process which we call birth or death accord-

ing to our limited perception, our one-sided point of

view. By not seeing the unity of these two sides we
fail to realize that we cannot desire the one without

inviting the other. Clinging to life means clinging

to death. The very essence of life is change, while

the essence of clinging is to retain, to stabilise, to

prevent change. This is why change appears to us

as suffering (sokaparideva-dukkhadomanassupayasa).

If we did not regard objects or states of exist-

ence from the standpoint of possession or selfish

enjoyment, we should not in the least feel troubled by

their change or even by their disappearance; on the

contrary, we enjoy change in many cases, either be-

cause disagreeable states or objects are removed or

because it provides us with new experiences or reveals

to us a deeper insight into the nature of things and

greater possibilities of emancipation. If this world

were an absolute, static world and if this our life would

remain the same for ever, there would be no possi-

bility of liberation. It is therefore not the “world”

or its transitoriness which is the cause of suffering

but our attitude towards it, our clinging to it, our
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thirst, our ignorance.

Avijja is not to be regarded as a ‘prima causa’,

a metaphysical cause of existence or a cosmogenic

principle, but as a condition under which our present

life develops, a condition that is responsible for our

present state of consciousness. The paticcasam-

uppada should therefore not be called a ‘causal nexus’

(as many scholars do) but rather a ‘conditional nexus’,

a formula of dependent origination. It is meant to ex-

press a conditional arising, a mutual relationship of

dependence which may present itself equally well

simultaneously as also as a succession in time,

since each phase contains the entire process, be it as

seed, be it as fruit. Ignorance is not the “cause” of

consciousness (vinnana) and its latent form-energies

(sankhara). Sensation (vedana) is not the “cause”

of craving (tanha) and still less is craving the necessary

consequence of sensation. But where there is craving,

there must also be sensation. And where there is sen-

sation, there must also be consciousness. Where,

however, there is craving-producing consciousness,

there must also be ignorance. Literally the formula

runs thus:

(1) In dependence upon ignorance (avijja paccaya)

karmic form-energies (sankhara);

(2) in dependence upon karmic form-energies

(sankhara paccaya) [rebirth-] consciousness

(vinnana);

(3) in dependence upon consciousness, the psycho-

physical combination (nama-rupa);

(4) in dependence upon the psycho-physical com-
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bination, the sixfold sense-activity (lit. ‘six

bases’ :—salayatana);

(5) in dependence upon the sixfold sense-activity,

contact (impressions) (phassa);

(6) in dependence upon contact (of the senses with

their objects), feeling (vedana);

(7) in dependence upon feeling, craving (lit. ‘thirst’:

tanha);

(8) in dependence upon craving, clinging (upada-

na);

(9) in dependence upon clinging, the subconscious

process of becoming, or the formation of

karmic tendencies (bhava);

(10) in dependence upon the process of becoming,

rebirth (jati);

(11) in dependence upon rebirth;

(12) old age (decay) and death (jara-marana);

sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, and despair

(sokaparideva-dukkha-domanassupayasa).

ii. The Dynamic Character of Dependent Origination

Since the entire series is to be thought of as a circle,

every link can be combined with another (as is, in fact,

carried out in the Patthana) and, indeed, in whichever

succession one chooses (whereby only the emphasis,

but not the substance, would change). Thus “vinnana

paccaya sankhara” is just as correct as “sankhara pacca-

ya vinnana” or “tanha paccaya sankhara,” and so on.

In this way we have here neither a purely temporal,

nor yet a purely logical, causality, but a living, organic

relationship, a simultaneous correlation, juxtaposi-
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tion and succession of all the links, in which each,

so to say, represents the transverse summation of all

the others, and bears in itself its whole past as well

as all the possibilities of its future. And precisely

on this account the entire chain at every moment

and from every phase of it, is removable, and is neither

tied to “causes lying in an unreachable distant past,”

nor yet referred to a future beyond the limits of vision

in which perhaps, some time, the effects of these causes

will be exhausted. Only thus is the possibility of be-

coming free conceivable, for how could causes heaped

up since beginningless time, and working on with

natural necessity ever come to an end? The idea

that the consequence of all deeds, whether of a mental

or corporeal kind, must be tasted to the very last

morsel, and that through every most trivial action,

through the slightest motion of the heart, one is fur-

ther involved in the inextricable net of fate, is assuredly

the most frightful spectre that the human heart, or

more correctly, the human intellect, has ever con-

jured up; for only the subsequent conceptualisation

and concretising of the vital connections of destiny

could, out of the living law of our inmost being,

manufacture the blind necessity of a mechanical law.

Mechanical laws are applicable only to inert ‘things’

or to conceptual units, i.e., mental abstractions, but not

to living, i.e., growing organisms which are units

only in the sense of their continuity (santana) and direc-

tion of transformation (kamma-bhava). This does

not mean that the law of cause and effect is to be

eliminated from the realms of psychology and biology,

but only that it is restricted and modified and can
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operate only under certain conditions. The paticcasa-

muppada is, in fact, the Middle Way avoiding the

extremes of rigid necessity—with which the free will

would be incompatible—and blind chance which

would make development and progress towards a

higher goal impossible.

In this respect the formula of dependent origina-

tion shows itself as the necessary counterpart of the

anatta-idea, which emphasises the dynamic character of

existence and conceives the individual from the stand-

point of life and growth, in contrast to the fossilised

concept of an absolute entity which would logically

call for similarly absolute (lifeless) laws. A modern

German philosopher expresses a similar idea in the

following way : “By thinking of nature as if it were

built up from dead, immutable stones, the scholar

will only incur the penalty of one who deprives him-

self of the power to attain any new outlook

;

but to see Man in this way will bring vengeance on

each individual, and in each individual case it be-

comes injustice, violation, torture, demoralisation.

No ideal, no work of art, no value, no institution, no

tariff of payment, no bargain should be thought of as

a mere ‘thing’, i.e., without relationship to re-estab-

lishment and rebirth into the aliveness of a tangible

world, i.e. into an individual life.”1

Life knows no absolute units but only centres of

relation, continuous processes of unification, because

reality cannot be broken up into bits; therefore each

1 Translated from Prof. O. Weidenbach’s “Weltanschauung
aus dem Geiste des Kritizismus,” p. 187.
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of its phases is related to the others, thus excluding the

extremes of complete identity or non-identity.

“To believe that the doer of the deed is the same

as the one who experiences its result (in the next life)

this is one extreme. To believe that the doer of the

deed, and the one who experiences its result, are two

different persons : this is the other extreme. Both

these extremes the Perfect One has avoided and

taught the truth that lies in the middle of both,”1

namely the law of dependent origination.

The twelve links of the formula represent in their

succession the most obvious form of their dependency

(paticca) with respect to their origination (uppada).

From the standpoint of time they can be divided into

three periods,—past, present, and future,—usually

conceived as three consecutive existences, though they

could just as well be applied to a succession of

moments in the incessantly flowing stream of cons-

ciousness, or to different periods (past, present, and

future) within one and the same life. Thus the pati-

ccasamuppada could be accepted in its general idea

even by those who do not share the Buddhist view

about rebirth in past and future existences. This view,

by the way, can never be proved nor disproved

scientifically, like many facts of experience. But it is

important to see that the structure of the Buddha-

dhamma—even if we take it only as a system of

thought—does not depend on it and is not affected

by the individual attitude towards this problem.

1 Nidana-Samyutta No. 46, translated by Nyanatiloka

Thera.
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Buddhist psychology itself is quite alive to the

relativity of terms like ‘birth’ and ‘death.’ According

to the Abhidhamma birth and death take place simul-

taneously every moment ;
and mystics like Milarepa

made no difference between this and the other lives,

—

regarding them all as one.

“Accustomed, as I’ve been to meditating on this life

and the future life as one.

I have forgot the dread of birth and death.”1

One might even go one step further and regard

one’s own life and the lives of others, including those

who lived before as well as those who will live after

us, as one. In this vision the materialist with his theory

of our common ancestry and heredity and the idealist

with the most world-embracing views will meet each

other.

Another division, from the standpoint of poten-

tiality (or action and reaction) divides the paticcasa-

muppada in four parts. Avijja and sankhara represent

in this case the potential aspect of karmic force

(kamma-bhava) accumulated in the past (I) which

conditions the birth-process (upatti-bhava), the

resultant aspect (vipaka) of karma in the present life

(group II), consisting of consciousness, the psycho-

physical apparatus with its six sense organs, contacts,

and feelings. The following links of the present

existence—craving, clinging, and becoming—are again

karma in the making, i.e., kamma-bhava, (group III)

(corresponding to the potential aspect in the past),

1 “Tibet’s Great Yog! Milarepa,” p. 246 ; translated by
Kazi Dawasamdup, edited by Dr. Evans-Wentz.



the result of which is rebirth in the future life with the

necessary consequences of old age, suffering, and

death, (group IV)—corresponding to the resultant

aspect of karma in the present existence. The paral-

lelism of the first and third group and of the second

and fourth respectively is reflected in the close rela-

tionship of its constituents which almost amounts to

identity : tanha and upadana are forms of avijja, as

already explained
;

jati, jara-marana are only a short

expression for vinnana, nama-rupa, salayatana, phassa,

vedana which constitute the five karma-results in

contradistinction to the five karma-causes (avijja,

sankhara, tanha, upadana, kamma-bhava)
; bhava,

which here means ‘kamma-bhava’, is synonymous

with sankhara. Buddhaghosa, therefore, says in his

Visuddhi-Magga

:

“Five causes were there in the past.

Five fruits we find in present life,

Five causes do we now produce.

Five fruits we reap in future life.”1

1 Translated by Nyanatiloka who refers to a parallel in

Patisambhida, iSJanakatha No. 4.
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3. THE DESTRUCTION OF SUFFERING

i. The Truth of Happiness

In general the Truth of Suffering is represented as

the essence or the most characteristic feature of Bud-

dhism. But those who like to emphasize this forget

that it is only half the truth. The Buddha, as we have

seen, takes the fact of suffering only as the starting

point of his doctrine, and after having shown the

axiomatic value and the universality of his fundamental

thesis of suffering, he proceeds to the antithesis : the

Truth of Happiness.

The Buddha philosophically circumscribes this as

the ‘Truth of the Cessation of Suffering’ (dukkha-

samudayo ariya-saccam), an expression which has the

advantage of avoiding the introduction of a new

magnitude into the concise formula (of the Four

Noble Truths), which aims at the combination of all

factors under one denominator.

But the Sacred Scriptures have never been tired

of pointing out that this cessation of suffering is

supreme happiness and that every step towards that

aim is accompanied by ever-increasing joy.

“Happily, indeed, we live without hatred among

those who hate.”
—

“Happily, indeed, we live without

greed among the greedy.” “Happily, indeed, we live

who call nothing our own. Feeding on joy we live
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like shining gods.” (Dhammapada, 197-200)1

The more man frees himself from greed, hatred

and ignorance the greater will be his happiness.

Nibbana, which is defined by the Buddha as the

perfect liberation from these fetters, is therefore called

supreme happiness : “nibbana paramam sukham”

(Dhammapada, 203-4).

This fact is illustrated by the episode immediately

after the Buddha’s enlightenment, as described in the

Mahavagga. The Buddha, according to this report,

spent several weeks in an ecstasy of happiness. The

word ‘ecstasy’ is not quite correct if we take it in its

ordinary sense, as ‘being beside oneself’ in excitement,

because the Buddha’s state ofmind was extremely calm

and serene. But it was a happiness that was ecstatic

in the sense that it was free from selfish concerns,

beyond the realm of the ego and worldly considera-

tions. From the standpoint of ordinary human psy-

chology it was a state free from all emotions, yet it

was not a passive indifference, a negative state of mind,

but a very positive and powerful spiritual equilibrium

(tatramajjhattata), the beatitude of perfect harmony.

It was not the happiness of personal satisfaction, but

rather a happiness of universal character, not subject

to individual considerations but to insight into the

laws of Reality.

This explains the combination of the apparently

contradictory terms ‘upekkha’ and ‘sukha’ in the

1 Susukham vata jivama (ussukesu) verinesu averino

(Dh. No. 1 97-1 99) Susukham vata jivama yesam no natthi

kincamam Pitibhakkha bhavissama deva abhassara yatha. (No.
200).
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phrase “upekkhako satima sukha viharati,” as well as

the presence of happiness even in the fourth stage of

meditation (jhana), in which equanimity is attained

and in which joy and sorrow are said to be annihi-

lated.

“Rejecting joy and sorrow, and rejecting former

gladness and sadness, entering I dwelled in the fourth

jhana, joy and sorrow perishing, a state of pure

lucidity and equanimity. Yet happiness which in

that way arose in me, could not obsess my mind.”

Thus the Buddha himself describes his experience.

During the period of ascetic yoga-training the

feelings of joy and happiness had become so unusual

to the Buddha that he felt them as a danger which

ought to be avoided. But finally, seeing the fruitless-

ness of this attitude he overcomes this fear by re-

membering his former experience of meditation in

which for the first time he felt that inner happiness,

and he decides to strengthen his weakened body, to

prepare the ground for the newly discovered remedy.

The Brahman ascetics regarded the sufferings of as-

ceticism as the way leading to liberation, the Buddha,

however, found, on the contrary, the joy of a con-

centrated mind as one of the most important means for

the attainment of nibbana. But just as a means (a

remedy) joy should agitate or disturb the mind

as little as pain is allowed to do. And finally joy merges

into that sublime state of serenity which remains, as

we see here, even in the highest states of internalisa-

tion, after overcoming pleasure and pain, and all other

emotions. In this sublime state all the contrasts of

thinking and feeling, of mind and heart, are compen-
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sated. In their place is now that blessed consciousness

of oneness which can be described only by negative

terms, just as we can say of nibbana only what it is

not, without doubting thereby its reality. The absence

of all things in a room does not make this room unreal;

on the contrary, the characteristic of the concept

‘space’ is the absence of all space-occupying things.

From the standpoint of space the ‘things’ are the

negative principle ; from the standpoint of things

space is the negative. In the same way this sublime

happiness and nibbana, in which it is experienced

in the utmost perfection, appear from the standpoint

of the average man negative, empty, unreal ; while,

on the contrary, from the point of view of higher

experience this ‘world’ becomes unreal and negative.

ii. Importance of Joy and Suffering according

to the Abhidhamma

The importance of joy and suffering in Buddhism

is a problem which is discussed again and again and

which generally is decided from a rather subjective

standpoint, though the system of Buddhist psychology,

as laid down in the Abhidhamma literature, enables

us to judge this matter quite objectively.

The happiness of man stands in inverse pro-

portion to the existence ofhatred and aversion (dosaand

patigha), the products of his illusion (moha); because

suffering is nothing but hampered will, fighting in vain

against the obstacles which it has created by its own
tendency of separation and limitation. Consequendy

grief or mental suffering (domanassa) appears in the

psychological system of Buddhism only in those two
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classes which are bound up with aversion (patigha)

—

bodily pain only to be understood as the after-effect

or karmic result (vipaka)—while joy appears in sixty-

three classes of consciousness. Of these only four

belong to the group of unwholesome mental states,

fourteen belong to the wholesome and neutral classes

of sense-consciousness (kamavacara), while forty-four

classes belong to the higher (rupa-, arupavacara-cittani)

and the highest types of consciousness (lokuttara-

cittani). (See appendix. Table v.)

In other words : out of the 121 classes of cons-

ciousness which are discussed in Buddhist psychology,

sixty-three are accompanied by joy and only three are

painful, while the remaining fifty-five classes are

indifferent. A stronger refutation of pessimism than

this statement is hardly possible. How deluded is

man, that he mainly dwells in those three painful

states of consciousness, though there are overwhelm-

ingly more possibilities of happiness ! But what a

perspective opens this knowledge to those who strive

earnesdy, what an incentive even to the weak ! The

more man progresses, the more radiant and joyful will

be his consciousness. Happiness, indeed, may be

called a characteristic of progress. In the course of its

development it becomes more and more sublime, until

it grows into that serenity which radiates from the

face of the Enlightened One with that subtle smile in

which wisdom, compassion, and all-embracing love

are mingled.

One may object that the statistics of the Abhi-

dhamma are not scientifically demonstrable and that

therefore they have no universal validity, no objective
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value. But this is not what matters here, because we

are dealing with products of life-experience, which

cannot be other than subjective if they are genuine.

Though these products have been arranged logically

and transformed into a spiritual work of art, they

have not been inferred by way of logic and, therefore,

they cannot be proved by means of logic but only by

means of ever renewed experience, by the realisation

of the same mental states and conditions upon which

this psychological system was founded. What appears

important to us in these statistics is just that subjective

element which gives the most unambiguous expression

to the attitude of early Buddhism. From the historical

as well as from the purely epistemological and (practi-

cal) religious point of view this is most essential.

As in die case of suffering we can distinguish

many degrees of joy or happiness and among them

three main types. The first is physical : bodily welfare

and sensual pleasure (kayika sukha) ; the next higher

type is mental joy (kamavacara-somanassa) which

consists in the satisfaction of intellectual interests or

emotional inclinations which are individually condi-

tioned and limited ;
the highest type is that pure joy

or happiness (cetasika sukha) which is free from

selfish interests and individual limitations, a joy which

takes part in the happiness of others (mudita) and in

which a universal ethos carries the individual beyond

the boundaries of worldly experience (lokuttara).

After the Buddha had realized this highest state of

happiness, he was confronted with the task to devise

a way which led from the ordinary (worldly) state of

consciousness (lokiya citta) to the attainment of this
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supra-mundane bliss. This way forms the fourth

and most important part of the Four Noble Truths,

the synthesis of the whole formula : it is the Eightfold

Path of liberation from the suffering of bondage.

12



Whether Buddhas appear in the world or whether

Buddhas do not appear in the world, it remains a fact,

an unalterable condition of existence and an eternal law,

that all karmic formations (sankhara) are impermanent

(anicca). This fact a Buddha discovers and masters, and

when he has discovered and mastered it, he announces, pro-

claims, preaches, reveals, teaches and explains thoroughly

that all sahkhdras are impermanent.

Whether Buddhas appear in the world, or whether

Buddhas do not appear in the world, it retnains a fact, an

unalterable condition of existence and an eternal law, that

all karmic formations are subject to suffering (
dukkha).

This fact a Buddha discovers and masters, and after having

discovered and mastered it, he announces, proclaims,

preaches, reveals, teaches and explains thoroughly, that

all sankharas are subject to suffering.

Whether Buddhas appear in the world, or whether

Buddhas do not appear in the world, it remains a fact, an

unalterable condition of existence and an eternal law, that

all that exists {sabbe dhamma) is non-absolute (anatta

,

i.e., without an unchangeable or absolute ego-entity).

This fact a Buddha discovers and masters, and after having

discovered and mastered it, he announces, proclaims,

preaches, reveals, teaches and explains thoroughly, that all

that exists is non-absolute (without a permanent ego).

(Anguttara-Nikaya III, 134).



4. THE WAY OF LIBERATION

i. The Eightfold Path

We called the third Noble Truth the “truth of

happiness.” The Eightfold Path represents the origin

of happiness, i.e., of nibbana. It is the synthesis of

the fourfold formula because the first step of the Path,

right views, consists in the knowledge, or at least in

the recognition, of the fact of suffering, of its origin,

of the possibility of its destruction, and of the way
which leads to the annihilation of suffering. In other

words : one who wants to tread the path of liberation

must be conscious of the imperfection of his present

state of existence and must have the earnest desire to

overcome it, as well as a notion concerning the causes

of his imperfection and the means how to remove

them. Thus the fourth truth sums up the results

of the three foregoing truths, before it points out the

practical steps towards the realisation of the aim in

question. This is very characteristic for the Buddha’s

method. He did not want blind followers on his way

who would simply carry out his instructions without

knowing their reason and their necessity, because to

him the value of human action did not consist in its

external effect but in its motive, in the attitude of con-

sciousness from which it sprang. He wanted his dis-

ciples to follow him by reason of their own insight into

the truth of his teachings and not merely on account of
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their faith in the superiority of his wisdom. There

was only one kind of faith which he expected from

those who wanted to realize his path: the faith in their

own immanent forces. This does not mean a kind

of cold rationalism but the harmonious co-operation

of all the forces of the human psyche, among which

the intellect serves as a discriminating and directive

principle (pannindriya). In the beginning the full

significance of these Four Noble Truths cannot yet be

perceived because of the limited range of individual

consciousness (otherwise liberation would be attained

immediately and the remaining steps of the path would

be unnecessary), but the simple fact of suffering and its

immediate causes are so obviously demonstrated in

every phase of life, that a mere observation and analysis

of one’s own limited experiences in the direction indi-

cated by the Buddha are sufficient to convince a think-

ing man of the reasonableness and acceptability of the

Buddha’s statements. And this automatically arouses

the will of man and gives it a certain direction:—it

creates in him the right intentions (samma samkappa) in

conformity with the aim of liberation.

As greed and hatred (lobha and dosa) are the

main obstacles in his way, he will try first of all to

keep his mind free from these properties and to replace

them gradually by the positive opposites, charity and

love (dana and metta, corresponding to alobha and

adosa).

In the next three steps these right intentions are

put into practice by right speech (samma vaca), right

action (samma kammanta), and right livelihood (samma

ajiva).
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Right speech (samma vaca) is defined as abstaining

from lying, tale-bearing, harsh language and vain talk.

That this is not to be understood in the negative sense

only, may be seen from the following explanations of

Anguttara-Nikaya X, 176 : “He speaks the truth, is

devoted to the truth, reliable, worthy of confidence....

He never knowingly speaks a lie, neither for the

sake of his own advantage, nor for the sake of another

person’s advantage, nor for the sake of any advantage

whatsoever.—What He has heard here, he does not

repeat there, so as to cause dissention there Thus

he unites those that are divided, and those that are

united he encourages. Concord gladdens him, he

delights and rejoices in concord
;
and it is concord

that he spreads by his words. He avoids harsh

language and speaks such words as are gentle, sooth-

ing to the ear, loving, going to the heart, courteous

and dear, and agreeable to many. He avoids vain talk

and speaks at the right time, in accordance with facts,

speaks what is useful, speaks about the law1 and the

discipline
; his speech is like a treasure, at the right

moment accompanied by arguments, moderate and full

of sense. This is called right speech.”2

Right action (samma kammanta) is defined as the

abstaining from killing, stealing, and unlawful sexual

intercourse. The positive side of this definition is

indicated by the words : “Without stick or sword,

conscientious, full of sympathy, he is anxious for

the welfare of all living beings.”

Right livelihood (samma ajiva) is defined as the

1 Dhamma. 2 Translated by Mahathera Nyanatiloka.
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abstaining from all such trades and occupations which

are injurious to the welfare of other beings, as for

instance : trading in arms, in living beings, in flesh,

in intoxicating drinks, and in poison. Whatever is

connected with deceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery,

usury has to be avoided, but a life of purity, righteous-

ness and usefulness, in short, a life that is to one’s

own bodily and spiritual welfare as well as to the

welfare of one’s fellow-beings, this is called right

living.

The sixth step of the Eightfold Path is right effort

(samma vayama) which consists of four phases :
(i)

the effort to destroy the evil which has arisen (in our

mind), (2) the effort to prevent the evil which has not

yet arisen, (3) the effort to produce the good which has

not yet arisen, (4) the effort to cultivate the good

which has arisen.

The good qualities which are to be developed and

cultivated are the seven factors of enlightenment

(satta bojjhanga), namely : mindfulness (sati), discern-

ing the truth (dhamma-vicaya), energy (viriya), rapture

(piti), serenity (passaddhi), concentration (samadhi),

and equanimity (upekkha).

The seventh and eighth step of the Path deal more

directly with these factors under the aspects of sati

and samadhi.

Mindfulness (sati) is described as a fourfold con-

templation, namely, concerning the body (kaya), the

sensations (vedana), the mind (citta), and the pheno-

mena (dhamma). These contemplations are chiefly

analytical. They anticipate in many respects the

methods and effects of modern psycho-analysis. But
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the Buddhist system of psychic culture goes one step

farther. It does not confine itself to the analysis and

control of consciousness as it is, but it proceeds to a

higher synthesis or intensification of consciousness

through samadhi.

Thus right concentration (samma samadhi) is the

eighth step of the Path. Its objects are those of the

seventh step, its chief factors those of the sixth step.

But while there the seven factors of enlightenment

exist only as germs, they attain their full maturity in

samadhi. And while the objects of the seventh step

still remain in the realm of discursive (or conceptual)

thought, they are raised to the realm of intuitive

consciousness of realisation on the eighth step. Con-

centration, though it does not exhaust the meaning

of samadhi, is its chief characteristic, but we have to

bear in mind that concentration in this connection is

equal to a transformation of consciousness : it elimina-

tes the tension between subject and object, or rather

the creation of such a conceptual discrimination,

through the synthesizing force of pure experience. I

call this experience pure because it is not reflected or

coloured by the medium of thought or preconceived

ideas, and therefore free from illusion and its con-

comitants, attraction and rejection, greed and aversion.

If this experience is deep enough to penetrate our

whole consciousness, down to its very roots (sankhara)

and fundamental motives (hetu), liberation (nibbana)

is attained. But even if such experiences are of lesser

intensity and have only a temporal or otherwise

limited influence on our mind, yet they will widen

our outlook, strengthen our confidence, deepen our
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views, lessen our preconceptions, and purify our

intentions.

Thus right concentration, again, becomes the

basis of right views, right aspirations, and the other

steps of the Noble Eightfold Path, which is now
experienced on a higher level, and this spiral-like

progression (see the following diagram) is continued

until complete liberation is attained.

If we further analyse the Eightfold Path we shall

find that it is based on three fundamental principles :

on morality (sila), concentration (samadhi), and

wisdom (panna). Right speech, right action, and right

livelihood represent the principle of morality (sila).

Right effort, right mindfulness, and right concentra-

tion represent the principle of concentration (samadhi).

Right views and right aspirations represent the

principle of wisdom (panna).

Wisdom in its highest form is enlightenment

(samma-sambodhi)

;

in its beginning it is the honest

striving after truth, the unbiassed recognition of the

laws of life as far as they are in the reach of average

human experience. As such it is called right views or

right understanding (samma ditthi), and it is significant

for the spiritual attitude of Buddhism that it regards

right understanding as the first step on the path of

liberation, without which neither morality nor concen-

tration can have any value. Morality is nothing but

the practical expression of right understanding. If a

man would act according to certain rules, merely

because he is afraid of punishment or because he

expects a certain reward, his so-called morality would

be without value. According to the Buddhist point
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of view, morality is not the cause but the outcome of

our spiritual attitude. The harmony between this

attitude and our actions, i.e., our inner truthfulness,

this is the real meaning of sila. And it is on account

of this that samadhi is not possible without sila, because

concentration cannot be attained without harmony.

Samadhi is harmony in the highest perfection.

In short : Panna is the harmony between our

mind and the laws of reality. Sila is the harmony

between our convictions and our actions. Samadhi

is the harmony between our feeling, our knowledge,

and our will, the unity of all our creative forces in the

experience of a higher reality.

ii. The Connection between the Four Noble Truths, the

Fightfold Path, and the Twelvefold Paticcasamuppada

Before closing this chapter it will be useful to see

the inseparable connection between the Four Noble

Truths, the Eightfold Path, and the twelvefold formula

of Dependent Origination, not only in their genetic

or temporal succession but also in their simultaneous

relationship and the intricate parallelism of their

constituents.

The Four Noble Truths contain both, the formula

of Dependent Origination and the Eightfold Path.

The latter, on the other hand, contains in its first step

the Four Noble Truths and therefore necessarily the

formula of Dependent Origination as well. The

Four Noble Truths are the general frame of the

Buddhist system, in which the essential problem is

oudined in form of a thesis and its antithesis, which may
be summarized under two headings : dukkha and
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sukha. Each of them is analysed (i) as to its symptoms

and (2) as to its causes or conditions. The first part of

this analysis is done by the first and the third Noble

Truth, the analysis of the conditions under which

those symptoms originate is found in the second and

the fourth Noble Truth. On the side of dukkha the

investigation of causes is carried out in form of the

twelvefold paticcasamuppada. On the side of sukha

the conditions of happiness and the causes of libera-

tion are shown by the Eightfold Path (atthangika

magga).

These two formulas, into which the philosophical

and the practical teachings of Buddhism arc com-

pressed, can be represented by two circles, because

the constituents of each of these formulas are not

limited by an absolute beginning and an absolute end.

Each factor depends on the others, thus establishing

an unlimited relationship within each circle. The

relationship between the circles themselves is demons-

trated by their touching each other in one point,

namely that which is common to both formulas : the

truth of suffering.

The paticcasamuppada shows how the individual

under the influence of delusion goes through different

experiences and stages of consciousness until arriving

at the point where suffering becomes so powerful that

the individual begins to contemplate about its origin.

In this moment he reverses his attitude : he traces back

the origin of suffering (either by his own intellectual

effort or with the help of others) and begins to under-

stand the nature of suffering. This is the first step in

a new direction : the first step of the Eightfold Path.
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Thus suffering is the turning-point which leads from

the wheel of causation to the path of liberation. And
with each step on this path the corresponding opposite

factors of the paticcasamuppada are neutralized. This

parallelism in the constituents of the two circles, of

which the second continues the movement (develop-

ment) of the first in the opposite direction, may be

illustrated by the diagram on page 102.

According to the relative and flowing character

of psychological terms and the dynamic nature of the

two formulas which represent processes of life (but

not the two sides of a mathematical equation) their

parallelism is more a matter of corresponding move-

ment (though of opposite direction) than of exactly

corresponding pairs of complementary magnitudes or

absolute pairs of opposites. It is with this reservation

that we have demonstrated the complementary rela-

tionship between the constituents of the two formulas

in the following diagram, which can be explained

as follows :

(1) Sarnmd ditthi consists in the right under-

standing of suffering (dukkha), of its causes, and of

the way to its annihilation.

(2) Sarnmd samkappa is the conscious intention,

founded upon the knowledge of the previous step,

and, therefore, it counteracts the subconscious tenden-

cies (sankhara) which are based on ignorance (avijja).

( 3 ) Samma vaca is the right formulation ofthought

(discursive thinking) and its expression (right speech).

Thus it implies the control of the conscious mind

(vinnana
; in contradistinction to the subconscious

:

sankhara).
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(4) Sammd kammanta,
right action, implies the

control of the psycho-physical apparatus (nama-rupa)

and its sense organs (salayatana).

(5) Sammd djiva
,
right livelihood, concerns our

external life and the contol of our associations and

contacts (phassa).

(6) Sammd vayama is the conscious effort, or

energy directed by knowledge, which counteracts

uncontrolled emotional impulses (vedana).

(7) Sammd sati, right mindfulness, is opposed to

craving (tanha) and clinging (upadana).

(8) Sammd samadhi is that state of perfect concen-

tration and unification of all creative forces, which

controls the process of becoming (bhava), determines

rebirth (jati) and eventually makes an end of it,

together with all the suffering with which it is insepar-

ably connected.





FOURTH PART

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
CONSCIOUSNESS



The world, 0 Kaccdna, is accustomed to rely on a

duality, on the “it is” and on the “it is not”. However,

0 Kaccdna
,
he who perceives in accordance with truth and

wisdom how the things of this world arise, for him there

is no “it is not” in this world. And he, 0 Kaccdna, who

perceives in accordance with truth and wisdom how the

things of this world perish, for him there is no “it is”

in the world.

(
Samyutta-Nikaya II, 17)



i. THE OBJECTS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

i. Relationship between Subject and Object

In order definitely to determine a point in space,

what is required is several geometrical positions, that

is, the settling of its relations to other fixed points

in a recognized system. In the selfsame way, for the

correct characterisation of a state of consciousness,

which means also, for the analysis of the consciousness,

we require various points of observation which cor-

respond in one single system. This follows from the

definition of consciousness as the relation between

subject (arammanika) and object (arammana). Such a

definition, of course, is not exhaustive, but it is suffi-

cient as a working hypothesis for our present enquiry.

According as we here set the centre of gravity in the

subject or in the object, there result two fundamental

lines of investigation. In the former case there arises

the question as to the relation of the subject to the

external world ; in the latter the question as to the

nature of the objects of consciousness. The behaviour

of the subject depends upon the grade of its cognition

and has three modes of expression : that of craving

(attraction), that of aversion (rejection), and that

which is free from both these extremes. Craving as

well as aversion belongs to the domain of compelled

impulsions, to the realm of the instinctive, and of

idiosyncrasies, since neither are subject to free willing.
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They thus represent a state of bondage, in contradistinc-

tion to the third kind of relationship which presents

itself asa state offreedom . Bondage presumes a dualism,

namely, a force and something which obstructs this

force, thus, the relationship of tension between two

opposed systems, the T and the ‘world’. The attempt

to adjust this tension consists, on one hand, in designs

for the satisfaction of desires, that is, in the attempt

to incorporate parts of one system in the other

;

and on the other hand, in aims at annihilating the

opposing forces, that is, to drive back the forces of

one system with those of the other and in driving

them back, make an end of them. The attempt mis-

carries in both phases. Every blow occasions an

equally strong couterblow, every counter-will again

begets willing, every act of obstruction begets

resistance. The like takes place in the other

phase. Craving increases in the exact degree

that it is yielded to. Every deed done for its

satisfaction is the germ, the continuously acting

cause of new craving. The latter acts like the

force of suction of a vacuum, and cannot be

removed by anything but the removal of its cause,

namely, the vacuum itself. If, however, this is as

boundless as the non-vacuum opposed to it, then a

removal of the tension by the method of equilibration

is impossible. The ‘ego’ as a self-existing something,

constitutes such a vacuum. As an abstraction from

everything perceivable that exists (‘objects’) it is a

pure privation-value, an ideal vacuum, an illusion.

The property of suction possessed by this vacuum
expresses itself equally well in craving as in its reverse.



in resistance to everything that runs counter to the

satisfaction of craving. Through every obstacle there

arise whirlpools in the sucking stream ; and these are

all the stronger and more obstructive, the more intense

is the force of the suction. Since the illusion consists

precisely in the taking of the ego for an absolute, all

equilibration is impossible. In this case we can speak

of the above-mentioned ‘boundless vacuum.’ The

impossibility of the equilibration of the state of tension,

the total discrepancy between subjective willing and

objectively given facts, the disharmony between

ideation and actuality, is what we call suffering. The

conquest of this disharmony, of these idiosyncrasies,

the losing of the above-mentioned tie, in short, the

release into the state of inner freedom, does not come

about through the suppression of the will, but through

the removal of the vacuum, that is, through the anni-

hilation of the illusion. All suffering arises from a

false attitude. The world is neither good nor bad.

It is solely our relationship to it which makes it either

the one or the other.

With reference to the goal of deliverance, two

main modes of consciousness can be distinguished: the

directed and the undirected. Directed consciousness

is that which, in recognition of the goal, has entered

the stream and is wholly bent upon freedom, which

means that the decisive reversal of attitude has ensued.

Undirected consciousness, on the contrary, allows itself

to be driven hither and thither by instinct-born motives

and external impressions. On account of its depend-

ence upon the external world it is designated as worldly

ormundane (lokiya) consciousness. In contradistinction
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to this, directed consciousness is held to be supra-

mundane (lokuttara). The justification of the term

‘directed’ is clearly discernible from the fact that the

transition from worldly to supra-worldly conscious-

ness is called ‘entry into the stream’ (sotapatti) ; and

one who finds himself in this phase of development is

called ‘one who has entered the stream’ (sotapanna).

Worldly, equally with unworldly, consciousness may

function upon the same planes, for here it is not a

question of ‘this side’ and ‘further side’ (transcendental)

experiences, but of experience of the same world in a

different direction, under different presuppositions

(dependence and independence).

ii. Objects and Realms of Consciousness

When we consider consciousness from the point

of view of objects, we must above all be clear as to their

essential character and formal qualities. We distin-

guish in the first place between the material and die

immaterial, the limited and the unlimited, that is to

say, between objects perceivable through the senses

and those perceivable by the mind. In the former,

all the senses may participate
;

in the latter only

the ‘form’-freed mind, the mind free from all

perception of what is individual. Between the two

extremes, the domain of the sensuously bounded, or of

form bound by craving (kamadhatu), and the domain

of the formless (arupadhatu), the unlimited that

is free from craving, there comes in intermedi-

ately a group of objects which are not perceptible

indeed to the lower senses, namely those (of contact,

of the non-spatial) of smell, of taste and of touch, but
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certainly to the higher senses, in so far as these are free

from all entanglement with the ego, that is, free from

discordance (craving), and therefore able to merge

completely into the object, to become one with it, to

experience it from within. These objects are designat-

ed as pure forms, untarnished by any kind of entangle-

ment with the T, or as absolute form (rupa), since

they belong neither to the domain of the formless,

(they, possess shape), nor yet correspond to the sensu-

ous form bound by craving. The realm of Pure

Form (rupadhatu) is thus not a domain of intellectual

abstractions but of intuitive (because T-freed) con-

templation of form. Corresponding to these three

groups of objects, we get three basic planes of cons-

ciousness : the consciousness which dwells in the

domain of the sensuous, of forms of craving (kamava-

cara-citta) ; the consciousness which dwells in the

domain of Pure Form (rupavacara-citta) ; and the

consciousness which dwells in the domain of the

formless, of Non-Form (arupavacara-citta).

The realm of Pure Form is intermediary between

the two other realms inasmuch as it has something

in common with each of the two,—with the sense-

domain, the property of form-ness ;
with the formless

domain, the property of abstraction, namely, from the

egocentricity of the lower domain of the senses filled

with desires. That this is no mere artificial, intellectual

abstraction, follows from the intuitive character of

these two domains. The properties of each domain

are not something added to their particular character,

but only modifications of the same. Thus the sense-

world is designated as purely the domain of sensuous
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desires, since its objects are bounded, T-conditioned,

in their individualness set in contrast with the subject,

incapable of union with the subject, and hence beget

that state of tension (dualism) which we call craving.

The objects belonging to the realm of Non-Form
possess no limiting boundaries, are beyond all multi-

plicity and every kind of isolation or T-entangle-

ment. With this is excluded all possibility of tension,

of craving. In similar wise is it with pure forms, for

their boundaries are only of an ideal, a formal sort,

they are not essential to them, and can therefore be

filled by the experiencing subject.

We must bear in mind, however, that the tension

in the realm of sense-perception is not a necessary state

but only a product of illusion. If the mind is directed

towards supra-mundane knowledge, the sense objects

are perceived and investigated with proper discrimina-

tion, and instead of arresting and binding the forces

of consciousness they will reflect them, throw them

back upon their source, thus intensifying their power.

The following diagram may help us to under-

stand the conceptual structure and definition of the

objects of consciousness and their relations to the

three realms and the three functional states of cons-

ciousness. Each concept is represented by a circle.

Pairs of opposites i.e., concepts of the same category

but of opposite meaning, are symbolized by pairs of

circles touching each other in one point only (which is

common to both like the category to which they be-

long) but otherwie exclusive (like the contents of the

respective concepts which strictly exclude each other).





'Examples

:

Limited /
unlimited

material / immaterial
Concepts which have nothing in common corres-

pond to circles which are separated from each other.

Example

:

ma terial
/ unlimited

Those concepts which partly coincide with each

other are shown by overlapping circles.

Examples

:

limited
/
material

unlimited
/
immaterial

immaterial / limited

The two extreme functions of consciousness,

characterized by sense-perception on one side and

intuition on the other, are rendered by two groups

of concentric circles, of which one lies in the realm

of material objects (which are forms, sounds,

odours, tastes, and bodies) while the other partly

covers the circles which denote immaterial, limited,

and unlimited objects, in which it partakes. It may

be noted that also the reflective consciousness takes

part in the material objects, though not through

direct perception of sense-objects, but through their

images which are reproduced by the remembrance of

previous sense-impressions.

iii. Tbe Realm of Pure Form

As the objects of the sense-world—though being

the most differentiated—are familiar to us as contents

of our daily experience, we may first explain the cha-

racteristics of the other two realms in order to get

an idea of the general structure of consciousness

and its psycho-cosmic significance. Only if we
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understand the underlying plan of this psychological

system we can see the viewpoint from which the

analysis and classification of the factors and functions

of consciousness has been undertaken. It is this

spiritual ground-plan which represents the lasting

value of Buddhist psychology and which gives a

meaning to its details. If these are studied without a

proper knowledge of the ground-plan and without

being conscious of it at every point, nothing but

an accumulation of meaningless details will be

achieved.

In the realm of Pure Form (rupa-dhatu) five

factors are of deciding importance ; thinking (vitakka),

reflecting or sustained thought (vicara), rapture (plti),

happiness (sukha), and one-pointedness (ekaggata).

The last factor is said to exist in every act of conscious-

ness as a kind of immanent tendency of direction, but

in the case of meditation and especially in the higher

states of absorption (jhana) this factor is raised to a

definite state of concentration. The predominance

of this factor together with the other four properties

causes the elimination of the five hindrances (nivara-

nani) which bind the worldly-minded (puthujjana) :

Thinking (in its initial state) destroys sloth and

torpor (thina-middha).

Reflecting (or sustained thought) destroys doubt

(vicikiccha).

Joy (or rapture) destroys hatred (dosa or byapada).

Happiness destroys resdessness and mental worry

(uddhacca-kukkucca)

.

Concentration destroys greed (lobha).

With the entrance into the realm of Pure Form
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and thus none of the hindrances are taken over into

this state of consciousness. In their place the opposite

favourable factors become free. In the further course

of meditation ekaggata is more and more intensified

by the successive elimination of the other four factors.

In other words : the energy invested in those four

factors is gradually absorbed by ekaggata.

Thus five classes of consciousness can be distin-

guished in the consciousness of Pure Form : In the

first jhana all the above-mentioned factors are present,

in the second jhana vitakka disappears, in the third

jhana vicara disappears, in the fourth jhana piti

disappears, and in the fifth sukha disappears, whereby

a hedonically neutral state (upekkha) of pure concen-

tration is created. The rupavacara-consciousness,

therefore, can be represented in the following way :

vitakka—vicara—piti—sukha—ekaggata

vicara—piti—sukha—ekaggata

piti—sukha—ekaggata

sukha—ekaggata

ekaggata

(up. )

The process of concentration could not be symbolized

more obviously than by this triangle of decreasing

factors.

The consciousness in the realm of Non-Form

(arupavacara-citta) corresponds with regard to its

factors to the fifth stage of the consciousness of Pure

Form (jth jhana). Its classification, therefore, cannot

start from the (subjective) factors, but only from the
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objects of consciousness (arammana or alambana)

The discrimination ‘subject-object’ is justified,

naturally, only from an external point of view. In

reality one cannot separate the consciousness from its

contents. There are different moments of conscious-

ness, different with regard to time and contents, but

each of them represents an inseparable unity. Only

for the sake of verbal expression and mental (logical)

simplification we abstract from the incessant processes

of ‘becoming conscious’ the more or less static idea of

‘a consciousness,’ and after having created a concept

for the unity and stability of this process, we are

compelled to create a complementary concept which

accounts for the change in it : the contents of represen-

tation or the object of consciousness. If, in connection

with this concept, we speak of a subject of consciousness

too, than we refer to that higher unity of karmically

conditioned forces which we call the ‘individual’,-

‘that which cannot be divided’—because it is not

the mechanical unity of a constant or limited ‘thing’

but an ever-flowing process of re-adjustment and

unification of living forces which have their focus in

consciousness. But just as a focus is not something

different from the rays that meet in it, so consciousness

is not different from the forces which in visible and

invisible forms build up the individual. We have so

much become accustomed to identifying concepts

with reality, that it cannot be emphasized often enough

that in Buddhism expressions like ‘individual,’

‘subject,’ ‘I’, and ‘mine’ can only be used in a relative

sense, and even there still with reservation. The

Buddha calls such expressions “vohara vacana,”
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one may use without harm, because he perceives their

relativity and does not take them at their face-value.

“The Tathagata may well say : I say or I am
told.—Knowing the (conventional) speech of the

world, the wise one only says so in common speech.”

(Samyutta-Nikaya, 25).

iv. The Realm of Non-Form

While thus continuing to use these conventional

expressions, we shall see how the consciousness of

Non-Form can be divided.

Two kinds of objects can be discerned here :

direct or intuitive objects (pannattalambanani) and

indirect or developed objects (mahaggatalambanani).

After the elimination of all thing-and form-ideas

or representations, space is the direct and intuitive

object of consciousness. It has two properties : that

of infinity and that of non-materiality (no-thing-ness).

They condition each other like ‘above’ and ‘below,’

‘right’ and ‘left,’ ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ ; each of

these two properties contains the germ of the other,

can originate from the other one ; each of the two

poles can be the basis or the starting point. Without

them there would be no experience of space, because

‘space as such’ cannot be the object of consciousness.

The ‘infinity of space’ (akasanancayatana) and ‘no-

thing-ness’ (akincannayatana) are thus, as space-expres-

sions of equal value, objects of intuitive consciousness.

If, however, that consciousness of the infinity of space

itself becomes an object of meditation, the experience

of the infin ity of consciousness arises. If infinity
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becomes conscious it reveals the infinity of conscious-

ness. During an intuitive experience consciousness

entirely identifies itself with and merges into the

object : if it is an infinite one, also the consciousness

becomes unlimited. But only retrospectively the

consciousness becomes aware of its own boundless-

ness. In an analogous way the consciousness of

emptiness, of the absence of all material or imagined

‘things,’ of ‘no-thing-ness,’ becomes the object of the

consecutive stage of absorption which consists just

in the awareness of that ‘emptiness of consciousness,’

called “neither perception nor non-perception” or

‘ultimate limit of perception.’ But even this state

has still its positive side and cannot be characterized

exhaustively as the awareness of non-perception :

—

in it perfect freedom, peace and serenity are realized

in a way which makes every description and

discussion impossible. Here any further definition

becomes paradoxical.

The relationship between the two groups of

unlimited objects can be shown in the following way :

(Direct, intuitional) (Indirect, developed)

Group I : ‘Infinity of space’ and ‘infinity of cons-

ciousness’.

Group II : ‘No-thing-ness’ and ‘ultimate limit of

perception’.

These two groups are not only in correlation

through the common concept ‘space,’ but they are

able to develop the one from the other in the course of

one and the same process of consciousness in such a
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fashion that conceptually, i.e., seen from outside, there

is a movement from a positive to a negative state,

while in reality meditation is a process of progressive

unification : from the differentiation of surface-

consciousness to the unity of depth-consciousness.

The consciousness of the ‘infinity of space’ represents

the positive, that of ‘no-thing-ness’ the negative aspect

of space-experience. Consequently the first one

precedes the latter in the course of meditation, while

the latter on account of its inner relationship to the

first can be developed on the way through the ‘infinity

of consciousness.’ Because in the infinity of space

as in that of consciousness all separateness and limita-

tion are annihilated, so that the experience of ‘no-

thing-ness’ appears as the immediate consequence of

these states.

Thus the arupaloka-consciousness appears in the

following order of jhanas :

1. The realm of the infinity of space (akasanan-

cayatana).

2. The realm of the infinity of consciousness

(vinnanancayatana)

.

3. The realm of ‘no-thing-ness’ (akincannaya-

tana).

4. The realm of the ultimate limit of perception

(nevasanna-nasannayatana)

.



2. THE STRUCTURE OF CONSCIOUSNESS

The factors of consciousness decrease with the

progress of absorption
;
from the broad basis, or

rather surface, of the ordinary state of mind, the

consciousness becomes more and more centred until

the point of complete unification is reached. Thus

consciousness oscillates between the boundary states

of Differentiation and Uniformity. According to the

Buddhist point of view uniformity is the primary state

of mind, while surface-consciousness, or consciousness

in the ordinary sense of the word, can be defined as a

phenomenon of resistance—an obstruction of the

stream of being, comparable to the arising of heat

and light as phenomena of resistance of the electric

current. The ‘surface-consciousness’ is the most

differentiated. In the same measure in which we
become absorbed, differentiation decreases and uni-

fication increases. We, therefore, call the uniform

consciousness, or that which approaches it, the cons-

ciousness of the depth or the ‘fundamental conscious-

ness.’ The amplitude of oscillation between surface

and depth corresponds to the intensity of consciousness.

The ego-conception is only a product of the surface-

consciousness, because an ego can exist only where

there are differences and hence a discrimination

between ego and non-ego. The ego-idea disappears

in the same proportion in which consciousness ap-

proaches its foundations. It is for this reason that the

16
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ego is perceived as an illusion in the process of

meditation.

According to the degree of differentiation we
can speak of different stages of consciousness. Though

for each kind of living beings a certain stage may be

said to be characteristic, yet the single individual is

not necessarily bound to this one type of conscious-

ness. The higher an individual is developed, the

greater is the capacity of variation of his conscious-

ness. Perhaps one should have expected me to say that

the level of development depends on the differentia-

tion of consciousness. But as it is said that the consci-

ousness ofhigher beings corresponds to the conscious-

ness of the higher degrees of absorption, this definition

Planes of existence (bhumi) and their corresponding states of

consciousness (cittani) [See Appendix, Table VIII]
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could not be applied in general. But how do these

beings differ from those whose state of mind is still

on the primitive level of an undeveloped conscious-

ness, namely, one which is not yet differentiated ?

We have already mentioned one reason—namely the

capacity ofvariation which is lacking in the undevelop-

ed mind—however, this is not the only reason, but the

problem consists in the fundamental question : What
is the difference between the unity of a concentrated

mind and the unity of an undeveloped consciousness ;

in what differs a higher consciousness from the sub-

consciousness, mundane consciousness from a state

of supramundane absorption (lokuttara-jhana), the

simplicity of the wise from the simplicity of the child,

the elimination of perception in the state of concentra-

tion from the similar effect of deep sleep or of hypnosis?

We shall try to solve this problem, or at least to find a

working hypothesis, with the help of a diagram, which,

I hope, will not be taken as a final definition but

merely as a tentative approach to this difficult subject.

The diagram symbolizes the development of

successive states of consciousness, as they may occur

in a number of causally connected existences (or

individuals :—from the psychological standpoint it

does not matter whether we speak of causally con-

nected existences of one and the same individual or

of the consecutive existences of causally connected

individuals). The diagram is composed of a great

number of narrow triangles, the bases of which are

connected in such a way as to form a circle, while their

points meet in the centre of the circle. The triangle

corresponds to the decreasing structure of conscious-
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ness (decreasing in the direction from the surface

towards the depth down to the point of complete

unification). The periphery of the circle represents

the zone of utmost differentiation, while the centre

forms the common point of unity, in which there is

no differentiation of consciousness. The more empha-

sized radial lines mark the incisions of birth and death

(which are only the two sides of the same process).

Their distance from each other is not meant, however,

to mean the duration of life (which is of no importance

here), but the experience-value of an individual existence

at a particular stage of its development, indicated by

its position in the general scheme of psychogenetic

possibilities. This value may be called the mental

horizon or the medium range of consciousness within

one existence, formed by the accumulated and mentally

digested experience. The width of the sector corres-

ponds to the mental range of activity. The longer the

way which individual consciousness has covered, the

more experience-values are accumulated in it, and the

greater is the sector which it occupies in our system.

In the mental radius of activity differentiation and inten-

sity are combined. The intensity of consciousness, the

tension between surface and depth, is the difference

between the highest and the lowest point of the curve

of consciousness within one existence. The curve

marks the way of individually centred conscious-

ness, of causally connected moments of individual

consciousness.

In order to get a few important points as to the

main states of consciousness we divide consciousness

into three great groups
:
peripherical, suhperipherical, and



subliminal consciousness. The peripherical conscious-

ness is that of the surface, the most differentiated,

the normal day-consciousness of man. It extends as

far as the volitional faculty of reproduction of former

(past) contents of consciousness, namely the control

of our tnemory. The subperipherical consciousness is

that which lies below the threshold of the volitional

faculty of memory. Its contents are the source

from which a great part of the ‘day-consciousness’ is

fed, without, however, being able of volitional

reproduction. The consciousness of this sphere is

far more voluminous than that of the previous one,

yet it is less individually differentiated on account of the

partial exclusion of the factors of volition. Differen-

tiation means an intensification of the ego-tendency.

The lower limit of subperipherical consciousness is

formed by the (circular) line of death-consciousness.

At death a retrogression of consciousness takes

place. The lowest point of it is what we call death-

consciousness. What lies beyond of it (namely

towards the centre) is the subliminal consciousness.

It is beyond the possibilities of individual intentions

and formations and has no room for accidental or

momentary influences, while the extreme periphery

contains only momentary consciousness because all

its contents (perceptions) sink below the surface

and are absorbed by the lower strata according to

their ‘weight’ or intensity. If, therefore, we want

to reproduce former contents of consciousness, i.e., if

we want to call up a remembrance, we must concentrate

ourselves, turn within ourselves, get absorbed. Those

contents of consciousness, which are no more within
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the peripherical zone, can be reproduced only if

the functions of peripherical consciousness are

excluded, i.e., if the process of consciousness is con-

centrated upon the subperipherical zone, as in the

progressive states of deep absorption (meditation,

jhana) in which by the elimination of individual

volition (being one of the phenomena of differentia-

tion) the subperipherical contents are raised to the

‘surface,’ thus taking, so to say, the place of the

peripherical consciousness. The faculty (possibility) of

reproduction is all the greater, the more the curve of

active consciousness approaches the centre. In this

case the range of memory covers as much within the

space of a sector (i.e., within one individual existence)

as can be found between the lowest and the highest

point of the curve of consciousness. The latter would

correspond to the periphery in the case of a normal

human being. All points within that sector which

have the same distance from the centre are in a particular

mutual relationship and are easily recollected or

associated in memory if the curve of active conscious-

ness goes through their plane.

If the circle which marks the line of death-

consciousness is passed over in meditation, there appears

the possibility to become conscious of the connection

of two (or more) existences. In the measure of pro-

gress of this meditative consciousness in the subliminal

zone an ever-increasing number of existences will

come into the range of memory. If the introspective

consciousness reaches the centre, the point of unity

which is common to the consciousness of all forms of

existence, there is no more any limitation to the
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retrospective faculty which here becomes equal to the

intuitive perception of all the possibilities of existence

(or forms of consciousness) whether past, present, or

future (a division which loses its meaning in this

super-individual state of mind). But as long as the

individual is not yet free from karmic fetters (sankhara)

and their root-causes (hetu) the retrospective faculty

is bound to individual limitations, it is capable of

reproducing only such contents of consciousness

which, on account of causal connections with past

existences, arc more closely related to the individual

in question.

The subliminal consciousness becomes supramun-

dane (lokuttara-citta) only by the neutralisation of the

sankharas, whereby unlimited relations would become

possible. Already in the periphery the neutralization

of sankharas must begin. The higher states of cons-

ciousness are conditioned by the previous experience of

the periphery. The periphery is the necessary state of

transition to their attainment.

The curve of consciousness, before attaining the

state of utmost differentiation in the periphery, runs

through all the stages of the subliminal and the sub-

peripherical zone. In this case the subliminal con-

sciousness is a ‘not yet being fully conscious’, a latent

consciousness, the tendency to become conscious,

while the consciousness of the subperipherical zone

is an imperfect, or rather dreamlike consciousness.

Only in the peripherical zone consciousness becomes

reflective and the will individually decisive. In the

same measure in which the will becomes conscious of

itself, it is felt as free will. But hand in hand with the
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experience of free will goes the consciousness of

independence, uniqueness, and separateness, which

grows into a state of psychic non-relationship; the

surface separates itself from the depth, individuali-

sation proceeds to intellectualisation. It is a strange

paradox (at least in terms) that differentiation repre-

sents itself as individualisation. But an individual

becomes what it is, only by differing from others. If,

however, this differing is misunderstood as the most

essential property and is raised to the idea of absolute

egohood, on account of lacking knowledge or insight,

then disharmony and suffering are sure to follow.

Under the influence of this suffering the selfish will

(kamacchanda) turns into the will of liberation (dham-

macchanda). The experience of suffering leads to the

understanding of life(samma ditthi)and thus the will of

liberation becomes the turningpoint of the null, the begin-

ning of a new direction (sotapatti) in the psychological

development of man. Before the attainment of the

periphery the progress was in the direction towards the

periphery, after the attainment of it, however, it is in the

direction towards the centre (see curve of progress).

Thus in the peripherical zone a transformation takes

place, a reversal of the spiritual process, a progression

with reversed prefix. We have seen (in the First

Part) the same phenomenon with regard to the

development of religion, in which we could discern

similar phases of self-affirmation and self-negation,

the inhalation and exhalation in the spiritual life of

peoples.

The re-establishment of harmony is achieved by

the connection of the surface with the depth, by

1

7
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diving into the depth of consciousness, by absorp-

tion, by internalisation, by bringing the light of dis-

crimination into the depth and by bringing the

treasures of the depth up to the surface. If the curve

of consciousness (now represented by a dotted line)

now runs through the same zones as before attaining

die periphery, yet there happens something entirely

different and new. The uniformity of consciousness

has changed into a conscious unity. The amorphous and

almost indifferent (and unrelated) self-centred con-

sciousness has been replaced by the accumulated

values of experience, condensed as subconscious memory

and related to all forms and forces of life. In this

way consciousness becomes superindividual.

Every state, process, or happening receives its

meaning by its causal connections, especially by that

which preceded it—just as a thing is conditioned by

its relationship to the surroundings. We, therefore,

have not only to discern between pre-peripherical

subliminal consciousness and post-peripherical subli-

minal consciousness in general, but we have to make

similar discriminations even within one sector. Sub-

peripherical states can occur in two ways: volitional

(sasankharika) or non-volitional (asankharika). The

first case happens in meditation (jhana), the latter

in dream. In the state of dream the level of con-

sciousness is lowered on account of the absence of

tendencies of unity or concentration, and therefore it

breaks up into its various factors, while in medi-

tation, even after the elimination of surface-volitions,

the tendency of unification, the one-pointedness

(ekaggata), remains in existence on account of the



directive attitude (intention) exercised during the

initial moments in the peripherical zone. Thus a

positively directed state of mind is produced, and a

passive ‘sinking’ into a semi-conscious state is pre-

vented. This shows again the importance of the peri-

phery as a necessary transitional and preparatory stage

which is the sine qua non of every meditation. It is

not sufficient to start from any point of the peri-

pherical zone, but first the utmost differentiation in

the periphery itself must have been attained, before

the reversal into the direction towards the centre can

take place with success. Somnambulistic and hypno-

tic states of mind, for instance, have no progressive

value: they lack the determining moment in the

periphery (whose attainment already presupposes a

certain level of development and maturity of the

individual).

For this reason the first part of all essential medi-

tations consists in a profound and extremely differen-

tiated analysis, and only after this careful preparation

begins the great synthesis of direct experience or

intuitive knowledge. With the importance of the peri-

phery, also that of human existence with regard

to the way of liberation becomes obvious, because in

the consciousness ofMan the periphery can be attained,

and with it the turning point, which forms the first

step of the supramundane path. The Buddha calls

human birth “the good way” for which even

the devas must strive, if they want to attain the

highest goal. What other religion has granted

to Man such a position ! Man is the centre of the

Buddhist teaching which was born from the deepest
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experience of humanity. It is for this reason that the

Buddhist conception of the world is a psycho-cosmical

one and that man as a microcosmos embraces the

whole world within himself and is thus able to over-

come it finally.

It remains to show how the three realms,

kamaloka, rupaloka, and arupaloka are related to our

diagram. All the stages of consciousness before the

attainment of the turning point in the periphery (the

sectors A—K) belong to kamaloka. The five stages of

absorption in rupaloka belong to the subperipherical

zone; but this does not mean that the subperipherical

zone is identical with rupaloka; on the contrary the

jhanas represent a special case of this zone, taking

place only under certain conditions, as we have seen.

The lower limit of the subperipherical consciousness

was identified with the line of death-consciousness,

and we mentioned that when crossing this boundary

in meditation, there was the possibility of remember-

ing former existences. According to the canonical

texts this kind of remembrance starts with the fourth

stage of jhana, which corresponds to the fifth in our

system which follows the more logical arrangement

of the Abhidhammattha-Sangaha. In the Sutta-

Pitaka the fivefold division of jhanas was not yet in

use. The second and third stage of the Abhidham-

mattha-Sangaha were counted there as one, so that

altogether only four rupa-jhanas were counted. (Both

kinds of enumeration have been shown in the right

part of the pyramidal diagram, by Roman and Arabic

figures.)

It is significant that in the Mahaparinibbana-
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Sutta (Digha-Nikaya XVI, 6) the Buddha is said to

have gone through all the stages of the rupa- and

arupa-jhanas, and after returning from the highest

jhana to the first and again rising up to the fourth

(our fifth) jhana, he departed from life. This confirms

our assumption that the death-consciousness coincides

with the fifth jhana from where two ways are open

to the meditator: that of the remembrance of former

lives or that which leads to the four arupaloka-jhanas.

From the standpoint of factors of consciousness

(cetasika) the arupa-jhanas can be classified under the

fifth stage, with which they agree in the elimination

of the first four factors (vitakka, vicara, piti, sukha).

With regard to their contents, however, a further

progress of unification takes place, though expressions

like “infinity of space” or “infinity of consciousness”

seem to indicate the contrary. Infinity, however, is

nothing but the negation of separation, limitation, or

differentiation. “Infinity of space” is the overcoming

of the form principle (which still existed in the pre-

vious state), the infinity or rather boundlessness of

consciousness is the overcoming of objective space

by becoming perfectly conscious of it. As soon as

its complete union with consciousness is attained,

the difference of subject and object disappears and

“nothingness” (no-tfa'ng-ntss) is experienced. With

the fading away of this experience, the meditating one

enters the realm of “neither perception nor non-

perception,” a state which cannot be expressed by

words; because where all differentiations have ceased

to exist, there also all designations have come to an

end.
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3. Classification of Consciousness

The consciousness of the three planes, lying

above one another in an ascending degree of subli-

mation in accord with its epistemological antecedent

condition, is designated as ‘conditioned by root-causes’

(sahetuka), or ‘not conditioned by root-causes’ (ahe-

tuka). Every act of consciousness which is moti-

vated by the degree of knowledge of the individual,

—

that is to say, by the mental attitude, which is related

to all other causes, as the root to the other parts of a

plant,—is thus conditioned by root-causes and morally

determinant; while all predominating passively recep-

tive states of consciousness which result from mere

impressions of the senses, are not conditioned by

root-causes and, therefore, are morally neutral. The

word ‘moral’, however, is here to be understood

not in the conventional way, but as a tendency of

direction in the sense indicated at the beginning of this

chapter, and in fact, with the exclusion of its appli-

cability to the variations of the worldly conditions

which tend towards change. Every approach in

the direction of die goal, which is to be compared to

the harmonizing, healing action of a process of cure,

is designated as wholesome or favourable (kusala);

and every departure from it as unwholesome or

unfavourable (akusala). Unwholesome root-causes

are craving (lobha), hatred (dosa), and delusion (moha),

the three phenomenal forms of ignorance, of non-

knowing (avijja), that is, of that state of mind which

is not in agreement with actuality, and therefore of

necessity leads to disharmony, in other words, to pain-
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fill conditions. The wholesome or favourable root-

causes are the qualities that are opposed to these phen-

omenal forms of avijja ; they are born of knowledge

and consist of freedom from craving (alobha), freedom

from hatred (adosa), and freedom from delusion

(amoha). Thus there obtain for the worldly con-

sciousness not only states conditioned by root-causes,

and states not conditioned by root-causes, but within

the conditioned states again, wholesome (favourable)

and unwholesome (unfavourable) ones, so that we
can arrange them in groups as follows:

Unwholesome, conditioned.

Neutral, non-conditioned.

Wholesome, conditioned.

In the realm of sense-perceived form each one of these

conditions is represented; in the so-called “exalted”

domains, namely, in those of Pure Form and of

Non-Form, only the last of these three.

To the points of view of direction, of the realm

of form (or of the formation of objects), and of the

antecedent conditions of consciousness, there remains

to be added as fourth, that of potential value. A state

of consciousness is either karmically active, re-active

(resultant), or karmically non-active. Active it exhibits

itself as wholesome (kusala) or unwholesome (akusala),

re-active (vipaka) as outcome of former karma, non-

active (kriya) as exhausting itself in its present func-

tion. In the supramundane consciousness which, by

the way, is tied to no definite plane or form of cons-

ciousness, but may dwell in all domains, the active as-

pect is designated as Path-consciousness (magga-citta),

and what results, as Fruit-consciousness (phala-citta).
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Besides the leading principles of classification,

concerning direction, realm (form), precondition, and

potential value, a number of secondary principles can

be found. The root-conditioned consciousness of

the sense-world (sahetuka kamavacara-citta), for

instance, is again divided under the viewpoints of

(a) feeling (vedana),

(b) knowledge (nana),

(c) volition (sankhara).

(a) Feeling is either agreeable (somanassa, sukha)

or disagreeable (domanassa, dukkha) or none of both,

i.e., neutral (upekkha).

(b) A state of consciousness is either connected

with knowledge (nana-sampayutta) concerning the

nature of its object and the consequences of its accep-

tance or its rejection, or consciousness is not connected

with knowledge (nana-vippayutta), or it is directly

bound up with erroneous views (ditthi).

(c) Furthermore consciousness is either voli-

tional (sasankharika) or automatic (asankharika).

Sankhara, which is rendered here with volition, must

not be confused with sankharakkhandha, the aggre-

gate of sankhara.

If we take, for instance, the first subsection of the

kamaloka-consciousness, namely, that which is condi-

tioned by unwholesome root-causes (akusala-hetu),

we can divide it from the standpoint of root-causes

into three groups:

(a) one group conditioned by greed (lobha-

sahagata).

(b) one conditioned by hatred, resp. aversion

(patigha-sahagata), and
18
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(c) one rooted in delusion (momuha).

(a) Under group (a) unpleasant feelings cannot

exist, because they would neutralise greed, respec-

tively, greed would not be able to manifest itself in

their presence. In this way we obtain in the greed-

conditioned consciousness under the points of view of

feeling, knowledge, and volition the following classes:

Feeling Knowledge Volition

}•
joyful

3-

4- J

1

1 -

8 .

•3
c

f erroneous

\

|
non-erroneous

1.
(but not ‘knowing’)

f erroneous

{

automatic consciousness

volitional consciousness

H automatic consciousness

volitional consciousness

{

automatic consciousness

volitional consciousness

non-erroneous f automatic consciousness

{ volitional consciousness

(b) In the consciousness which is conditioned

by aversion, naturally, neither joyful nor indifferent

feelings can arise, nor is the discrimination ‘erroneous’

or ‘non-erroneous’ applicable to it or determinative

for its character. There are, therefore, only:

9. Sorrowful, aversive, automatic consciousness;

10. Sorrowful, aversive, volitional consciousness.

(c) Consciousness which is rooted in delusion is

a state of doubt (vicikiccha) and restlessness (uddhacca)

and can therefore neither be defined under the point

of view of volition nor in positive (or negative) terms

of feeling, because there is no decision towards either

side, i. e., indifference. Thus we get the following two

classes:
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11. Indifferent consciousness, connected with doubt.

12. Indifferent consciousness, connected with rest-

lessness.

Much more regular is the classification of the

wholesome (kusala) types of the root-conditioned

consciousness of the sense-world, in which suffering

cannot appear any more on account of the favourable

preconditions (kusala-hetu):

Feeling Knowledge Volition

(
connected with
knowledge

I disconnected front

[ knowledge

f automatic

{ volitional

{

automatic

volitional

indifferent

connected with
knowledge

disconnected from

t knowledge

( automatic

| volitional

( automatic

( volitional

9— 1 6 : the same in the karmically reactive and

17—24 : in the karmically non-active consciousness.

Those classes which are not connected with knowl-

edge are conditioned by the absence of greedand hatred

(alobha & adosa), those which are connected with

knowledge are conditioned by all the three wholesome

root-causes (alobha, adosa, amoha).

Between these two opposite groups of root-con-

ditioned consciousness mediate the eighteen classes

without root-causes (ahetuka-cittani). The first seven

classes of them are the reaction of former unwhole-

some states of consciousness (akusala vipaka),

namely consciousness by way of (1) sight, (2)

hearing, (3) smell, (4) taste, or (5) touch (cakkhu-

sota-ghana-jivha-kaya-vinnana) as well as (6) the
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receiving (sampaticchana) and (7) investigating

(santirana) states of mind. All these classes are hedo-

nically indifferent with the exception of body-con-

sciousness (touch) which is accompanied by pain

(dukkha). The following eight classes (8-15) which

are the reaction of former wholesome states of mind,

are the same as the preceding ones with the exception

that the body-consciousness is accompanied by joy

(sukha) and that there are two classes of investigating

consciousness of which one is accompanied by joy.

Finally there are three karmically inactive classes,

namely (16) consciousness which just turns towards

one of the five sense-impressions,1
(17) consciousness

which turns towards a mental impression2 and (18)

the joyful consciousness of the genesis of aesthetic

pleasure.3 The previous two classes are hedonically

neutral, because in them the mind is merely aware of

an impression approaching either through the “five

doors” (panca-dvara) of the senses or through the

“mind-door” (mano-dvara), without being able to

define the nature of the impression. It is the moment

before the formation of a concept or a representation.

The stimulus which enters through the “mind-door”

may be either the remembrance of a former sense-

impression or of former representations or reflections.

The consciousness of the genesis of aesthetic

pleasure is accompanied by joy and free from evil

root-causes and karma-creating effects because, as

Bhikhu Silacara once said: “in the contemplation of

the beautiful, if it is really pure, there are no selfish

motives and man is completely free from the ‘ego’.

1 Pancadvaravajjana 2 manodv&ravajjana 3 hasituppada



The complete absence of the ‘ego’, if maintained, is

nibbana. And the man who is enabled temporarily

to be freed from the ‘ego’ in the contemplation of the

beautiful, has thus temporarily experienced nibbana

in a way which might lead him finally to the complete,

real, perfect nibbana. Therefore I maintain that

beauty will help many to find nibbana.”

The concept of the beautiful (subha, sobhana)

in Buddhism is closely related to the idea of purity

and of the Good, similar to Plato’s teaching of the

identity of the Good, the Beautiful, and the True in

their highest aspects. It hardly needs to be said that

in Buddhism too the Good is not to be separated

from the True, i.e., from that which is in accordance

with the laws of Reality (the Dhamma in the highest

sense). Therefore the twenty-nine above-mentioned

classes of consciousness, conditioned by wholesome

root-causes, as well as those of the realm of Pure

Form, of Non-Form and of supramundane con-

sciousness are called “beautiful states of mind”

(sobhana-cittani)

.

Among the classes of reactive consciousness

without root-causes (vipaka-ahetuka-cittani) we men-

tioned eight hedonically neutral classes of ‘sense-

consciousness’ arising by way of sight, hearing, smell,

or taste, while the consciousness arising by bodily

contact under the same circumstances is not hedo-

nically neutral but results in a definite feeling of either

pain or pleasure. The reason for this distinction

has its origin in the Buddhist theory of the properties

and functions of matter and the sensitive material

qualities (pasada-rupa) of sense-organs (vatthu).
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The four essential qualities of matter (mahabhuta)

or, more correctly, the four elementary qualities which

give rise to the experience or concept of matter, are:

(1) the solid state of aggregation or the princi-

ple of three-dimensional extension (negatively ex-

pressed : resistance or inertia), symbolized by the

concept ‘earth’ (pathavi)
;

(2) the fluid state of aggregation or the element-

ary principle of cohesion, symbolized by the con-

cept ‘water’ (apo)

;

(3) the heating state of aggregation or the ele-

mentary principle of radiation, symbolized by the

concept ‘fire’ (tejo);

(4) the gaseous state of aggregation, or the

elementary principle of vibration (oscillation), namely

motion, symbolized by the concept ‘air’ (pressure)

(vayo).

From these four essential qualities of matter ten

secondary material qualities are derived, namely

those of (1) sense-organs, (2) sense-objects, (3) sex,

(4) basis (heart), (5) vital force, (6) nutrition, (7)

limitation (space), (8) intimation (by speech or body),

(9) plasticity, and (10) integration and disintegration.

For the solution of our present question we
need not go into the details of these secondary

qualities, with exception of the first two groups.

The first of them refers to the sensitive material

qualities (pasada-rupa) of the eye, the ear, the nose,

the tongue, and the body. The second group contains

the visible object, as well as sound, odour, sapids,

and the tangible object. Only the latter contains the

essential qualities of matter with the exception of
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the element of cohesion apo-dhatu). Shwe Zan

Aung remarks in connection with this theory

:

“Particles of matter are held together by apo (cohe-

sion), which cannot be felt by the sense of touch

—e.g., when one puts one’s hand into cold water,

the softness of water felt is not apo but pathavi ; the

cold felt is not apo but tejo ; the pressure felt is not

apo but vayo. Hence Buddhists take only the three

essentials or primaries to constitute the tangible.

From this one can easily see that Buddhists are not

dealing with Thales’ water, Anaximenes’ air, Heraclei-

tus’ fire, or the Peripatetics’ matter of Greek phi-

losophy.” (Compendium of Philosophy, p. 155, n. 6)

While thus, in the impact between the sensitive

qualities of the body and the tangible objects, one or

more essential qualities of matter are involved, in the

contact between the pasada-rupa of the other four

sense-organs and their objects only secondary mate-

rial qualities are present which are not strong enough

to produce physical pain or pleasure. Buddha-

ghosa compares these secondary material qualities of

sense-objects and the corresponding organs of per-

ception with cotton-wool, the primary qualities of

the perceiving body with an anvil, an object, posses-

sing the essential (primary) qualities of matter, with

a hammer. Just as the impact between cotton-wool

and cotton-wool on an anvil has no effect upon the

latter, whereas a blow of the hammer upon the cotton-

wool will affect the anvil below as well, so the primary

material qualities of a tangible object are communi-

cated through the sensitive nerve-cells (pasada-rupa),

the organs of touch, to the primary material qualities
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of the body,—while the stimuli of the other four

sense-objects cannot produce such an effect on account

of the absence of those three qualities.

We are now in a position to survey the whole

classification of consciousness :

I. In the realm of sensuous form (kamavacara)

there are

:

A. 12 classes conditioned by unwholesome

B. 18 55

root-causes (akusala-hetu).

without root-causes (ahetuka).

C. 24 55 conditioned by wholesome
— root-causes (kusala-hetu).

Sum
: 54 kamavacara-cittani.

The five stages in the consciousness of Pure

Form (rupavacara), if seen from the standpoint of

their potential value, are either karmically active,

i.e., wholesome (kusala), or the result of previous

kamma, i.e., reactive (vipaka), or karmically inactive,

i.e., exhausting themselves in their own present func-

tions (kriya). Thus the consciousness of Pure Form

is divided into 15 classes.

Similarly the four stages in the consciousness

of Non-Form are increased to 12 classes (4 kusala -f- 4

vipaka -j- 4 kriya). If these 27 classes of higher

consciousness are added to the 54 classes of kama-

vacara-consciousness we get 81 classes of undirected

or mundane consciousness (lokiya-cittani).

Corresponding to the four pairs of men whose

mind is directed towards the Aim, eight classes of

supramundane or directed consciousness can be dis-

tinguished. As we have mentioned already, this
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consciousness can move in all classes of consciousness,

except those which are conditioned by unwholesome

root-causes. Thus each of these eight supramundane

classes is able to appear in any of the five stages of

absorption (jhana). Therefore the supramundane

consciousness can also be represented by 40 classes

(5X8) so that the complete number of conscious states

known to Buddhist psychology is increased from

89 (81 lokiya + 8 lokuttara-cittani) to 121 (81+40).

4. The Four Types of "Higher Man” and the

Problem of Suffering.

The four types of individuals, directed towards

the Aim, or, as the Canon calls them, “noble indi-

viduals” (ariya-puggala), are

(x) ‘he who has entered the stream’ (sotapanna),

(2) the ‘once-returner’ (sakadagami),

(3) the ‘non-returner’ (anagami),

(4) the ‘Holy One’ (araha), who has realized the

Aim.

A definition of these four types is found in the

fourth book of the Abhidhamma-Pitaka (Puggala-

Pannatti 48-50)

:

“He who is just on the way to get rid of the three

fetters, to realize the aim of the ‘stream-entrance’,

or he who has overcome the three fetters : such a man
is called ‘one who has entered the stream’ (sotapanna).

He who is just on the way to reduce utterly sen-

sual desire and anger and to realize the aim of ‘once-

returning’, or in whom sensual desire and anger are

utterly reduced : such a man is called ‘once-returner’

(sakadagami).
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He who is just on the way to get rid completely

of sensual desire and anger, and to realize the aim of

‘never-returning’, or he who has completely overcome

sensual desire and anger
;
such a man is called ‘non-

returner’ (anagami).

He who is just on the way completely to get rid

of the craving for the world of Pure Form, of the

craving for the world of Non-Form, of pride, rest-

lessness and ignorance, and to realize the aim of per-

fect holiness, or he who has completely overcome the

craving for the world of Pure Form or of Non-Form

as well as pride, restlessness, and ignorance : such a

man is called a ‘Holy One’ (araha).”

Of the ten fetters (samyojanani) by which the

ordinary human being (puthujjana) is bound to the

world, of these the ‘stream-enterer’ has overcome the

first three :

1. sakkayaditthi : the belief in a permanent

personality

;

z. vicikiccha : doubt (or scepticism);

3 . silabbataparamasa : clinging to rules and

rituals.

The remaining seven fetters, which are overcome,

as we have seen, on the path to holiness, are :

4. kamaraga : sensual desire ;

5
.

patigha : aversion (anger) ;

6. ruparaga : craving for existence in the

world of Pure Form
;

7. aruparaga: craving for existence in the world

of Non-Form

;

8. mana
: pride ;

9. uddhacca : restlessness ;
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xo. avijja : ignorance, delusion.

The first five are called the lower fetters (oram-

bhagiyani samyojanani) because they still bind the

striving one to the sensuous world. The five higher

fetters 'uddhambhagiyani s.) are only overcome by

the Araha. Here is a short summary :

ariya-puggalA

I. sotapanna

II. sakadagami

III. anagami

IV. araha

SAMYOJANANI

i—3

i—3; 4 & 5
partly

1—5
1—10

Even the undirected, worldly mind can become

free from one or more fetters, but on account of its

being dependent on uncontrolled motives and external

influences, in short, on account of mental restlessness

and lacking orientation this partial freedom from fet-

ters is only temporary. In the directed conscious-

ness, on the other hand, a relapse is impossible (apa-

rihanadhamma), because a relapse would mean a

change of direction. Here again we see, why the

supramundane consciousness can be defined as ‘direc-

ted’ : constant progress is the common feature of all

its stages. The terms ‘Once-Returner’ and ‘Non-

Returner’ mean that the former one returns into

this world, i.e., to human existence, only once before

attaining the goal of final liberation (nibbana), while

the latter one, as explained in the Puggala-Pannatti,

after having destroyed the five lower fetters, reappears

among the mind-born beings in order to attain

nibbana from there, without returning into this

world.
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In the Digha-Nikaya Commentary (Mahaparini-

bbanasutta) the Sakadagami is described as one “in

whom greed, hatred, and delusion do not arise

frequently as in worldly people, but only now and

then. And if they arise, they do not arise violently

and strong as in worldly people : only very thin, like

scales, they arise/’ (Quoted by Nyanatiloka in his

German version of Puggala-Pannatti).

In the consciousness of the four types of “noble

individuals” (ariya-puggala) active and reactive classes

can be discerned, which in this case are called Path-

(magga) and Fruit-(phala) consciousness

:

i. sotapatti-magga-citta and 5 * sotapatti-phala-citta

2. sakadagami „ „ „ 6. sakadagami „ „

3. anagami „ „ „ 7 - anagami „ „

4. arahatta „ „ „ 8. arahatta „ „

That is : (1) the consciousness of one who is

entering the stream and (5) one who enjoys the fruit

of ‘stream-entrance,’ etc. The left group is related

to the right one like cause to effect. Inactive classes,

naturally, cannot be found in the directed mind, be-

cause direction implies movement, either in form of

action or reaction. Similarly grief and pain (doma-

nassa-dukkha) cannot find entrance into these classes

of consciousness, because in them only the three

wholesome root-causes are present.

“But,” it may be objected, “how was it possible

that the Buddha, shortly before his Parinibbana,

was subject to suffering ?” At this point there is

this to be said, that even the highest types of the

human mind are not always and exclusively bound to

the one type of consciousness corresponding to their
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nature, but that they may be subject temporarily

to the after-effects of lower states of consciousness,

especially so in the domain of the corporeal, for the

body by its nature is just materialized karma, the

consciousness of past moments of existence made
visible. Karma is nothing else but the acting principle

of consciousness which, as effect (vipaka), also

steps into visible appearance. The appearing form

is thus essentially ‘past’ and, therefore, for him who
has mentally developed out of and beyond it, is felt

as something alien. The whole misunderstanding

of the matter, the dualistic mode of envisaging body

and soul, mind and matter, and so on, is based upon

this feeling, and precisely on this account, is pro-

claimed in the leading ranks of mentally elevated men.

For as regards the masses of men (even if they agree

with the letter of this proclamation, so far as its word-

ing goes) whose consciousness has not yet grown

beyond that of the visible form, the body with equal

right is to be called the present, in so far as it

corresponds to the present mental state. With the

karma of the saint who still remains bound to

corporeal form, it is as with a heavy pendulum which

after the ceasing of the original impulse, still continues

to swing for a long time. The longer and the heavier

the pendulum, all the slower is the swinging. The

shorter and the lighter the pendulum, all the quicker

the swinging. Matter corresponds to the heavy

pendulum with slower, more persisting swinging

;

the mental, to the light pendulum with quicker and

correspondingly less lasting swinging. The Bud-

dha himself says once that with more justification
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one might look upon the body as persisting (in the

sense of a constant ego (atta)) than upon the mind.

The former holds out for at least some years of time,

while the consciousness does not remain the same for

even two consecutive moments. Thus does it come

about that the body is not in a position to follow so

quickly the changes of the mind. It adapts itself only

slowly and within certain well-defined limits which

depend upon the conditions of organic growth and

the laws of elementary vibration in the construction

of matter.

This hybrid position of the body as a product

of a long past consciousness and the basis of a pre-

sent one, finds expression also in the fact that a part

of its functions are conscious and subject to the will,

as, for example, the movements of our limbs, while

another part runs its course unconsciously, or at least

subconsciously (subliminal), and is not subject to the

will, that is, to the present, as, for example, the circu-

lation of the blood, digestion, internal secretions,

the integration and disintegration of cells, and the

like. Breathing holds a middle place which out of

an unconscious, can be raised to a conscious, func-

tion, and can proceed just as well by deliberate voli-

tion as automatically. Thus it is breathing that com-

bines the present with the past, the mental with the

corporeal, the consciousness with the unconscious.

It is the mediator, the point of departure from which

we lay hold of what has become and what is becom-

ing, and can become master of the past and the

future ; it is therefore the starting point of creative

meditation.



Still, in most cases, a last unresolved remainder

will be left over, for even if the mind has already-

come to a state of peace and harmony, that is, if the

karmic after-effects are equilibrated, or, removed

through a change of attitude, the karma that is bound

in corporeal form may still for a long time go on

vibrating before complete harmonizing within the

same (in foim of corporeal perfection, as far as this is

possible), or complete emancipation takes place. To
the saint it is naturally given to withdraw himself

from bodily pains with the aid of concentration ; but,

generally speaking, so long as the body exists, so long

exists also the possibility of the sensation of pain,

not so much on account of organic disturbances

(illnesses) which hardly come into consideration—for

mental well-being (saintliness) signifies also bodily

well-being (health)—as rather on the ground of

external influences, such as, in the case of the Buddha,

was the partaking of unwholesome food, or in the

case of Angulimala, wounding through stone-

throwing and the like. That, however, here also

the external influence, the apparently external

happening, does not dispense with the inner, fate-like

connection, is clearly evident from the story of

Angulimala. The robber (converted by the Buddha)

who, in consequence of tire knowledge that suddenly

dawned within him, had become a saint, one day on

his round for alms of food is recognized by the

crowd and ill-treated so that he comes to the Buddha,

all streaming with blood.

The Exalted One points out to him that it is the

consequences of his own deeds (kammavipaka) that
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and quietly, so as to become free from the last bonds

of karma.1 (Majjhima-Nikaya 86).

Also in the Milinda-Panha the question is raised

if the saint can still experience pain

:

“Venerable Nagasena, may one who is no more

to be reborn (i.e., an araha or perfect saint), still

experience any kind of painful feeling ?”

“One kind of painful feeling he may well expe-

rience, but another kind not.”

“Which are these ?”

“Bodily feeling of pain, O Maharaja, he may

well still experience
;
but no longer mental feeling of

pain.”

“How so, O Lord ?”

“Since the ground and the condition for the aris-

ing of feelings of bodily pain are not yet removed

(for the arising of bodily pain is dependent upon the

body, not upon the will), therefore he may yet expe-

rience the feeling of bodily pain. Since, however,

the ground and condition for the arising of the feel-

ing of mental pain are removed, therefore he can no

longer experience the feeling of mental pain.” (Mil-

inda-Panha II. 2).

On this Bhikkhu Nyanatiloka remarks in his

German translation of the Milinda-Panha : “The

arising of mental pains is conditioned by the constitu-

tion of the will of the individual. The mental feeling

of pain (sorrow, grief, misery, melancholy, and des-

1 The Sanskrit term ‘karma’ has been incorporated in

nearly all modern languages. I, therefore, use it instead of the

less known Pali-equivalent ‘kamma’.
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pair) is always bound up with an impulsion of self-

opposition, of resistance, ill-will or hatred (dosa,

patigha, vyapada) and is therefore in Buddhism look-

ed upon as immoral. How then can one call Buddhism

a pessimistic doctrine when already every mental

gloomy mood is rejected as immoral, and one of the

main meditations is that of universal ioy (mudita-

bhavana) ?”

20





FIFTH PART

THE FACTORS OF CONSCIOUSNESS



‘

“I am” is a vain thought

;

“I am not” is a vain

thought; “7 shall be” is a vain thought ; “I shall not be”

is a vain thought. Vain thoughts are a sickness, an ulcer,

a thorn. But after overcoming all vain thoughts one is

called a silent thinker. And the thinker, the Silent One,

does no more arise, no more pass away, no more tremble,

no more desire
.*

(Majjhima-Nikdja 140 ; Transl. by Mahathera

Nydnatiloka)



THE FACTORS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

i. The Primary or Constant-Neutral Factors

The 1 21 classes of consciousness have provid-

ed us with a complete system of co-ordination into

which all the further details of Buddhist psychology

can be entered and by which every phenomenon of

consciousness can be located. The classification

is like a steel-skeleton of a building into which the

various materials are to be filled, each at its place

according to its nature.

The chief material of our mental building are the

fifty-two cetasikas or factors of consciousness. They

are divided from the same point of view as the hetu’s

into three groups : wholesome, unwholesome, and

neutral factors. The first two groups contain those

properties of the mind or the character which are

conditioned by wholesome or unwholesome root-

causes. The third group, however, is morally neutral

and can combine with either of the before-mentioned

groups, fot which reason it is called annasamana

“the one or the other”, because its factors produce

wholesome or unwholesome states according to their

combination with other factors. Though these neu-

tral cetasikas cannot decide the direction of the human

mind, they are as important as the other factors.

They even contain those elements which are the

sine qua non of consciousness and which therefore
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are present in every state of mind. These elements

form the group of constant or primary factors (sabba-

citta-sadharana) while the remaining ones constitute

the group of secondary neutralfactors (pakinnaka) which

are not constantly present in consciousness.

The constant or primary neutral factors are:

1
.

phassa : mental contact (or sense- impression),

2. vedana : feeling,

3. sanna
:

perception,

4. cetana : volition,

j . ekaggata : one-pointedness,

6. jivitindriya
:

psychic vitality,

7. manasikara : spontaneous attention.

If these factors are not combined with any other

factors, as for instance in the ten reactive classes of

sense-consciousness without root-causes (ahetuka-

cittani 1-5 & 8-12), they remain in a kind of embryonic

state, while in combination with other neutral and

moral factors, as for instance in the case of jhana’s,

where ekaggata is intensified to a high degree of con-

centration (samadhi), they may unfold all their latent

forces.

Phassa is the mere awareness of the presence of

an object, sanna its first recognition, as belonging to

the one of the other sense-field. Cetana is not the

reaction of a clear perception or discrimination but

of the root-conditioned feeling which accompanies

that initial perception. Thus cetana as a primary factor

is not to be regarded as an expression of free will,

but as an instinctive volition bound by previous causes

(hetu : character) and, therefore, without a decid-

ing ethical value. Ekaggata may be called the limit-
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ing and manasikara the directing principle among
the primary factors, while cetana is the motive force,

the active principle behind them. Ekaggata is the

faculty which distinguishes one object from the other

and prevents its dissolution and merging into other

objects. I call manasikara ‘spontaneous’ attention

because it is not forced by will but rather aroused by

the immanent qualities of the object itself which ‘at-

tracted’ the attention (or the preliminary state of this

faculty). Ekaggata and manasikara can be defined

as the negative and the positive side of the same func-

tion : the former one eliminates (or turns away from)

every thing that does not belong to the object, the

latter directs itself towards the object which has been

isolated in this way. Jivitindriya, psychic energy

or vitality, is the basis and the uniting principle of the

other six factors.

We have mentioned already the three aspects of

vedana
,
being positive, negative, or neutral, according

to the sensation being accepted as agreeable, or rejected

as disagreeable, or tolerated with indifference. If this

division is related to sense-impressions only, it is cal-

led anubhavana or division according to physical

sensibility, if it is related to psychic feelings or mental

reactions too, like joy and sorrow, then it is called

‘indriyabheda’, or division according to regulative

forces or directive principles, in so far as joy and sor-

row (or grief) are of deciding ethical influence.

In this division upekkha means the absence of

emotions like joy and sorrow, i.e., mental indiffer-

ence or, more positively, neither-joy-nor-sorrow-

feeling.
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Joy (somanassa) and sorrow (domanassa) are dis-

cerned from bodily feelings of (well-being) pleasure

and pain by their capacity to ‘move’ our heart in the

one or the other direction and to ‘excite* our mind.

Where sukha and dukkha are found side by side

with somanassa and domanassa, the character of the

first-mentioned termini may be said to be related to

bodily feelings, as we saw in the case of the ahetuka-

cittani, just as adukkhamasukha, as neither-pain-nor-

pleasure-feeling, results from sense-impressions. Bodily

contact, however, makes an exception here, as wc

have seen : it always reacts in a hedonically positive

or negative way, thus never producing a state of

hedonic indifference. Shwe Zan Aung (Compendium of

Philosophy, p. 23 3) explains this in the following way :

“We speak of a luke-warm state between heat

and cold in ordinary parlance, but not in scientific

speech. In strict logic, as in point of fact, there is

no room for upekkha in touch. Upekkha is purely a

mental feeling, according to our classification of veda-

na, and is therefore subjective. Objective plea-

sure or pain may be mentally regarded as indifferent

according to the degree of physical affection.

—

{Vtid-

ana covers only the hedonic aspect of feeling and emotion.)

I tabulate the different aspects of vedana thus :

ANUBHAVANA VEDANA INDRIYABHEDA

1. Dukkha
( cetasika

2. Adukkham-

)

, 1 > cetasika
asukha /

5. Sukha j
kJ
J
ik
fJ

( cetasika

1 . Dukkha
2. Domanassa

3 . Upekkha

4. Sukha

5 . Somanassa.”



CLASSIFICATION

OF

FEELING

61

2

sometimes

ethical

ethical
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The meaning of dukkha and sukha, thus, depends

on the respective classification, or on the context

in which these expressions occur ; and besides the

purely hedonic meaning which from the psycholo-

gical point of view stands in the foreground, they

can also be used in the ethical sense as happiness and

misery. But this does not mean that hedonic and

ethical meaning exclude each other but rather that

the hedonic and the ethical aspect include sensuous

and mental feelings (of which the latter, again, can

be understood in the ethical sense).

Finally we have to mention the spiritual aspect

of upekkha, namely, tatramajjhattata, the perfect bal-

ance of mind which appears in connection with the

highest objects or states of consciousness and which,

therefore, is to be distinguished from the negative

state of hedonic indifference (which in fact may appear

in one and the same class of consciousness).

2.

The Secondary Neutral ¥actors

The secondary neutral factors are:

1. vitakka : thinking in its initial state,

2. vicara : reflecting, or sustained thought,

3. adhimokkha : decision,

4. viriya : energy, effort,

5
.

piti : interest, pleasure, rapture (according

to the degree of its intensity),

6. chanda : the desire to act, the wish to accom-

plish, the will to realisation.

We have already become acquainted with three

of these factors in our analysis of the stages of absorp-

tion in the consciousness of Pure Form (rupa-jhana),
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in which vitakka, vicara, and piti are gradually eli-

minated. It is significant for the positive character

of absorption that the most active factors of this

group, namely adhimokkha, viriya, and chanda re-

main present in all the jhanas, in the rupadhatu as well

as in the arupadhatu. The logical connection between

the factors of this group, from the first thought-im-

petus up to the ‘desire to act,’ is obvious in its conti-

nuity. It hardly needs to be said, that if the impetus

(in vitakka) is not strong enough, or if doubt cannot

be overcome in the reflective state of thought (vicara),

decision (adhimokkha, which literally means ‘libera-

tion’, namely liberation from doubt or uncertainty

[adhi-j-muc ; muncati = to liberate]) cannot be

attained and the process comes to a premature end.

Otherwise adhimokkha is the source of energy (viriya)

which—intensified by interest or pleasure (piti), or in

its highest degree by happiness (sukha)—leads to the

will of realisation (chanda).

Chanda,
according to Shwe Zan Aung, has been

explained by the Commentators as ‘kattukamyata’ or

‘desire to act’. According to the level of knowledge

or insight, chanda either turns into kamacchanda

(a synonym of tanha), sensuous desire, or into dham-

macchanda, the desire or rather striving for liberation.

On the sensuous plane chanda mainly results in

action, on the spiritual plane, as in the case of medi-

tation it results in the progressive movement towards

the aim. In both cases it is the will to realise the re-

sult of our mental activities. The protean nature

of chanda is very similar to that of the word ‘desire’,

though this term has lost its neutral character (in the
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moral sense) in the European translations of Bud-

dhist literature, in which ‘desire’ has become an equi-

valent for tanha. The following beautiful quotation

from George Sand’s “Lelia”, together with Mrs.

Rhys-David’s commentary, may elucidate the simi-

larity between chanda and ‘desire’ in its wider and

more original sense.

“Promethee, Promethee, est-ce toi, toi, qui voul-

ais affranchir l’homme des liens de la fatalite ?...Les

hommes t’ont donne mille noms symboliques : audace,

desespoir, delire, rebellion, malediction. Ceux-ci

t’ont appele Satan, ceux-la, crime ; moi je t’appelle

Desir ! Verite ! verite ! tu ne t’es pas revelee ; depuis

dix mille ans que je te cherche....Depuis dix mille

ans l’infini me repond : desir, desir
!”

“Now we cannot afford to impoverish our ethical

(and aesthetical) concepts by squandering this term

outright on tanha, and thereby, so to speak, making

the devil a present of all desire—even of that dhamma-

cchanda that drove Prometheus to fight Zeus, that

drove the Buddha from home to the Bo-tree, that

drove Christ to bring down heaven to earth. Much
harm hereby has been wrought by translators, whose

cheapening of the word ‘desire’ has justified the super-

ficial criticism which perennially speaks of Buddhist

ethics as the ‘negation’ or ‘extinction of all desire’.”

(“Compendium of Philosophy,” p. 244 f.)

3 . The Morally Deciding Factors

The unwholesome factors of consciousness form

five groups. The first three are characterized by one

principal concept in each of them which conditions
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the subsequently enumerated factors. These lead-

ing concepts are the three unwholesome root-causes :

moha, lobha, dosa. Delusion (moha) is followed

by shamelessness (ahirika), unscrupulousness (anot-

tappa), and restlessness (uddhacca).
1 A deluded man

knows no shame because he is not able to see the

unworthiness of his thoughts and deeds, and he is

unscrupulous because he is unable to perceive the

consequences of his actions. The subconscious

insecurity and lack of balance which result from these

states of mind lead to restlessness and distraction.

Greed (lobha) prevents an unbiassed judgment

and leads to erroneous views (ditthi) and self-conceit

(mana) ; the latter is all the more dangerous as it is

combined with a certain amount of knowledge which,

on account of lobha, is directed towards the self-

aggrandizement of the individual.

Hatred (dosa) is followed by envy (issa), egotism

(macchariya) and worry (kukkucca).

The fourth group, sloth (thina) and torpor (mid-

dha), are not conditioned by any particular root-cause

(hetu). They are the negative side of volition and

can, therefore, only occur in those classes of

consciousness which are designated as ‘volitional’.

Doubt (vicikiccha), according to its inner nature,

would belong to the first group, but it differs from

its factors in so far as it does not appear in all classes

of unwholesome consciousness but only in one. It is

therefore classified separately.

1 These four factors are present in all classes of unwhole-

some consciousness (sabbakusala-sadharana).
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The wholesome factors of consciousness are

divided as follows:

—

I. Those which are present in all classes of

wholesome consciousness (sobhana-sadharana),

namely :

saddha : faith, confidence,

sati : mindfulness,

hiri : shame,

ottappa : scrupulousness,

alobha :
greedlessness, detachment, selflessness,

adosa : hatelessness, sympathy,

tatramajjhattata : balance of mind, equanimity,

kayapassaddhi : tranquillity of psychic elements,

cittapassaddhi : tranquillity of consciousness,

kayalahuta : buoyancy of psychic elements,

cittalahuta : buoyancy of consciousness,

kayamuduta : elasticity of psychic elements,

cittamuduta : elasticity of consciousness,

kayakammannata : adaptability ofpsychic elements,

cittakammannata : adaptability of consciousness,

kayapagunnata
:
proficiency of psychic elements,

cittapagunnata
:

proficiency of consciousness,

kayujukata : rectitude of psychic elements,

cittujukata : rectitude of consciousness.

II. The three “Abstinences” (viratiyo), namely :

right speech, right action, right livelihood.

III. The two “boundless states” or “illimi-

tables” (appamannayo), namely : compassion (karuna)

and sympathetic joy (mudita), in other words, the

faculty to share others’ joy and sorrow.

IV. Pannindriya : reason, the directive princi-

ple of our mind.
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The first nineteen of these factors, namely, those

which are common to all classes of wholesome cons-

ciousness, represent the opposites of the unwhole-

some factors and are therefore arranged in a parallel

way as far as possible. A complete parallelism, natu-

rally, is only thinkable between mathematical units

but not between psychological terms. A factor of

one category may correspond to two or three factors

of the other category.

Thus faith (saddha) is not only opposed to doubt

(vicikiccha) but also to delusion (moha). The balance

of mind (tatramajjhattata), the tranquillity of psychic

elements and of consciousness (passaddhi) are equally

opposed to worry and doubt (kukkucca -j- viciki-

ccha). Buoyancy (lahuta), elasticity (muduta), adapta-

bility (kammannata) and proficiency (pagunnata) of

psychic dements and of consciousness are equally

in opposition to sloth and torpor (thina-middha).

The relations between the other factors are plain :

Insight or mindfulness (sati) eliminates delusion

(moha), shame (hiri) eliminates shamelessness (ahirika),

scrupulousness (ottappa) eliminates unscrupulous-

ness (anottappa), selflessness (alobha) eliminates

greed (lobha), sympathy (adosa) eliminates hatred

(dosa). Rectitude (ujukata) of psychic elements (kaya)

and of consciousness (citta) is opposed to doubt.

The term kaya, naturally, does not mean ‘body’ in

this connection but it refers to namakaya, the group

of psychic elements in contrast to rupakaya, the bodily

aggregates. As the latter are not under consideration

here, the terms kaya and citta express the difference

between the psychic elements ot factors of conscious-
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ness and consciousness as such : or actual conscious-

ness in contrast to its potential elements.

The three Abstinences, the two Boundless States,

and reason (pannindriya) are of a more general

nature. They are not opposed to any particular

unwholesome factor but to the unwholesome cons-

ciousness in general. It may appear strange that

‘right speech, right action, and right livelihood’ are

classified under the factors of consciousness. But

the fact that it has been done, shows that these terms

are not to be understood in the ordinary (external)

sense, but rather as mental attitudes or as those psy-

chic preconditions out of which right speech, right

action, and right livelihood arise.

In the following group out of the four ‘illimi-

tables’,—i.e., those factors which overcome the bar-

riers of egohood and of limited objects : metta (sym-

pathy), karuna (compassion), mudita (sympathetic

joy) and upekkha (equanimity)—only karuna and

mudita are present. The reason for it is that sym-

pathy is already represented by adosa in the first

group, while equanimity is represented by tatrama-

jjhattata in the same group.

It is significant that the ‘Abstinences’ and the

‘Illimitables’ are those factors which distinguish the

so-called ‘exalted’ consciousness of the jhana’s from

the supramundane mind (lokuttara-c.). The rupa-

and arupa-consciousness, as a mediator between mun-

dane and supramundane states, is in a certain way a

neutral type of consciousness : though it presupposes

the absence of the fourteen unwholesome factors, it

is not directed towards any definite aim. The ‘Abs-
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tinences’, however, mean a positive attitude already,

which does not only aim at the avoidance of what has

been understood as unwholesome (akusala), but which

is bent on the realisation of Buddhahood or Arahant-

ship. This is the fundamental motive of supramun-

dane consciousness, and consequently we find the

Abstinences in all its classes.

The position of karuna and mudita is just the

contrary. Though these two factors appear in the first

four classes of the consciousness of Pure Form, they

are not present in the supramundane jhana’s, because

compassion and sympathetic joy have still (mundane)

objects, while the supramundane consciousness is

solely bent upon the ultimate aim, nibbana. Also

the fifth jhana, and with it the four arupa-jhana’s,

which are free from emotional and concrete objects,

can, therefore, not be connected with karuna and

mudita.

The last of the fifty-two factors of wholesome

consciousness is pannindriya, which we have rendered

with ‘reason.’ It appears in all realms of conscious-

ness and has therefore to adapt itself to the particular

level of consciousness corresponding to the class with

which it is connected. Similar to chanda which,

according to circumstances, manifests itself either as

kamacchanda or as dhammacchanda, so panna can be

understanding, correct perception, knowledge (in a

limited sense), or profound insight, wisdom, enlighten-

ment. In the sense-world consciousness it may be

concerned, for instance, with the understanding of

the consequences of momentary actions, recognizing

them in this way as wholesome (kusala) or unwhole-

22
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panna is concerned with the knowledge of the ultimate

things, namely with that knowledge which at the same

time means liberation and fulfilment. Thus pannind-

riya is the principle by virtue of which mental and

spiritual development becomes possible, just as

jivitindriya represents the principle by virtue of which

our vital forces unfold themselves : both are the re-

gulating principles (indriya) of important energies.

The following table will show the fifty-two

factors of consciousness in their logical arrangement

and their mutual relations. Factors, which by their

nature are opposed to each other and which conse-

quently tend to eliminate each other, have been connec-

ted by straight lines. The left side shows how the

factors, which are characteristic for the first stage of

absorption (jhana), exclude the ‘five hindrances’ which

are enumerated (as 7 factors) under the unwholesome

group of cetasika’s. The right side shows the paral-

lelism between the unwholesome (akusala) factors and

those which are common to all classes of wholesome

or ‘beautiful’ consciousness (sobhana-sadharana).

With the help of this table we are not only able to see

how one factor excludes the other, but also how, by

the elimination of one factor, another factor (or several

of them) may arise in its place. For instance vitakka

eliminates thina-middha and makes in this way room

for kayalahuta, cittalahuta, k+c.-muduta, k-fc.

—

kammannata, and k+c.—pagunnata; or to take a simp-

ler case
:
piti overcomes hatred (dosa) and creates in its

place a sympathetic disposition of mind (adosa), etc.

Thenumbers show the traditional order ofsequence.
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SIXTH PART

THE FUNCTIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND
THE PROCESS OF PERCEPTION



“Strictly speaking,
the duration oj the life of a living

being is exceedingly brief, lasting only while a thought lasts.

Just as a chariot-wheel in rolling rolls only at one point of

the tire and in resting rests only at one point ; exactly in

the same way, the life of a living being lasts only for the

period of one thought. As soon as that thought has ceased

the being is said to have ceased. As it has been said

:

‘The being of a past moment of thought has lived, but does

not live, nor will it live. The being of a future moment

of thought will live, but has not lived, nor does it live. The

being of the present moment of thought does live, but has

not lived, nor will it live!
”

( Visuddhi-Magga VIII ; transl. by H. C. Warren)



THE FUNCTIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
AND THE PROCESS OF PERCEPTION

i. The Dynamic Nature of Consciousness and

the Theory of Vibration

According to the knowledge of the transitory

character of all phenomena of life that is represented

internally in the fleeting processes of consciousness,

externally in the slow but continuous change of the

body, the Buddhist compares existence to a river,

having its source in birth and its mouth in death.

Since birth and death are merely communicating doors

from one life to another, the stream of causally

connected processes of existence—that is, continuous

processes of consciousness (in which alone existence

is represented),—is the medium uniting the different

lives of an individual (as well as the different moments

and phases within one life.)

In fact every moment is the transition to a new
form of life, since in every moment something becomes

past and dies, while something new appears oris born.

The expression for birth, respectively rebirth, is

patisandhi, which literally means ‘reunion’, and, in this

case, is not to be understood in the physiological but

in the psychological sense. The term for death is

cuti, literally, ‘falling’, decay.

Also, in the following respect, the simile of the

river, concerning the stream of consciousness, holds
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good :—both appear constant as a whole, though

their elements are ever changing. The river, which

I saw yesterday, is not the same river I see to-day,

because not a single drop of yesterday’s water has

remained in the same place. Also, the river is a

different one at its source, in its middle, and at its

mouth. Thus there is identity neither in its spatial

appearance, nor in its duration in time. Nevertheless,

there can be no question about the river’s existence,

and doubtless one can speak of its reality in a certain

sense. But this is not objective in a material sense. It

is the relations of material, temporal, and spatial kind,

existing among the changing components, that form

the constant element. In the same way, the constancy

of relations in the ever renewing process of becoming

conscious {being conscious does not exist in reality,

but only a constant becoming-conscious), creates

the illusion of an “ego-entity” or an unchangeable

personality.

Schopenhauer uses the fact, that we are able to

perceive the transitoriness of things, as an argument

for the eternity of the inner being—just as one is aware

of the movement of a boat only in relation to the

non-moving shore. The Buddhist’s interpretation is

exactly the contrary. If the subject be self-same, it

should always regard an admittedly changing object as

different at different times, but never as the same for

two consecutive moments. But the fact that we can

regard a changing object as identical at different times,

even after a lapse of a long interval, shows to the

Buddhist that the subject cannot possibly remain the

identical self for any two consecutive moments
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throughout that interval. (Shwe Zan Aung

:

“Compendium of Philosophy”, page n). The rela-

tion between subject and object is that of two moving

systems : if their movement is exactly of the same

kind, it creates the impression of non-movement

;

if their movement is of different kinds, that system

which is the object of perception appears to move,

while the system of the perceiving subject seems to be

stationary. Man generally makes the external world

the object of his observations, and the more he be-

comes aware of the transitoriness of the world, the

more he believes himself to be constant. If he would

make himself the object of his analysis, soon the oppor-

tunity would arise to see his own impermanence.

This does not contradict the possibility of resting

within oneself. Let us return to the simile of the

river—where do we observe the greatest motion of the

water ? Most probably along the banks, because

they do not visibly change, while the middle of the

river is the quietest part which—if one does not

bring the banks into observation,—seems to be quite

immovable, provided the stream is disturbed neither

by tributary rivers, nor by any internal or external

hindrances. That which is moved cannot distinguish

its own movement, except in relationship to some-

thing else. In the very same way we are only able to

find tranquillity within ourselves, if we do not regard

the external world and its effects. But as soon as an

inner resistance manifests itself, or this tranquillity

is disturbed by external influences (sense impressions),

the quiet stream is cut off—its continuity is interrupted

—and the balanced motion is transformed into a
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of the resistance—a vibration which becomes con-

scious in form of arising perceptions, thoughts and

representations.

Consciousness, as we have mentioned already,

can be defined as a phenomenon of resistance

—

an obstruction of the stream of being, comparable

to the arising of heat and light as phenomena of

resistance of the electric current. We can go even

farther, and maintain that every kind of action

be a phenomenon of resistance. Only the resistance

of the boiler makes steam an effective power. Be-

cause “power as such” is just as impossible as “resis-

tance as such.” Resistance is inertia in relationship

to a moving power. Thus consciousness proves

to be the resultant of two components,—namely,

movement and inertia. Figuratively expressed, this re-

sultant appears as vibration, or rhythmic movement

;

probably the most profound symbol of activity. If

vibration is strong enough, the stream of being is in-

terrupted, because its movement is turned into

another direction and stopped by the vibration. The

longer the vibration continues the more intensive is

consciousness. From these presuppositions we might

be able to explain the desire for duration in conscious

beings—particularly the idea of the persisting self in

man. Because consciousness itself, as a phenomenon of

resistance, is a constantly renewed effort to persist,

and in this respect, in every phase identical with the

previous ones. Hence the experience “I am I.”

One could define furthermore : if consciousness is a

phenomenon of resistance it must appear the most
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intensive in those forms of existence which are exposed

to the greatest obstacles.

As far as our observations reach, nature proves

this theory
;

the plant is more conscious than the

mineral, the animal more conscious than the plant,

and man more conscious than the animal. And
if we like to accept the Buddhist version of the condi-

tions of celestial, that is happier, beings, we reach the

conclusion, which is in exact accordance with the

thoughts here outlined, that the beings of higher

planes, whose existence is exposed to much less resist-

ance and whose state of being is accordingly of

much longer duration, possess correspondingly a less

differentiated, (and therefore less “I”—emphasized)

consciousness.

Differently defined, (and only as an outline of the

idea, which I express with due reserve) : the more

persisting the form, the less intense the consciousness

(the inner moment of persevering inertia). The more

changing, the more moving, the more oscillating the

form, the stronger is the inner principle of persistency

(in thinking beings the “I-consciousness”). Cons-

ciousness is a phenomenon of equalization, or the

faculty of persistency, transformed into the inner

being. Material form is the faculty of persistency

which has become both visible and external. In other

words, it is a visible form of consciousness.

Therefore, he who strives for self-maintenance

remains in the extreme, the unreal ; he who strives

for annihilation tries to escape reality through another

extreme. Reality is the continual oscillation between

movement (non-being) and stability (being), the

25
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synthesis of both principles represented in the process

of becoming, according to inherent laws. This process,

expressed in the terms of individual existence, is

characterized by the three above-mentioned phases:

patisandhi, bhavanga, cuti. The most prominent of

them is bhavanga. In Sumangala’s “Abhidham-

mattha-Vibhavani,” a medieval Ceylonese commentary,

bhavanga is explained as “cause, reason, indispens-

able condition of our being regarded subjectively as

continuous : the ‘sine qua non’ of our existence, that

without which one cannot subsist or exist.” (p. 104)—

Ledi Sadaw defines bhavanga as “the function of being,

by reason of which the passive side of existence

(upapatti-bhava) continuously exists so long as the

janakakamma (reproductive Karma) of the past,

which caused that existence, lasts.” (Compendium,

p. 266). This is the general aspect of bhavanga

;

but it can also mean a functional state of the subperi-

pheric consciousness, which occurs when an external

object through the “five doors” of the senses (panca-

dvara) or an internal object through the mind (mano-

dvara) enters the stream of being (bhavanga-sota)

and sets it into vibration (bhavanga-calana). As soon

as the vibration has reached its climax, the stream,

which runs below the limit of the actual or peripheri-

cal consciousness, is interrupted (bhavanguppaccheda)

and now being darned up, rises above its former

limitations, changing from a potential state into a

state of activity. In other words the stream (sota)

has ceased to flow, is ‘cut off’ (uppaccheda), and just

as we cannot speak of a ‘stream’ (if that of which it is

composed no longer flows), so we cannot speak of
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interrupted by vibration, though it is the same energy

which is transformed from the one type of movement

into another—as a horizontally moving force stopped

by an obstacle, may be converted into a vertical

movement.

2 . The Punctions of Consciousness and the Problem

of Matter

With the interruption of bhavanga-sota eleven

functions are liable to come into activity :

(X) avajjana : to become aware,

(1) dassana

:

seeing.

(3) savana

:

hearing,

(4) ghayana

:

smelling,

(5) sayana

:

tasting.

(6) phusana : touching.

(7) sampaticchana : receiving,

(8) santirana : investigating,

(9) votthappana : determining,

(io) javana

:

fullcognition,
apperception.

(xi) tadarammana : identifying,

registering, retention.

Together with the three subperipherical functions

(patisandhi, bhavanga, cuti) their number increases

to fourteen. If we regard them under the point of

view of the state (thana) of consciousness, we get

ten, because the five sense-perceptions are only

modifications of the same kind of consciousness,

which as such can be represented by one class within
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the same process of perception.

The unit of measure for the duration ofthose states

of consciousness is the ‘thought moment’ (cittakkhana)

which, the commentators say, lasts less than a billionth

part of the time necessary for an eye wink or a flash.

But even in this inconceivably minute fraction of

time, one still discerns three stages, similar to the

three main phases of individual existence : arising

(uppada), the fully developed, or stage of relative

permanence (thiti), and the dissolution (bhanga). Just

as one takes the atom to be the smallest indivisible

unit of material, just so is the khana the ultimate

time-unit.

Seventeen thought moments (cittakkhana) [each

of them containing three simple ‘khana’s] form the

longest process of consciousness, as effected by sense

perceptions, and in accordance with this theory, seven-

teen thought moments are accepted as the duration of

material phenomena, in Buddhist Philosophy.

This is of great interest in so far as the connexion

between the physical and the psychical,—thef unda-

mental unity ofmental and material law—is proclaimed

herewith. Therefore it follows that the material, also,

becomes only a special case of psychic experience and

accordingly, is admitted to the group of the elements

of consciousness. Even there, where the Buddhist

speaks about the material or bodily form (rupa-

dhamma) this cannot be understood in the sense of

an essential contrast to the physical—still less as the

concept of substance is foreign to his vision of the

world—but much more in the sense of an internal and

external phenomenon of the same process, which is of
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interest to him only in so far as it relates to the realm

of immediate experience, and touches upon the living

individual and its consciousness. In consequence of

this psychological attitude, the Buddhist does not

inquire into the essence of matter, but only into

the essence of the sense-perceptions and experiences

which create in us the representation or the idea of

matter.

“The question regarding the essence of the so-

called external phenomena is not decided beforehand ;

the possibility remains that the sensuous (rupa) and

the mental, though correlatives, cannot be dissolved

into each other, but may have nevertheless, the

same source. In any case, the Old Scholastics also

took the external world, according to the theory

of karma, to be a constituent of personality.”

(Rosenberg) In this way Buddhism escapes the dilemma

of dualism, according to which mind and matter

remain accidentally combined units, the relationship of

which has to be specially motivated. Only from this

standpoint is it conceivable that among the eleven

qualities or principles of rupa, material as well as

immaterial elements are enumerated, as we see have

in the third chapter of Part Four (p. 142 f.). In this

respect we must agree with Rosenberg when he em-

phasizes that the Dharma categories are correlatives

which complement each other, that is, together form-

ing the consciousness and its contents.

“The Rupa-Dharma are not to be separated from

the other Dharma categories, the consciousness, the

emotions, etc. But they arise and disappear, momen-

tarily, as the others, and enter as independent correla-
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tives into the forms of impermanent combinations

from which the stream of consciousness is composed.”

3 . The Process of Perception

As an example of the process of perception, on

account of a visible object, the Buddhist tradition uses

the following simile, popularized by Buddhaghosa

:

“A certain man with his head covered went to

sleep at the foot of a fruiting mango tree. Then a

ripe mango loosened from the stalk, fell to the

ground, grazing his ear. Awakened by that sound,

he opened his eyes and looked ; then stretching out

his hand he took the fruit, squeezed it, smelled it,

and ate it. Herein, the time of his sleeping at the foot

of the mango tree is as when we are subconsciously

alive (bhavanga-sota) ; the instant of the ripe mango

falling from its stalk and grazing his ear is like the

instant of the object striking the sentient organism

(bhavanga-calana)
; the time of awaking through

the sound is like that of adverting by the five (sense-)

doors agitating the subconscious life continuum (panca-

dvaravajjana) ;
the time of the man’s opening his

eyes and looking is like that of accomplishing the

function of seeing through visual cognition (cakkhu-

vinnana) ; the time of stretching out his hand and tak-

ing the mango is as that of the resultant mind-element

receiving the object (sampaticchana); the time of taking

it and squeezing it is as that of the resultant element

of mind-cognition examining the object (santirana) ;

the time of smelling it is as that of the inoperative

element of mind-cognition determining the object

(votthappana) ; the time of eating is as that of ap-
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perception (javana) enjoying the taste of the object.”

(Atthasalini, p. 271, in Maung Tin’s translation, p.

3 5 9^0 •

Shwe Zan Aung uses this simile with some

alterations. The mango is falling on account of the

wind stirring the branches, and the man sleeps with

his head covered. “The striking of the wind against

the tree” he explains, “is like the ‘past’ life moment,

during which the object enters the stream and passes

down with it, without perturbing it. The swaying

of the branches in that wind represents the vibration

of the stream of being. The falling of the fruit cor-

responds to the arrest or interruption of being, the

moment at which the stream is ‘cut off’ by thought

;

etc. Finally, the swallowing of the last morsels

that are left in the mouth* corresponds to the opera-

tion of retention after which the mind subsides into

mere vital process, even as the man once more falls

asleep.” (Compendium of Philosophy, p. 30)

Buddhaghosa’s version seems to me better in so

far as it preserves the unity of the simile, while Shwe

Zan Aung, or the tradition he follows, wavers between

two points of relation, making first the tree and then

the awaking man the object of comparison.

The process of perception, which is explained in

this simile, contains seventeen thought moments.

When a sense-object enters the stream of being, it

takes one moment until vibration sets in (bhavanga-

calana) and two moments more until the flow is

* “The after-taste had perhaps been an apter simile,” says

Mrs. Rhys Davids.
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i pubbevatitakam eka-citta-kkhanam

(one moment of consciousness having passed)

dve bhavanga calanani

(two moments of subconscious vibration)

4 ruparammanam avaj j antam panca-dvaravaj-
jana-cittam (awareness)
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rupam passantam cakkhu-vinnanam
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stopped (bhavariguppaccheda) by the increasing inten-

sity of these vibrations. The following functions

arise in due order for one moment each :

avajjana (in the fourth moment)

dassana respectively savana, ghayana, sayana,

phusana (in the fifth moment)

sampaticchana (in the sixth moment)

santlrana (in the seventh moment)

votthappana (in the eighth moment)

The culmination of the whole process is javana,

the full perception (apperception) or knowledge of the

object which lasts for seven moments (from the ninth to

the fifteenth inclusive). Finally the process terminates

in two moments of identification or registration

(tadarammana) after which the consciousness is again

absorbed in the quiet flow of the stream of being.

This complete process of seventeen moments

takes place only if the intensity of the sense-object is

very great (atimahanta); if it is merely great (mahanta)

the function of registration (tad-arammana) does not

occur, so that the duration of the whole process is not

more than fifteen moments. If the intensity of sense

impression is small (paritta) [or ‘very small’ (atiparitta)]

the process works merely functionally, i.e., no full

cognition, no apperception (javana) takes place and,

therefore, no mental incorporation, no decision or

mental action (kamma) in the sense of affirma-

tion or negation, (whereby for future cases a

positive or negative tendency (sarikhara) would be

created. Thus javana is the karmic decisive function

which forms the future : it is the active aspect of

24
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karma, indicating the free will, while all preceding

functions (which alone work in the ‘small’ process

of perception) are determined by previous javana-

moments either from the present or a past life

(predispositions, character, sankhara) and form the

passive aspect of consciousness which is causally

bound and not accessible to the free will.

The problem of the free will is therefore not to be

answered by a simple yes or no. In a certain respect

we are free, in another we are not, and where the

boundary line separates these two conditions is

not an objective but a subjective problem. Also, con-

cerning the bodily functions, we can observe the corre-

lation of volitional and automatical functions, as

Dahlke has shown very beautifully in one of his last

books: “Up to a certain degree I have power

over my limbs. I can move my hands and legs as I

like, but I cannot ‘add an inch to the length of my
body.’ I can breathe as I like, but I cannot cause my
heart to beat as I like, except in an indirect way by

a certain method of breathing. I can eat what I like,

but I cannot determine the manner in which the food

is to be digested. Here too exists only the freedom

of binding oneself. The decision to take food is

free, but the digestion of it follows the fixed direction

in which all nourishment proceeds.” (“Heilkunde

u. Weltanschauung,” p. 66)

It goes without saying that the process of per-

ception, as shown here, represents only an ideal sec-

tion through the complicated texture of factors

and functions connected with the genesis of cons-

ciousness. In reality, at least four different processes
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of consciousness, each of them appearing in innumer-

able repetitions and variations, are necessary for the

full perception of a sense-object:

1. panca-dvara-vlthi, the process of perception

in dependence of one of five external senses as des-

cribed above. This process may occur several hund-

red thousand times, alternating with

2. tad-anuvattaka-mano-dvara-vlthi, the repro-

ductive process which links together the different

aspects of perception until a complete synthesis of the

object is attained. Then follows:

3. Nama-pannatti-vithi, the process of grasping

the name of the object, and finally:

4. attha-pannatti-vithi, the process of grasping

the meaning.

Shwe Zan Aung illustrates the traditional defi-

nition of this fourfold process in the following way :

“In order to enable a man to say T see a rose’ ...

he must first of all perceive a rose, presented in one

or other of the forms of external intuition already

described. Each process is followed, with a brief

moment or two of the subconscious continuum inter-

vening, by the process called ‘grasping-the-past’

(atitaggahana), in which there is necessarily a depict-

ing to the imagination of the past object which he has

just perceived, the images alone of the different parts

of the rose being present in mind. These two

processes may alternate with each other several

hundred thousand times before the synthetic process

(samuhaggahana) takes place. In the third process,

also repeated several times, he forms the entire com-

posite image of the rose into a synthesis out of the



different, component parts which he has just depicted

alternately. In the next stage, called ‘grasping-the-

meaning’ (atthaggahana), also repeated several times,

he forms an idea of the object corresponding to

that image which is representative of the original.

Lastly, in the stage called ‘grasping-the-name’ (nam-

aggahana), he invents a name to represent that idea.

But if the name happens to be already known to him,

three more processes may intervene between this

stage and the last. That is to say, in the process,

called ‘convention’ (sunheta), he thinks of the conven-

tional sign by which such an idea is usually signified;

in the process called ‘comparison’
(
sambandba), he

compares the idea in question with the former ideas

signified by that sign. If, in this comparison, he

discriminates certain resemblances between the com-

mon attributes, he forms a judgment : ‘This is a rose’,

called ‘the process of judgment’ {rinicehaya). And,

finally, in the process of ‘name-grasping’, he applies

the class-name to the object. In other words, he

brings the concept under a known class.

These complicated processes of imagination,

reproductive and constructive, memory, conception,

discrimination, judgment, classification, all follow

one another so rapidly in succession that the perci-

pient considers that he ‘sees’ the rose almost instan-

taneously. Such is the complexity of processes dis-

tinguishable in an act of external perception.” (p.

32 £).

The process of perception in dependence of an

‘inner’ or mental object (entering through the ‘mind-

door’ : mano-dvaravithi) is similar to that on occasion
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of an external sense-object. Its greater or lesser in-

tensity is described as vibhfita or avjbliuta, ‘clear’

or ‘not clear’.

In meditative cognition (appana javana) there is

neither a difference in the intensity or clearness of

an object, nor does the retentive function of register-

ing (tadarammana) come into activity, because in this

state the mind is not only directed and concentrated

upon the surface of the object, but penetrates it,

absorbs it, becomes one with it. This state of mind

is called samadhi.

If we should try to describe exhaustively the pro-

cess of perception or the intricate nature of a single

state of consciousness, it would go far beyond the

frame of our present task, because each moment of

consciousness reflects the whole system of which it is a

part, and its complete analysis would be equal to

a detailed description of the entire psychology and

philosophy of Buddhism. For our purpose it was

sufficient to make visible the general structure and its

directive principles.

Consciousness, seen from the hedonical point

of view, showed the origin of suffering and the way

to its annihilation, as well as the positive side of this

problem, namely, the origin and the importance of

joy. Herewith the ethical foundations of Buddhism

were laid bare.

And when we saw how the seemingly simplest

process of consciousness proves to be a most com-

plicated collaboration of innumerable elements, forces

and counter-forces which cannot be regarded as the

expression of an ego-substratum, but in which, on the
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contrary, the ego-idea arises as a product of certain

functions,—then a further corner-stone of the Bud-

dhist doctrine was revealed : the anattd-idea.

And when the measure of time was applied to

the phenomena of consciousness, then even the last,

apparently constant elements dissolved into vibra-

tions, the duration of which appeared to be infini-

tesimal units of time. It revealed the law of

anicca

:

that there is nothing permanent, that

everything is in flux.

“In the interests of experience, and in order to

grasp perceptions, the intellect breaks up experience,

which is in reality a continuous stream, an incessant

process of change and response with no separate parts,

into purely conventional “moments,” “periods”, or

psychic “states.” It picks out from the flow of reality

those bits which are significant for human life
;
which

“interest” it, catch its attention. From these it makes

up a mechanical world in which it dwells, and which

seems quite real until it is subjected to criticism.

It does, says Bergson, in an apt and already celebrated

simile, the work of a cinematograph : takes snapshots

of something which is always moving, and by means

of these successive static representations—none of

which are real, because Life, the object photographed,

never was at rest—it recreates a picture of life, of

motion. This picture, this rather jerky representation

of divine harmony, from which innumerable moments

are left out, is very useful for practical purposes ; but

it is not reality, because it is not alive.”

This “real world,” then, is the result of your

selective activity, and the nature of your selection is
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largely outside your control. Your cinematographic

machine goes at a certain pace, takes its snapshots

at certain intervals. Anything which goes too quickly

for those intervals, it either fails to catch, or merges

with preceding or succeeding movements to form a

picture with which it can deal. Thus we treat, for

instance, the storm of vibrations which we convert

into “sound” and “light.” Slacken or accelerate the

clock-time, change its rhythmic activity, and at once

you take a different series of snapshots, and have as a

result a different picture of the world. Thanks to the

time at which the normal human machine is set, it

registers for us what we call, in our simple way “the

natural world.” A slight accession of humility or

common sense might teach us that a better title would

be “our natural world.”

Now let human consciousness change or transcend

its rhythm, and any other aspect of any other world

may be ours as a result. Hence the mystics’ claim

that in their ecstasies they change the conditions of

consciousness, and apprehend a deeper reality which

is unrelated to human speech, cannot be dismissed as

unreasonable.”1

To change and to transcend the rhythm of human

consciousness is the aim of the spiritual training of

Buddhism in the higher stages of meditation (absorp-

tion), which correspond to the experience of higher

world-planes. Though these experiences arc not the

ultimate aim of the Buddhist Path, they show that

our human world is just one among innumerable

1 Evelyn Underhill : ‘Mysticism,’ p. j6 f.
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others and that the worlds of Buddhist cosmology are

not to be searched in the mysteries of space but in the

mysteries of our own mind in which all worlds exist

as possibilities of experience. Once man has recog-

nized the relativity of his own world and the latent

faculties of consciousness, in other words, if he has

understood that he is not bound to this particular

world (the world of his senses), but that he lives in

exactly that world which corresponds to the “rhythm”

of his mind, he has made the first step towards libera-

tion. The highest aim, however, is to change the

rhythm of our entire life and to transform it into

that supreme harmony which the Buddha has ex-

plained as the absence of greed, hatred, and ignorance:

as Nibbana.

It is obvious that Buddhism represents a com-

plete revolution of all conventional views and that the

negative character of its formulations contributes to

the difficulties which frighten the average man. To
him the anatta-idea means the destruction of his

personality, the anicca-idea the dissolution of his

world.

But the anicca-idea docs not deny the “existence”

of things, but only their permanence, and in the

same way the anatta-idea does not proclaim that there

is no “self” but only that there is no permanent “self.”

In reality it is just the anatta-idea which guarantees the

possibility of development and growth of the indivi-

dual by demonstrating that the “I” or “self” is not an

absolute magnitude but a designation for the relative

limitation which the individual creates itself according

to the standard of its knowledge. The primitive man
25
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feels the body as his “self,” the more developed one

his feelings or his mental functions. But the Buddha

regards neither the body nor the mind as his “self,”

knowing their relativity and dependence.

With regard to this dependence it may be said

that it is just the element which contains the principle

of relative individual persistence or continuity. The

mental and bodily materials of construction may

change at the greatest speed, they will nevertheless

always build (fill) the particular form which corres-

ponds (by reason of the law of dependent origination)

to the level of development of the individual in

question.

Thus the anicca-idea does not make the world

less real, but it shows, on the contrary, that the world

exclusively consists in action. Nowhere is stagnation,

nowhere limitation. Nothing exists for itself or

separately in itself. There is nothing constant ; but

instead of a world filled with dead things, there is a

living cosmos which finds its counterpart in the consci-

ousness of each individual and its focus in each atom,

just as every moment from the standpoint of infi-

nitesimal divisibility contains the boundlessness of

time. Thus we find present within ourselves the

eternity and abundance which are denied to us as long

as we are seeking them in the phantasmagoria of

an external world or of a separate little ego.

He who wants to follow the Path of the Buddha

must give up all thoughts of “I” and “mine.” But this

giving up does not make us poorer ; it actually makes

us richer, because what we renounce and destroy are

the walls that kept us imprisoned ; and what we gain
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is that supreme freedom, which is not to be under-

stood simply as a merging into the whole or a feeling

of identity with others, but as the experience of an

infinite relationship, according to which every indivi-

dual is essentially connected with all that exists, thus

embracing all living beings in his own mind, taking

part in their deepest experience, and sharing their

sorrow and joy.
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And I discovered that profound truth
, so difficult to

perceive
, difficult to understand, tranquillising and sublime,

which is not to be gained by mere reasoning, and is visible

only to the wise.

The world, however, is given to pleasure, delighted

with pleasure, enchanted with pleasure. Verily, such beings

will hardly understand the law of conditionality, the dependent

origination of everything ; incomprehensible will also be to

them the end of all formations, theforsaking of every sub-

stratum of rebirth, thefading away of craving, detachment,

extinction, Nibbdna.

Yet there are beings whose eyes are only a little

covered with dust : they will understand the truth.

(Majjhima-Nikaya 26; transl. by Mahathcra Nydnatiloka.)



i. SYSTEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF
ABHIDHAMMA PSYCHOLOGY

In order to see the general structure of conscious-

ness as derived from the systematic representation of

the Abhidhamma, we have to deal briefly with the

more scholastic classifications and their terminology.

Their genetic connection with the earliest stages of

Buddhist thought is so strong and logically justified

that it is hardly possible to exclude them, even in a

short study like this which confines itself to a general

survey of the psychological tendencies of early

Buddhist philosophy. I am using the expression early

in contradistinction to the later forms of Buddhist

philosophy as preserved in Sanskrit, Chinese and

Tibetan. I might have spoken of the philosophy and

psychology of Pali-Buddhism, but its fundamental

ideas which occupy the central place in this book and

form its main subject, as for instance the Law of

Dependent Origination, the Four Noble Truths, the

Eightfold Path, the momentariness of all phenomena,

the problem of joy and suffering, the negation of

egohood, the psycho-physical aggregates and the

forms and constituents of consciousness on which the

theory and practice of meditation are founded :—all

these things are not the exclusive property of Pali-

Buddhism or of any particular school, but they

are the characteristics of the earliest philosophical and

psychological formulations of Buddhism. It is Bud-
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dhism “kat exochen,” and has been preserved and

elaborated by the Theravadins with very few addi-

tions, and therefore even comparatively late works

of this school, like Thera Anuruddha’s Abhidham-

mattha-Sangaha, represent an earlier stage of

Buddhist philosophy than works of other schools

which from the purely historical standpoint belong

to much more ancient periods. But quite apart from

this
:
just as we had to consider the circumstances

under which Buddhism came into existence, the

direction from which the path came (Part I), so we

have to be conscious of the direction into which it

developed, because only this will enable us to sec the

actual position and tendency of the central portion of

the path and the organic unity of its different phases.

It is in this sense that our excursion into the more

scholastic details of Abhidhamma literature is to be

understood.

In using the classifications of the Abhidham-

mattha-Sangaha1, on which our Pali Tables arc

based, I have confined myself to those features which

either can be regarded as parts of the original system

of Buddhist psychology or which serve to elucidate

it in important details.

The Abhidhammattha-Sangaha, in fact, is a sum-

1 Published in Pali in the Journal of the Pali Text Society

of 1884. Shwe Zan Aung’s translation as well as my own
(published in German by the Benares-Verlag, Miinchen-Neubi-
berg, under the title “Abhidhammattha-Sangaha”) are based on
this publication. Shwe Zan Aung’s translation, which is pro-

fusely annotated and accompanied by a most valuable introduc-

tory essay, has been revised and edited by Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys
Davids and published by the Pali Text Society under the title

“Compendium of Philosophy.”



mary of the subject-matter of the seven books of the

Abhidhamma-Pitaka which, with the exception of the

later-added Katha-Vatthu, belong to the earliest works

of Buddhist philosophy and psychology and can be

said to be nothing but a systematic arrangement of

the ideas contained in the Discourses of the Buddha.

The seven books of the Abhidhamma-Pitaka are :

1. Dhamma-Sahgani.—Enumeration of psychic

and material properties, i.e., the elements and objects

of consciousness.

2. 1Vibhanga.—Eighteen treatises upon various

themes of a philosophical, psychological, and ethical

character.

3. Katha-Vatthu.—Book of disputed questions,

with regard to the (heretical) views of other Buddhist

sects.

4. Pugga/a-Panuatti.—Book of qualities of char-

acter, or types of individuals.

5. Dhatu-Katha.—Expositions of the functions

of the senses in their eighteen fundamental elements ;

the six organs, the six classes of objects corresponding

to them, and the six classes of consciousness resulting

from the mutual relationship of the two.

6. Yamaha—Book of the pairs of opposites.

7. Patthana—Book of the arisings of psychic

and material states : Causal connections and mutual

dependence.
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

IN THE PREVIOUS TABLES

Symbols:

+ presence)
.

. > of a factor or a group of factors of consciousness— absence )

^ temporarily and separately present

-1 )
temporarily present

( ) according to other theories not present

do.

Abbreviations:

domanassa
du. = dukkha
ek. == ekaggata

ha. = hasituppada

ma. = manodvarava
j j
ana

pa. (in Table I. A. b.) = patigha

pa. (in Table I. B. c) — pancadvaravajjana

pi. = piti

so. = somanassa
sp. = sampaticchana

St. — santirana

su. = sukha
ud. uddhacca
up. = upekkha
vi. = vicikiccha

vie. = vicara

vit. = vitakka

Figures:

The figures on the left side of the tables represent the

enumeration of the classes of consciousness discussed in the

third chapter of Part IV.

The figures on the right side show the number of factors

present
[ + ]

or absent
[ — ]

in each class of consciousness.

The upper row of figures serves to enumerate the 52

factors of consciousness, described in Part V.

The lower row of figures shows how many times each

factor is present or absent in each main group of classes of

consciousness.
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3 . VEDANA

(
TABLE V

)

Sukha in the sense of physical well-being and

dukkha in the sense of physical pain appear only in

one class of consciousness each (Table V ; I. B.

5 & 12), namely on account of bodily contact.

Domanassa (grief) arises in the two classes of un-

wholesome consciousness in the realm of sensorial

form (kamavacara) accompanied by aversion (patigha),

while somanassa (joy) occurs in eighteen classes of

the same realm: in the first four classes of unwhole-

some kamaloka consciousness, accompanied by greed

(lobha) (Table V
;

I. A. 1-4) ; in the twelve classes

conditioned by wholesome root-causes (I. C. 1-4,

9-12, 17-20) ;
in two classes, not conditioned by

root-causes, namely, in one type of investigating

consciousness (I. B. 14) and in that of the genesis of

aesthetic pleasure (I. B. 18). Sukha, in the sense of

happiness—which, in this case, is to be understood

as a purely psychological value, not as an ethical one

(whether it becomes ethical or not, depends entirely

on the attitude of the meditating one)—is present in

each of the first four stages of absorption, i.e., in

twelve classes of the consciousness of Pure Form
(II. A. 1-4, B. 6-9, C. n-14) and in the thirty-two

corresponding classes of supramundane conscious-

ness : thus, in forty-four classes altogether.

27
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Upekkha, in the sense of ‘neither-painful-nor-

pleasurable’ sensation (adukkhamasukha), results from

all sense-impressions with the exception of bodily con-

tact, i.e., from the corresponding eight (2 X 4) classes

of sense-consciousness, not conditioned by root-

causes (ahetuka
;

I. B. 1-4, 8-1 1). As a psychically

negative factor, indicating the absence of emotions,

upekkha appears in twenty-four classes of sense-

world consciousness, and, in combination with one-

pointcdness (ekaggata), in twenty-three classes of

jhana-consciousness,—in the realms of Pure Form and

Non-Form as well as in the supramundane domain ;

—

thus, altogether in forty-seven classes.

As a positive
,

spiritual factor, upekkha appears

under the term tatramajjhattata in fifty-nine classes of

consciousness, namely : in the twenty-four classes of

‘beautiful’ consciousness, conditioned by wholesome

root-causes in the realm of sensorial form ; in the

fifteen classes of the realm of Pure Form ; in the twelve

classes of the realm of Non-Form ;
and in the eight

‘great’ classes of supramundane consciousness. Thus

the realm of negative upekkha partly overlaps that of

the positive tatramajjhattata, as in the case of classes

5-8, 13-16, 21-24 of the sense-world consciousness

conditioned by wholesome root-causes (I. C.), of

classes j, 10, and 15 in the consciousness of Pure

Form, of all the classes in the realm of Non-Form,

and of classes 5, 10, 15, 20, 23, 30, 33, 40 in the

supramundane consciousness.

Thus we arrive at the fact that out of the 121

classes of consciousness, described in the Buddhist

system of psychology, fifty-five are hedonically in-
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different, sixty-three accompanied by joy, and only

three accompanied by suffering. The fundamental

importance of this fact with regard to the general

attitude of Buddhism has already been mentioned in

the third chapter of Part III (p. 87).



4 . ASSOCIATIVE, REFLECTIVE, AND
INTUITIVE CONSCIOUSNESS

The fact that volition (cetana), one-pointedness

(ekaggata) and attention (manasikara) are inherent

in all the 121 classes of consciousness proves that

Buddhist psychology does not intend to give an ex-

haustive description of all possible states and com-

binations of consciousness but confines itself to

those types which are essential to our knowledge

and the control of our mind. All those purely

associative or so-called subconscious states in which

these three factors (or even one of them) are absent,

are excluded from this systematic description.

If, however, on account of this, one would arrive

at the conclusion that Buddhist psychology only

deals with the purely discursive type of intellectual

thought-operations, then again the inclusion of the

stages of absorption (in the realms of Pure Form

and Non-Form and in the Supramundane conscious-

ness) shows that also this view is not correct. After

the elimination of thinking and reflecting, the charac-

teristics of discursive thought (vitakka-vicara) there

remains only the pure and direct experience of in-

tuitive vision.

The prevalent idea that the consciousness of

absorption (jhana) be a purely passive state of mind,

on account of the absence of these factors of intellec-

tual activity, will be refuted if we consult the tables
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III and IV. We find in all stages of absorption,

apart from the general positive factors which are pre-

sent in every class of consciousness, decision (adhi-

mokkha), energy (viriya) and the intention to act—in

this case, to realize the goal—(chanda).

It is very instructive to compare with the help

of our tables the positive and negative character

of certain classes of consciousness according to the

presence or absence of certain factors. Thus it is

obvious, for instance, that the classes of consciousness

with a predominantly negative or passive character,

which many erroneously might have searched for

among the states of absorption, are to be found just

within the average consciousness of the sense-world

(kamaloka), namely in the group resulting from sense-

impressions (I. B.). Apart from the fact that none

but neutral factors are present in this group, it is

significant that (of the latter) the desire to act (chanda)

appears in none of these classes, energy (viriya)

only in two (17 & 18), and decision (adhimokkha),

accompanied by discursive thought (vitakka-vicara)

only in eight (out of 1 8 classes). In ten classes, namely

those of direct sense-consciousness, also the secondary

factors are absent, so that only the primary ones remain.

This direct sense-consciousness and the intuitive cons-

ciousness of absorption (jhana) are the two extremes

of the scale of consciousness under observation,—they

meet each other in the fact that both are free from dis-

cursive or reflective thought : the first-mentioned

group, because it has not yet reached, the last-mention-

ed one, because it has already overcome that stage.

Thus the reflective or discursive consciousness
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stands in the middle.

While the two extreme groups exclude each other,

except for the one point in which they meet, the

reflective consciousness partly penetrates the other

two groups : that of sense-consciousness in the

already mentioned eight classes (Table I, B : 6, 7,

& 13-18), that of jhana-consciousness in the first

two stages of each group (i. e., in 22 classes : 1, 2,

6, 7, 11, 12, of Table III ; and 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 16, 17,

21, 22, 26, 27, 31, 32, 36, 37, of Table IV). These

initial jhana-stages, though they are not yet purely

intuitive, possess nevertheless intuitive elements by

which they are discerned from the reflective states

of the average kamaloka-consciousness.

The purely reflective and discursive consciousness

is either wholesome or unwholesome—here the ways

part, for the good or the bad—while the intuitive

consciousness excludes the unwholesome factors.

The pure sense-consciousness, on the other hand,

is neither wholesome nor unwholesome, but entirely

neutral in this respect, for which reason animals as

well as children in the earliest stage of life are ‘beyond

good and bad’.

Thus it is the faculty of thinking which contains

both : salvation and destruction. Thinking means

decision. With the faculty of thinking we reach the

periphery of our being, where our fate is decided,

where the ways part. Therefore thinking, though

it does not form the climax of meditation
;
yet is

its foundation, namely that without which the Aim
cannot be attained, the ‘conditio sine qua non’ of

internalisation or absorption (jhana), in so far as it
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is its directive principle. (The periphery, therefore,

is a necessary stage of transition
!)

This principle

is of the greatest importance because it deter-

mines the three forms of consciousness : the

sense-consciousness through the sense-object (the

external stimulus), the reflective or mental conscious-

ness through the thought-object (representation,

concept, idea), the intuitive consciousness through

its introvertive concentration.

It may be mentioned that the purely associative

consciousness does not only prevail in the more

primitive stages of conscious life (as in the case of

animals and earliest childhood) but that it plays an

important part even in the case of grown-up and

normally developed human beings. But this kind

of vague and practically undefinable consciousness

could not be the subject of Buddhist psychology as

it is neither necessary for the understanding nor for

the practice of the spiritual training which is the main

motive of this system. Buddhist psychology can be

appreciated and understood only from the point of

view of this motive. Logic is here only an organis-

ing element, but neither a leading nor an argumenta-

tive one. Therefore theories play hardly any role and

can find a place as far as the form of the description or

the interpretation of difficult concepts is concerned.

The starting point, however, is always the experience,

and its results are only discussed in so far as they

are related to the religious practice. If, therefore,

now and then we find in the Buddhist system of

psychology statements which appear to us unintel-

ligible or not sufficiently established in our opinion.
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the reason generally is that we lack the necessary

experience (provided that we have not been led astray

by linguistic misinterpretations).

Correlations and Means of Representation

The thoroughly empirical standpoint of Buddhist

psychology and philosophy becomes obvious by the

particular kind of definition (kattusadhana) which it

prefers to use and in which the objects of definition

are circumscribed by the functions and relations con-

nected with them.

We are, therefore, justified in calling Buddhism

a philosophy of relations, for which such fundamental

ideas like anicca and anatta are the most typical

examples. The anicca-idea reveals the dynamic char-

acter of the world, the anatta-idea, that there are no

unchangeable and separate individualities, neither

“things-in-themselves” nor “souls-in-themselves;
”

positively expressed : that there is an infinite relation-

ship between all that lives.

This dynamic-relativistic attitude which Western

civilisation has acquired only in the very last stage

of its spiritual and scientific development—without,

however, drawing the same conclusions as the

Buddha—can only think in functions and relations,

and cannot content itself with a speculative combina-

tion of abstract ideas which would only lead to a

kind of sterile idealism. For this reason a tabular

representation of the whole system is necessary to

bring out the totality and simultaneousness of the

manifold mutual relations between its constituents.

The language, according to its logical structure
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is bound to a succession in time and, therefore, always

lags far behind reality, which knows, in addition to

this sequence in time, a spatial co-ordination as well as

a non-spatial (‘essential’) penetration, a synchronizing

of manifold relations.

In the earliest times of Buddhism there was no

need for such tabular representations (neither was

there an opportunity, as people were not in the

habit of writing) because the whole subject-matter

was sufficiently known and mentally digested, so that

the systematic arrangement sufficed as a mnemonic

support. As all important teachings were com-

mitted to memory (along with the corresponding

practice), not only the inner meaning but also the

external form became the spiritual property of the

student. He, however, in whose mind the whole

system was present, experienced all the intrinsic

connections and correlations simultaneously.

Tantric Buddhism, by the way, knows a method,

in some respect similar to our tables, of concretizing

and visualizing spiritual things : the geometrical

yantra. The diagrams of these yantras are composed

of triangles, squares, circles and similar geometrical

forms which demonstrate the relations of a spiritual

system (ideas, experiences, psychic realities). The

position of each compartment formed by these geome-

trical figures corresponds to the position of a certain

idea or inner experience within the frame of the

general system,—just as the different compartments

of our tables indicate the relative position, the meaning

and the psychological value of each concept. In pic-

torial yantras or plastic mandalas the abstract geometri-

28
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cal symbols arc replaced by pictorial ones which are

the characteristics of certain visions which occur in

the course of meditation (either automatically or as

intentional mental projections). Only those who have

gone through the experiences of meditation can

penetrate the real nature of these symbols. In a

similar way one may say that the psychological and

philosophical concepts are nothing but symbols

connected with experiences of a certain mental attitude

or psychic direction. Meditation is the Alpha and

Omega for the real understanding of this matter.
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5 . THE SIX ROOT-CAUSES (HETU)

i. General Observations

Hetu has been rendered with ‘root-cause’ because

this term characterizes that psychic attitude which is

the root of all morally decisive acts of consciousness.

But as the root of a plant is dependent on the seed

from which it sprang, so hetu is dependent on Karma.

The term ‘root-cause,’ therefore, is to be understood

only in this relative sense but not as an ultimate cause,

and if karma and hetu were to be confronted, the

latter would have to be designated as ‘condition’ or

‘motive’ in contrast to karma, the general predis-

position of character.

The three “positive” root-causes, greed (lobha),

hatred (dosa), and delusion (moha),
—

“positive” with

justification, as they form the “leitmotif” of the

world-concert—are nothing but three forms of avijja,

to whose annihilation the whole edifice of Buddhist

teachings and psychology is dedicated. According

to the overwhelming influence of these positive root-

causes, the three corresponding “negative” root-

causes, namely, greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness

(adosa), and non-delusion (amoha), are of the greatest

importance. They are negative only in terms and

in so far as they negate and eliminate the ‘original’

hetus. But from the standpoint of the path of deli-

verance, which presupposes a revaluation of all values.
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they naturally prove to be extremely positive. There-

fore we find that adosa is used as a synonym of

sympathy (amity) and amoha in the sense of insight or

knowledge.

This method, to express positive aims and ideas

by negative terms or definitions, shows the Buddha’s

sense of reality. Positive concepts serve to make us

‘grasp’ sense-impressions or mental objects by limit-

ing, defining, and differentiating the object in question

from others. Reality, however, knows no boundaries,

and where it is intended to overcome its opponent,

delusion, the greatest of all limitations, there only

negative concepts can be adequate. Similarly, in

practical life there is no question of opposing or chang-

ing the ‘world’ or of creating something in contrast

to it, something entirely new and existing only in

some sort of idealistic imagination, but it is simply a

question of removing the hindrances which prevent us

to see reality as it is. This may appear as a merely

negative occupation to those who cannot see what is

to be gained by it. But the truly creative act is noth-

ing but the overcoming of all hindrances, and

genius could be said in this sense to consist in a

“preserved naivety
”1 or the unbiassed simplicity of an

untrammelled mind. The wise one, that is the

saint, is one who has razed to the ground all barriers

within himself and who, therefore, has become cons-

cious of reality, takes part in it and is able to influence

it. Thus having become a living centre of reality,

he is the most perfect embodiment of creativeness

1 “erhaltene Unbefangenheit,” as Dahlke calls it.
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whose activity does not consist in self-aggrandisement

but in the establishment of a harmony which is not

only confined to himself but radiates far beyond his

individual confines. While those who have not yet

attained this purity of mind, bind themselves by their

own actions, the holy one liberates himself in his

own work.

From the point of view of hetus we can discern

two groups (very different in extent) of mental states :

those which are conditioned by root-causes and those

which are free from them. The consciousness condi-

tioned by root-causes is either dynamic or static. In

the first case it presents itself as active,—either in a

wholesome or in an unwholesome manner—in the

latter case either as reactive (vipaka), i.e., as a result

of actions done in the past (in a former birth) or as

non-active, i.e., merely functional. In contrast to

the active classes which are always either wholesome

or unwholesome, the reactive and functional classes are

to be regarded neutral in this sense. The highest

classes of consciousness, i.e., those of attained arahat-

ship belong to these neutral, static classes : the holy

one is ‘beyond good and bad/ Apart from the

relativity of these concepts, the value of which changes

with each stage of the sacred path, one could say that

the one is the ‘privation value’ of the other, and

that thus after the complete annihilation of avijja

all polarity is removed. The static nature of the

highest states of mind is also exemplified by the fact

that a perfect one is called ‘asekha,’ ‘one who is no

more striving,’ in contradistinction to the ‘sekha,’

‘the striving one.’ What in the case of others would
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be regarded a deficiency, becomes a tide of honour

to the enlightened ones, while, on the other hand,

all those properties, which in the case of ordinary men

would be labelled as ‘good,’ are the natural and only

possible form of expression of the perfect one. It

cannot be said, therefore, that he is entirely passive,

neither doing good nor bad, which both would be

equally in his power, nor could it be maintained that

he had rooted out the ‘bad’ portion of human qualities

so that only the ‘good’ ones had been left over,

which now on account of the lack of opposition of

counter-forces could no more be valued as ‘good.’

No,—the attitude has become a different one, because

the habitual prejudices (avijja) have disappeared, on

account of which those hindrances, which from the

Buddhist standpoint were designated as unwholesome,

cannot make their appearance any more. Thus he

has become ‘whole,’ ‘complete’ (unified within him-

self), mentally healthy. He has overcome the illness

of duality which on account of ‘self-delusion’ is conti-

nually in conflict with reality and creates the notions

of ‘good’ and ‘bad.’ The problem, therefore, is not

how to renounce certain properties, but how to re-

establish the balance of powers, whereby nothing is

destroyed and nothing new is created. Just as in the

case of a balance whose scales hang at different levels,

the defect may be remedied by a readjustment of the

scale-beam by shifting its centre of gravitation rather

than by increasing or decreasing the weight of the

scales, similarly the disharmony of the human mind
can be removed by shifting the centre of gravitation

from the ‘ego’ to the ‘non-ego.’
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In connection with these considerations the use of

the terms ‘wholesome’ and ‘unwholesome’ for kusala

and akusala will be easily understood. To translate

them as ‘good’ and ‘bad’, or as ‘moral’ and ‘immoral’

would not properly represent the Buddhist point of

view. The Buddhist does not recognize the idea of

sin—just as little as the idea of a god who forbids or

commands certain things and against whom one could

sin—there is only error, ignorance, delusion, and every

thought and act connected with it creates suffering.

Consequently the effect of a deed or a thought can

only be called ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’ accor-

ding to its agreement or disagreement with reality,

in other words : according to the recognition or non-

recognition of reality. Neither the overcoming of

greed nor of hatred are sufficient for the attainment

of complete liberation (nibbana). The overcoming

of greed will only lead to the utmost frugality and

primitivity of life, the conquest of hatred only to

tolerance and charity. The ascetic as little as the

charitable one can claim to have reached perfection,

though they may be far above the level of the average

man. Only the overcoming of illusion, of mental

narrowness, the attainment of insight and wisdom,

in short, enlightenment : this only gives true meaning

to detachment and sympathy and transforms them into

the world-embracing qualities which are the attributes

of the Perfect Ones.

29
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ii. Distribution of Hetus within the 121 Classes of

Consciousness

There are eighteen classes of consciousness without

root-causes (ahetuka: I.B. 1-18) which, as we have seen,

possess a predominantly passive or receptive character

and only neutral factors. No karmically active classes

are found in this group, but only reactive and non-

active ones. The first seven classes of the group

are the result of unfavourable, the following eight

that of favourable karma. Both results as such are

amoral in so far as they cannot exercise any effect

upon the path of liberation (as it is obvious with

regard to their factors).

Among the types of consciousness conditioned by

root-causes (sahetuka) two are conditioned by only one

[unwholesome] root-cause (eka-hetuka) : they are the

two classes of unwholesome sense-consciousness root-

ed in delusion. Twenty-two classes are conditioned

by two root-causes (dvi-hetuka) : the eight classes of

sense-consciousness, connected with greed and ignor-

ance (Table I, A. a. 1-8), the two following ones

(9-10) by hatred and ignorance, and the twelve classes

without knowledge (Table 11 : 3 , 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13,

16, 19, 20, 23, 24) by greedlessness (detachment) and

hatelessness (sympathy), forty-seven classes are condi-

tioned by three [wholesome] root-causes (ti-hetuka) :

the twelve classes of the last-mentioned group, con-

nected with knowledge (Table II: 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10,

13, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22), furthermore the fifteen classes

of the realm of Pure Form (rupavacaracittani), the

twelve of the realm of Non-Form (arupavacaracittani.
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Tabic III) and the eight supramundane classes (Table

IV : (i) (8))*

iii. The Three Root-Evils

Of the three root-evils (lobha, dosa, moha) only

hatred and greed are eliminated by the factors of

jhana-consciousness. Ignorance or delusion (moha)

is destroyed only in one of its forms (uddhacca).

This points to the fact that the consciousness of

absorption is not necessarily connected with insight,

respectively, right views (samma ditthi), and as we

learn from the enumeration of the seven jhana-factors

in the seventh chapter of Abhidhammattha-Sangaha,

also grief (domanassa) is able to become a factor of

absorption. By wrong application of concentration

or on account of wrong mental presuppositions,

absorption may result in a painful and pain-creating

state of mind. In the enumeration of hindrances

(nivaranani), in the same chapter, ignorance (avijja) is

mentioned as the sixth hindrance. The rather un-

expected presence of domanassa in the first-mentioned

group and the unusual inclusion of avijja among the

hindrances is not an accidental coincidence but points

at an inner connection which throws light upon the

meaning and definition of jhana in the canonical

texts. The fact that they mention only five hindrances

shows that they do not speak of absorption in general

but of absorption (jhana) in the Buddhist sense, i.e.,

under the antecedent condition of right views (samma

ditthi), in other words, with an attitude which is in

accordance with actuality. This attitude, however,

is not to be understood as the complete annihilation
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of ignorance, but rather as a means by which only

the grosser forms of avijja are destroyed—but not

avijja itself,—another reason why avijja has not been

mentioned among the conquered hindrances. The

faculty which corresponds to this partial or gradual

elimination ofignorance is saddha, which may be defined

as that inner confidence which arises from an intuitive

or intellectual insight into the truth of the dhamma

and which grows in the course of meditation (not

yet, however, in its initial stage, as it is represented

by the first jhana) on account of profound and direct

experience, into a state of certainty and knowledge

in which the last traces of delusion are removed.
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6. THE OBJECTS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

i. Their Distribution among the 121 Classes of

Consciousness

A division of the classes of consciousness accord-

ing to their objects results in three main groups :

1. The twenty-five classes of lower objects

(parittalambanani) which comprise all classes of

consciousness without root-causes (ahetuka : I. B.

1-15, 16, 18) with the exception of mind-door-

awareness (I. B. 17) and of the reactive classes of

wholesome root-conditioned consciousness (I. C.

9-16) ;

2. The thirty-one classes with all kinds of objects

(sabbalambanani)
;

3. The thirty-five classes of higher objects

(mahaggata-pannatti-nibbanalambanani).

(2) In the second main group six classes can

have all (sabba) objects without exception (i),

five classes all with the exception of the objects of

the Path- and the Fruit-consciousness of Arahantship

(arahatta-magga-phala-vajjita-sabbalambanani), (ii),

and twenty classes all objects except the

supramundane ones (lokuttara-vajjita-sabbalambanani)

(i) The first of these three sub-groups con-

tains exclusively karmically non-active classes : that

of mind-door-awareness (I. B. 17), the four non-active
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classes of wholesome-root-conditioned consciousness

connected with knowledge (nana-sampayutta : I. C.

17, 18, 21, 22) and the fifth stage of the non-active

consciousness of Pure Form (II. C. ij).

(ii) The second sub-group contains exclusively

wholesome, active classes, namely the corresponding

four classes of kamaloka consciousness ‘connected

with knowledge’ (I. C. 1, 2, 5, 6) and the fifth stage

of karmically wholesome consciousness of Pure Form

(U- A;0-
(iii) The third sub-group consists of twelve un-

wholesome (I. A. x-12) and eight of the karmically

active and non-active classes conditioned by whole-

some root-causes and disconnected from knowledge

(I. C. 3, 4, 7, 8, and 19, 20, 23, 24).

(3) Concerning the third main group, the thirty-

five classes of higher objects, again three sub-divisions

can be discerned

:

(/) The objects of the second and fourth stage

of arupa-jhana (“infinity of consciousness” and

“neither perception nor non-perception”) are called

“developed” (mahaggata
; i.e., those which have

become great, which have been developed).

(if) The remaining six classes of this kind, namely

the three classes of the “infinity of space” and the three

classes of “no-thing-ness,” as well as the fifteen

classes of the realm of Pure Form (thus : 21 altogether)

have as their objects “ideas of representation” or

(better still) “intuitive ideas” (pannattalambanani).

{iii) The object of the eight supramundane classes

is nibbana.

The division of ai*upa-objects into ‘intuitive’
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and ‘developed’ ones, has its reason in the fact that

the “infinity of space” and “no-thing-ness” are direct

experiences, while the following two stages and their

objects have been developed from them. The first

afupa-object is the intuitively represented idea (pan-

natti) of space (akasa), which transcends by far the

mere conceptual thought. The third arupa-object

is the similarly intensified and vitalized idea of “no-

thing-ness.” In the second and fourth arupa-jhanas,

however, the experience of the previous stage has

become the object of consciousness. Thus the first is

the object of the second stage, the third that of the

fourth stage.

The term pannatti which frequently has been

translated by “concept,” shows in this connection

that its meaning is not confined to logical abstractions

but includes “ideas” in the sense of mental pictures

(cide) or symbols of inner experience. This is also

supported by the fact that the visible after-image

(patibhaga-nimitta) of the kasina disks or hypnotic

circles (which is one of the means to induce the initial

states of the rupa-jhanas) are classified under the

pannatti-objects. It is just the difference between the

ordinary discursive state of mind and the conscious-

ness of absorption (jhana) that the former remains in

the bondage of verbal ruminations and conceptual

abstractions without going beyond the conventional

meaning, the latter consists in the inner realisation of

an eidos, the transformation of an idea into life, into

reality. Thinking and reflecting (vitakka-vicara) are

only the preparatory factors, accompanying the initial

stage, which disappear after they have served their

30
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purpose. Thus meditation grows from a reflective

into an intuitive state of mind which has been ex-

pressed by various terms, like ‘ecstasy’, ‘rapture’,

‘trance,’ ‘Schauung’, etc., all of them implying a

negation of conceptual thought and a transformation

into an exalted state of transcendental experience (i.e.,

transcending the ordinary state of human conscious-

ness). The German word ‘Schauung’, which denotes

a state of profound insight, combined with the faculty

of intuitive vision, comparable to the clairvoyant

mind of a Seer, in whom ideas take ‘plastic’

shape, is perhaps the best characterisation of jhana-

consciousness.

ii. Meaning and Classification of 'Pannatti

The term Pannatti in its wider sense is explained

in the Abhidhammattha-Sangaha (Chapter VII) as that

which is made known (pannapiyatta) by terms, names,

or symbols, and as that which makes known (pan-

napanato). In the first case pannatti is defined as

attha-pannatti, the meaning of a symbol, the idea,

or notion connected with or conveyed by it. In the

second case it appears as sadda-pannatti or nama-

pannatti, the sound, sign, or name by which an object

is known or made known. Nama-pannatti and attha-

pannatti condition each other like subject and object.

They are logically inseparable, and, on account of

their complexity, to be understood only in connection

with their respective relations.

The position of the jhana-objects, which had been

classified under the term ‘pannatti’, will be clearer if

we throw a glance upon the six degrees of attha-
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pannatti which are represented by the ideas of

:

1. inorganic, material forms, based on physical

laws of nature ; examples : ‘land,’ ‘moun-

tain’;

2. organized material forms, based on cons-

tructive intelligence ; examples : ‘house,’

‘chariot’;

3. organic forms, based on the five psycho-

physical aggregates (panca-khandha); exam-

ples : ‘man,’ ‘individual’

;

4. immaterial forms of locality (disa) and time

(kala), based on the revolutions of celestial

bodies (like the moon) ;

5. immaterial forms of spatial quality (asam-

phutthakara, lit., ‘non-contact’); examples :

‘pit,’ ‘cave’;

6. immaterial forms of visualisation, based on

spiritual exercises (bhavana, meditation)

;

example : the after-image (patibhaga-

nimitta) of hypnotic circles (kasina).

The patibhaga-nimitta is the third degree of kasina-

concentration. In the first stage (parikamma-nimitta)

the object of concentration is perceived as an external

sense-stimulus, in the second stage (uggaha-nimitta)

it is reproduced mentally in all its details, in the

third stage a transformed or simplified reflex of

the mental image appears. It has been doubted

whether this reflex or ‘after-image’ can be visualized,

but authorities on this subject have made it clear

that it is so even with such exercises which do not

start with visible objects as in the case of meditation
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based on the contemplation of breath (anapana-sati).

“Commentators have compared the phenomenon of

the Anapana sati ‘after-image’ (patibhaga-nimitta) to

star-shine, a round jewel or pearl, to a silver girdle-

chain, a garland of flowers, a lotus, a column of

smoke, a spread-out cloud, a cart-wheel, the full-

moon, the sun, etc. : The aspect of the phenomenon

depends entirely on the ideas and cognizing powers of

the practiscr : for it is the cognizing faculty that gives

rise to these various semblances taken by the ‘after-

image’. ’’-(Dr. Cassius A. Pereira : “Anapana Sati,”

P- 34)-

Nama- or sadda-pannatti, the name or word

by which a thing is made known, is also divided into

six classes according as a term represents something

that {a) exists (vijjamana-pannatti) or (b) does not

exist (avijjamana-pannatti); or represents something

that does not exist by something that exists (b + a)

;

or represents something that exists by something

that does not exist (a + b)

;

or represents something

that exists by something that exists too (a + a) or

represents something that does not exist by something

that likewise does not exist (b -j- b).

Keeping in mind this manifold nature of paflnatti

we are now able to understand the position of

pannatti in the general division of mental objects

(dhammalambanani) into three groups or six

classes :

(I) two of them are related to the body : (i) the

sensitive (pasada-rupa)1 and (2) the subtle (sukhuma-

1 Namely, sense-organs and sense-objects.
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rupa)1 bodily qualities

;

(II) two are related to (4) the mind (citta) and

(5) its functions (cetasika)

;

(III) and two are of a more abstract nature :

pannatti and nibbana.

While all objects, which are perceived through

the senses (pancalambanani), are under every condi-

tion present objects (even a past sense-impression can

only be imagined as present), pannatti and nibbana

arc time-freed (kala-vimutta) objects. The remaining

classes of mental objects are either present, past, or

future.

1 Comprising “the principles of the two sexes, the vital

principle, the two media of communication (vinnatti), space,

certain properties of matter, and the nutritive principle in foods.”

See Yogavacara Manual, Part VII, §8 ; C. A. F. Rhys-Davids,

“Buddhist Psychology,” pp. 207 ff., 1721?. (Shwe Zan Aung,

Compendium, p. 121).
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7. THE PSYCHO-COSMIC SYSTEM OF
BUDDHISM

The only world of which the Buddhist speaks is

the conscious universe which can be experienced in

the microcosmos of the human mind and which is

represented by the various stages of life and realized

by innumerable kinds of living beings. If we speak

of the ‘human world,’ the ‘animal world,’ the ‘plant

world,’ etc., we do not think of different places,

different material worlds, and yet we know that we
speak of something which is as real or even more real

than any material object which we can see and touch.

Likewise the Buddhist universe deals with facts, the

reality of which does not depend on their materiality

(which may or may not exist) but on their psychologi-

cal truth, the possibility of their experience. All the

heavens and hells are within ourselves, as possibilities

of our consciousness.

The pyramid (p. 122) in which we demonstrated

the parallelism between the higher stages of cons-

ciousness and the higher planes of existence, forms

only the upper portion of the pyramid of life as con-

ceived in Buddhist psychology.

Just as there are states of life and consciousness

which are higher and happier than that of the average

human being, similarly there are also sub-human states

in which unrestrained desire (‘thirst,’ craving) tanha

produces greater bondage and, consequently, greater
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possibilities of suffering.

Kamaloka, the realm of sensuous desire, there-

fore, is divided into six main planes according to

their respective degrees of bondage and suffering.

They are in ascending order :

(1) the plane of suffering par excellence (niraya)1
;

(2) the plane of animals (tiracchana-yoni) ;

(3) the plane of unfulfilled desire (of beings in

whom the desire outweighs the possibilities

of satisfaction) 2 (petti-visaya)

;

(4) the plane of prevailing antagonism (aver-

sion)3 (asura-kaya)
;

(5) the human plane (manussa)
;

(6) the six planes of higher beings within the

sense-world (dcva-loka).4

The four lower planes are called “the abodes of

1 “Purgatory” in popular parlance.
2 In popular representations they are depicted as “hungry

shadows” who, like Tantalus, are never able to satisfy their

burning desires.
3 The asuras are the demonic forces of darkness, the 'anti-

gods’ (a-sura) as their name indicates, fighting against the forces

of light, symbolized by the light-beings, the suras or devas.
4 The translation of the term deva with ‘god’ may be justified

from the etymological point of view, but it misses the real

meaning. The idea of god or of gods suggests the faculties

of a world-creator or at least supernatural powers of creation,

controlling the destinies of men. Gods are expected to be
immortal, to be masters over life and death, and to receive the

worship and the prayers of their devotees. The Buddhist ‘devas,’

however, are neither worshipped nor regarded to be eternal,

they are mortal like all other living beings and subject to the laws

of causation. Though existing under more fortunate circums-

tances and endowed with a higher form of consciousness, they

have no power over man and are bound to their own karma
which may lead them again to the human plane. For this

reason the devas cannot even be compared to the angels of
Christianity.
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misery” (apaya-bhfimi), the two higher ones (including

the human plane
!)

“the abode of fortunate sense-

experience” (kama-sugati-bhumi).

In the realm of Pure Form (rupaloka) the lower

senses which depend more or less on bodily contact,

namely those of touch, taste, and smell, are eliminated ;

only the mental, visual, and olfactory properties

remain. In the realm of Non-form even these differen-

tiations disappear.

In the measure in which the number of external

senses and their physical bases or organs (vatthu
)
1

decrease, the intensity of consciousness, i.e., its purity,

its light, and its faculty of radiation, increase. This

idea is also expressed in the names which characterize

the types of beings which constitute the realm of

Pure Form : beings of radiant light (abhassara), of

limited or boundless aura (paritta-, appamana-subha),

limited or infinite radiance (parittabha, appamanabha),

beings of the abodes of purity (suddhavasa), described

as ‘static, serene, beautiful, clear-sighted, supreme’

(aviha, atappa, sudassa, sudassi, akanittha).

The description of the planes of Non-Form coin-

cides with that of the four stages of Non-Form

consciousness, as we have seen. Thus the tendency

of unification, which we could observe in the process

1 The difference between vatthu and dvara is that the former

is a physiological, the latter a purely psychological term.

Panca-dvstrl represents the ‘external side’ of consciousness,

directed towards the sense-organs (vattha), mano-dvara the

‘inner side,’ forming the boundary line between the subconscious

and the conscious, the ‘threshold of consciousness.’ As soon as

the ‘stream of becoming’ (bhavanga-sota) is arrested and rises

above its boundaries, mano-dvara comes into action.
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of individual absorption as well as in the pyramidal

structure of the Buddhist psycho-cosmos, has reached

its ultimate stage.
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abhassara, 244, 247
adhimokkha, 162L, 219
adosa, 92, 135, 139, i66f., 227
adukldiamasukha, i6of., 216

ahetuka (cittani), 134, 139, 144,

158, 216, 232

ahirika, 165, 167

akanittha, 244, 247
akasa, 239
akasanancayatana, 118, 120

akincannayatana, 118, 120

akusala, 1 34^., 144, 169, 231

-cittani, 144
-vipaka, 140

ajiva (samma), 92f., 103

alambana=arammana, 107, 117

alobha, 92, 135, 139, i66f., 227

amoha, 135, 139, 227

anagami, 145 if.

anatta, 90, 193, 195, 222

anicca, 90, 193, 195, 222

annasamana, 157
anottappa, 165, 167

anubhavana, 160

aparihanadhamma, 147

apaya-bhumi, 244
apo, i42f.

appamanabha, 244, 247
appana bhavana, 5

2

appana jayana, 192

appamana-subha, 244, 247
appamannayo, 166

arammana=alambana, 107, 117,

235E
arammanika, 107

araha, 145 if., 152

arahatta (-magga, -phala), 148

ariya-puggala, 145, 147^

arupa-dhatu, 110, 113

-jhana, 132, 169, 2 3 8fT.

-loka, 132

-raga, 146

arupavacara-cittani, 87, in, 136,

210, 232
asamphutthakara, 241

asankharika, 130

asanna-satta, 244
asekha, 229
asura-kaya, 244, 246

atappa, 244, 247
atimahanta, i87f.

atiparitta, 188

atitaggahana, 190
atthaggahana, 191

attha-pannatti (-vithi), 190, 240

avajjana, 181, 187

avibhuta, 192

aviha, 244, 247
avijja, 73, 75, 8 off., i^f., 147

229f., 233f.

ayatananam patilabho, 66

bhariga, 182

bhava, 73, 76, 103

bhavana, 52, 153, 241

bhavariga (-sota), 175, i8off.,

184, 247n.

bhavaiiga-calana, 180, i84f.

bhavanguppaccheda, 180, 187

bhumi, 122

brahma-kayika-bhumi, 244
-purohita, 244
-parisajja, 244

bodhi, 52, 55

-citta, 56

bojjhanga, 94
byapada, 115

cakkhu, 140
-vinnana, 184

catummaharajika

cetana, 158, 218

cetasika, 157, 160

-sukha, 88

chanda, i62f., 219
citta, 94, in

-kammanhata, i66f.

-khana, 182

-lahuta, i66f.

-muduta, i66f.

-pagunnata, i66f.

-passaddhi, i66f.
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-ujjukata, i66f.

cuti, 175, i8of.

dana, 92
dassana, 181, 187
deva-loka, 246
dhamma (Dharma), 5 6f., 141

dhamma, 90, 94
dhammacchanda, 129, 163

dhammalambanani, 242

dhamma-vicaya, 94
disa, 241
ditthi, 50, 52, 137, 165,

(sammd) 48, 91, 96, 101, 129

domanassa, 65, 74, 76, 86, 137,

148, i6ofF., 215, 233
dosa, 73, 86, 115, 134, 152,

165, 167, 227, 233
dukkha, 62 ff, 98#., 137, 140,

148, i6of£, 215

-samudayo, 83

dvara, see mano-, panca-dvara

dvi-hetuka, 232

ekaggata, 115, 130, i5 8f., 216,218

eka-hetuka, 232

ghana, 140
ghayana, 181

hasituppada, 140
hetu, 95, 128, 144, 158, 165, 227
hiri, i66f.

indriya, 170
indriyabheda, 1 5 9 f.

issa, 165

janakakamma, 180

jara, 65, 76, 8 if.

jati, 65^, 76, 8 if., 103

javana, 181, 184, 187?.

jhana, 32, 67, 85, ii5f, 127 130,

132b, 145, 158, 169b, 21 8fT.,

..
233 f-> 2 39ff->

jivha, 140
jivitindriya, i38f.

kala, 241, -vimutta, 243
kamacchanda, 129, 163

kamadhatu, no, 113
kamaloka, 132, 219, 244
kamaraga, 146
kama-sugati-bhumi, 244, 247
kamavacara-cittani, 87, in, 136^

144, 206ff.

-somanassa, 88

kamma (karma), 8ofF., 149#., 187
-bhava, 77, 8 off.

kammannata, i66f.

kammanta (samma), 92f, 103

kamma-vipaka, 8of., 149, 152
karuna, 166, i68f.

kasina, 239, 241

kattukamyata, 163
kattusadhana, 222

kaya, 94, 140
-kammannata, i66f.

-lahuta, i66f.

-muduta, i66f.

-pagunnata, i66f.

-passaddhi, i66f.

-ujjukata, i66f.

kayika, (sukha), 88, i6of.

khana, 182

khandha, 67
khandhanam bhedo, 66, patu-

bhavo, 66

kicca, i8iff., 207, 209#.

kriya (kiriya), 1; 3 5
ff. , 144

kukkucca, 115, 165, 167
kusala, i34ff., 139, 144, 169, 231

lahuta, i66f.

lobha, 73, 115, 134, 138, 165

167, 215, 227, 233
lokiya, 88, 109, 136, i44f.

lokuttara (-cittani), 87^, no,
128, 136, 145, 168, 211

macchariya, 165

magga, 135, 148

mahabhuta, 142

maha-brahma, 244
mahaggatalambanani, 118, 237^
mahanta, 187^
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mana, 147, 165

manasikara, 1 5 8f., 218

mano
-sancetana, 7211.

manodvara, 140, 180, 14711.

-vithi, 1 91

manodvaravajjana, 140
manussa, 244, 246
marana, 65b, 76, 8 if.

metta, 92, 168

middha, 115, 165, 167
moha, 86, 134, 165, 167, 227, 233
momuha, 138
mudita, 88, 153, 166, i68f.

muduta, i66f.

muncati, 163

namaggahana, 191

namakaya, 167
namapannatti (-vithi), 190, 240,

242
nama-rupa, 73, 75, 8 if., 103

nana, 137
nevasanhanasanhayatana, 1 20

nibbana, 84ff., 95, 141, 195, 231

nimitta, 239, 241b
nimmanarati, 244
niraya, 244, 246
nivaranani, 115, 233

okkanti, 66

orambhagiyani samyojanani, 147
ottappa, i66f.

paccaya, 75b
pagunhata, i66f.

pakinnaka, 158

paficadvara, 140, 180, 14711.

pancadvaravajjana, 140, 184
pancadvaravithi, 190
pancakkhanda, 241

panca-vinnanani, 206

panna, 96#., 169
pannapanato, 240
pannapiyatta, 240
pannattilambanani, 118, 238
pannatti, 239#.
pannindriya, 52, 92, 166, i68ff.

paramam sukham, 84
paranimmittavasavatti, 244
parikamma-nimitta, 241
paritta, 187
parittabha, 244, 247
parittalambanani, 237
paritta-subha, 244, 247
pasada (-rupa), i42ff., 242
passaddhi, 94, i66f.

pathavi, 142b
patibhaga-nimitta, 239, 24 if.

paticca, 79
paticcasamuppada, 75f., 80, 98ff.

patigha, 73, 86f., 138, 146, 153,
21

5

patisandhi, 175, 180
petti-visaya, 244, 246
phala (citta), 135, 148
phassa, 72, 76, 8 if., 103, 158
phusana, 181, 187
piti, 94, ii5f., i62f.

puthujjana, 115, 146

rupa, hi, 183

-dhamma, i82f.

-dhatu, no, 1 1 3, 115

-jhana, 132, 162, 239
-kaya, 167
-khandha, 66

-Ioka, 132
-raga, 146

rupavacara-cittani, in, 136, 232,

210

sabba-citta-sadharana, 1 5 8

sabbakusala-sadharana, 1 6 5 n.

sadda-pannatti, 240, 242
saddha, 48, i66f., 234
sahagata, (lobha, patigha), 138
sahetuka, 134, i36f., 232
sakadagami, 145 ff.

sakkayaditthi, 146
salayatana, 73, 76, 8 if. 103
samadhi, 94, 96^., 103, 158
sambandha, 191

samma ajiva, 92b, 103
ditthi, 48, 91, 96, 1 01, 129,

*33
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kammanta, yzf., 103

samadhi, 95, 103, 192

sambodhi, 96
samkappa, 92, 101

sati, 94, 103

vaca, 92f, 101

vayama, 94, 103

sampaticchana, 140, 181, 184,

187
sampayutta (nana-), 137
samuhaggahana, 190
samyojanani, 146b
sanjati, 66

sanketa, 191

sankhara, 62, 73, j$f., 8 off.,

95, 101, 128, 137, 187, 189

-khandha, 67, 137
sanna, 158

-khandha, 67
santana, 77
santirana, 140, 181, 184, 187
sasankharika, 130, 137
sati, 94, 103, i66f. ; anapana-,

242
satta bojjhanga, 94
savana, 181

sayana, 18

1

sekha, 229
sila, 96 ff.

silabbataparamasa, 146

sobhana, 141

-cittani, 14

1

-sadharana, 1 66, iyof.

soka-parideva-dukkha..., 65, 74
somanassa, 137, i6of., 215

sota, 140, 180

sotapanna, no, 145 ff.

sotapatti, no, 129
subha=sobhana, 141

subha-kinha, 244
sudassa, 244, 247
sudassi, 244, 247
suddhavasa-bhumi, 244, 247
sukha, 84f., 99f., njf., 137,

140, i6off., 215

sukhuma-rupa, 242

tadalambana or tadarammana,

181, i87f., 192
tad-anuvattaka-mano-dvara-viti,

190
tanha, 52, 73, 75f., 8 if., 103,

l 63 f.

tatramajjhattata, 84, 16 if., i66f.,

216

tathagata, 55, 118

tavatimsa, 244
tCJO, I42f.

thana, 181

thina, 115, 165, 167
thiti, 182

ti-hetuka, 232
tiracchana-yoni, 244, 246
tusita, 244

uddhacca, 115, 138, 147, 165, 233
uddhambhagiyani samyojanani,

147
uggaha-nimitta, 241

ujukata, i66f.

upadanakkhanda, 65

upadana, 73, 8 if., 103
upatti-bhava, 8off, 180

upekkha, 84, 94, 116, 137,

I59ff, 168, 216

uppaccheda, 180

uppada, 79, 182

vaca (samma), 92f., 101

vatthu, 142, 247
vayama (samma), 94, 103

vayo, 142 f.

vedana, 75f., 8 if., 94, 103,

137, 158, i6of.

-khandha, 67
vehapphala, 244
vibhuta, 192
vicara, 52, ii5f., i62ff., 21 8f.,

239
vicikiccha, 115, 138, 146, 165,

167
vijjamana-pannatti & avijjamana-,

242
vinicchaya, 191

vinnana, 72m, 73, 75f., 8 if.,

101, 140
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-khandha, 67

vinnanancayatana, 1 20

vinnanani (panca),

vinnatti, 24311.

vipaka, 80, 87, 13 5f., 144, 229

(—ahetuka), 141

vippayutta (nana-), 1 3 7
viratiyo, i66f.

viriya, 94, i62f., 219

vitakka, 52, ii5f., i62f., 21 8f.,

239
vithi, 186, 190

vohara-vacana, 117

votthappana, 181, 184,

vyapada, 153

yama, 244

yoga, 85
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III. SUBJECTS

Abhicarikani, 21

Abodes, of misery, ofpurity, 247
Absence of factors, 219
Absorption (jhana), 1 1 5, 122,

127, 163, 170, 194, 215, 2 1 8 fF.

,

*53> 239
Absolute

beginning and end
, 99

i°9> I29
78^ 73

units, 78
world

,

74
Abstinences, the three , 166, 168

Abstraction, 77, 108, m, 117

Acting cause

,

108

principle of consc., 149
Action, 97, 98, 196

to of, 73
ngA/, 92f., 103, 166, 168

Active, aspect of karma, 187

consciousness {curve), 127;
{karmically), 135#., 180

principle, 159
Activity {sense-), 76
Actuality (see also reality), 134
Advantage, 93
Adverting of mind, 184

Aesthetic pleasure, 140, 215

After-effects {karmic), 1 5

1

After-image, 239, 24 if.

Age, of Magic, 17, 36C

of Gods, 36b

of Man, 36b

Aggregates of existence, 65 f.

Aggregation 0/), 142

Agreeable feeling, 137
Agreement (w/V/i reality), 231

Aim, 169

‘Air’, i42f.

Amplitude of oscillation, 121

Analogy, 36b

Analysis, 99, 13

1

Analytical contemplation, 94
Anger, 146

Animal, 63, 65, 179, 220,

(world), 246

Animism, 37
Anthropoism, 37
Anthropomorphic universe,

23ff.

Antithesis, 98
Anvil {simile), 143

Apperception, 181, 185, 18 -jL

Arising {thought-moment), 182

Art, 27
Artist, 1 6, 27
Arms {trading in), 94
Asceticism, 85

Assimilation {process of), 19, 26,

7 1

Association (0/ /Vtor, concepts

,

etc.) in memory, 127
Associative consciousness, 221

Atman, 31-34
Atom, 182

Atrophy, 7
Attention {spontaneous), 158k, 218

Attitude {in action), 98
individual, 79
mental, 97, 168

reversal of, 99
spiritual a. of Buddhism, 96

of early Buddhism, 88

towards the world, 74
Attraction, 95, 107

Automatic consciousness, 1

3

Aversion, 73, 95, 86, 107, 138,

146, 215, 246

Awareness, 119, 158, 180

Ayushyani, 21

Axiom, 61

Baishajyani, 21

Balance, of mind, i66f.

ofpowers, 230
Bases, six

,

76
Basis {heart), 142
Beautiful, the, 141

consciousness, 170, 216

Becoming Qprocess of), 73, 176



Being, 180 ; and non-being,

,

179
Beings, 245ff.

Belief, 17, 62 ; # permanent

personality, 146

Birth (rebirth), 66, 74, 125, 175
Blind followers, 91

Bliss, supramundane
, 89

Bodies {bodily objects), 114
Bodily, aggregates

,

167
change, 175
contact

,

141, 160, 215

(aggregate of-), 66

functions, 56, 189
pain andpleasure

,

1 6of.

realities, 23

suffering, 64C
welfare, 88, 15

1

Body, 40, 47, 142, 149E
healtj

,

49
consciousness

, 140 f.

mindfulness concern, the b., 57,

94
Brahma, 30, 34
Brahman, 19, 28, 3 3f.

Brahmanas, 28

Breath, 3 if., 150, 189, 242
Bondage, 108

Boundary states of consciousness

(differentiation and uniformity)

121

Boundless, states, 109
vacuum, 109

Buddhist Scriptures, 61

Buoyancy, i66f.

Capacity, <9/ consciousness, 43
of variation, i22f.

Categories of objects, ii2ff.

Causally connected existences, 123
individuals, 123

moments of self-consciousness, 1 2 5

Cause, 60, 77, 81, 99, 227
Centralisation, 71
Centre of gravitation, 230
Centrifugal, 71
Centripetal, 71
Change, 74, 134, 176
Chaos, 71

Character, 227
Chariot-wheel (simile), 174
Charms, 21

Charity, 231

Cinematograph (simile), 193^
Circles, 99b
Circle of existence, 73, 76
Classes, of consciousness

, 87, 144b

0/ questions

,

54
Clinging, 73C

to rules and rituals, 146
Clock-time, 194
Cognition, 43, 192

full consciousness, 1 8 1 , 187
grades of, 107
visual, 184

Cohesion, 142
Comparison, process of, 191

Compassion, 168

Conceit, 165

Conceiving, 66

Concentration, right, 94#., 1
1
5C.

Conception (physiological), 66
(psychological), 191

Conceptual thought, 95
Concept(s), 53, 224, 228, 239

categories of, 112, 117

formation of, 140

of matter, 142

sterilising, 28, 32
Concord, 93
Condition(s), 99, 227

of existence, 90
Conditioned by root-causes, I34ff.

Confidence, 48, 166, 234
Connection between physical

and psychic phenomena, 182

Conscious, bodily functions, 150
mind, 101

unity, 130
Consciousness, 73 ;

in every act of, 115

aggregate of, 67
classes of, 87, 144C

defined, 108

of the depth, 121

factors of, 1 5 7ff.

2 modes or types of, 109
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3 (ibasic
)
planes of, hi, 134

states of, 122, 125

Consecutive existences, 79
Constant factors, 1 5 8ff.

relations, 176
Contact (mental), 76, 103, 158;

0/ /wwr no, 247
Contemplation (analytical), 94 ;

of breath, 242
Continuity, 77, 1 96

Continuous existence, 180

Continuum (subconscious life-), 184

Correlation, system of, 223
Contraction, 71

‘Convention’ (sign), 191

Conventional (or common)
speech (or expression), 118

Cosmology, 195, 244#.

Cosmic consciousness,
5 3

Cotton-wool (simile), 143
Courteous, 93
Craving, 73, 107, inf., (for

existence), 146

Creative forces (powers), 16, 26,

98
thought, 61

Creation (rhythmic), 27
Curve of consciousness, 1 24C

Day-consciousness, 126

Death, 66, 74, 125 ;
(—cons-

ciousness), 126C, i32f., 175

Decade of breaths, 3

1

Decay, 66f. 74, 175

Deceit, 94
Decision, 162, 219^
Deed

;
(and Doer) 79 ; 152

Definition
; (of consc.) 107

Deities of nature, 25

Delusion, 138, 147, 165, 167, 227

Dependence, 75 f., 79
Dependent origination, 75 f.

Depth-consciousness, 1 20

Desire, 73, 163^
to act, i62f., 219
sensuous, 146, 163, 246

Detachment (disinterestedness)

1 66, 231

Determining, (moment), 131,

181, 184, 188

Developed (or indirect) objects,

1 i8f., 238c
Development, spiritual

,

56, 101

129, 170
Dharma-categories, 183

Differences of religion, 16

Differentiation, tendency of, 71

of consciousness, 12off.

Directed consciousness, 109,

145, I47f.

Direct or intuitive objects, 1 1 8f.

2 38f.

Direction, (immanent), 1 1

5

of consciousness, 43
reversal of, 99, 129

tendency of, 134

of transformation, 77
of will, 92

Directive, moment, 61

principle, 92, 159, 166, 221

Disagreeable feelings, 137
Discerning the truth, 94
Discordance, 111

Discrepancy between will and
facts, 109

Discrimination, conceptual, 95

between ego and non-ego, 121

principle of, 92
spiritual, 130

Discordance, 111

Discourses of Instruction, 44f.

Discursive thought, 95, 101, 218

Disintegration, 71, 142

Disharmony, 13, 109, 129, 134
Disorganisation, 71

Dissolution, 66f., 182

Distraction, 165

Dogma, 17, 62

Domains of consciousness (see

realms)

Door (see mind-door, five-doors,

sense-doors)

Doubt, 28, 11 5, i38f., 146,

165, 167
Dream-like consciousness, 128

Dream-state and meditation, 130
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Dualism, 53, 106, 108, 112, 149,
i 8 3

.

Duration, of existence

,

174, iy8f.

of consc. states, 182

Dynamic character of the world,

222

‘Earth’, 142

Ear, 142

Ecstasy, 84, 240

Effect, external

,

91
karma-creating, 140

Effort, 61 ; right

,

94, 162

Ego, 32b ; 230 ;
-idea,

) 93
conception

,

121

entity, 73, 176

free from, 141

tendency, 35, 126

as vacuum, 108

Egocentricity, 111

Egotism, 165 ;
natural, 22, 26

Eightfold Path, 9 iff.

Elasticity, i66f.

Elements (elementary qualities),

?
42

.

Elimination, of differentiation,

*33

of the 5 hindrances

,

1 1

5

of individual volition, 127

of perception

,

123

of unwholesome factors, 1G7L,

i7of.

Emotion, 1 5
9b

Empiricism, 48, 222

Emptiness (of consc.), 1 1

9

Energy, 94 , 159, 162, 219
Enlightenment, 96, 169, 231

Buddhas, 84
factors of, 94

‘Entry into the stream’, no
Envy, 165

Equality, 16

Equanimity, 94, 97, 166, 168

Equilibration, io8f.

Equilibrium, spiritual, 84
Erroneous views, 165

Eternal law, 90
Eternity of being, 176

Ethical, foundations, 192
values, 162, 215

Essence of matter, 183

Essential qualities of matter,

I 42f.

Evil, 94
Exalted domain of consc., 135,

168

Examining, 184
Exhalation (and inhalation in

the spiritual life of peoples), 129
Expansion (psychic), 26

tendency of, 71

Experience, 4iff., 239
and objective things (reality), 1

8

of the periphery, 128

pure exp., 95

of suffering, 129
-value (of consc.), 125

Extension, of consciousness, 49
three-dimensional, 142

Externa], phenomena, 183

perception

,

186

Extravertive tendency, 35, 3 7E
Extremes, 79, 107, 179
Eye, 142

Factors, of consciousness, 1 5
7ff.

decreasing, 121

of enlightenment

,

94
in the realm of Pure Form, ii5f.

Facts

in accordance with, 93

of experience

,

79
storing up of, 50

Faculty, of learning, 50

of reproduction, i26f.

Faith, 12, 62, 92, i66f.

Favourable root-causes, 134b

Fear, 26, 85, 96
Feeling, 67, 97, 137, 152, 158
Fetters, (ten), i45ff.

Finite, the, 5 3 ;
world, 40

‘Fire’, I42f.

Five doors, 140, 180, 184
Five-door-process, 190
Fluid state of aggregation, 142

Focus (of livingforces), 117
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Food, 72, 189

turning into poison

,

50

Force(s), 20

of Brahman

,

19

immanent
, 92

of nature

,

25,27

0/ suction , 109
synthesising {ofpure experience),

95
vital, 142

Form, &0//W by craving, 1 1 o f

.

0/* consciousness

,

1 3 5
fT.

0/ objects, 1 3 5
ff.

of realms, 135 ff.

sensuous, in ff.

Formal qualities of objects,

no ff.

Formation of a concept, 140

Formations, karmic
, 90

subconscious

,

67
Formless domain (realm), no ff.

Forms of existence, 74
Formulas of dependent origi-

nation and of the Eightfold

Path, 99
Freedom, 109, 119, 197; (from

craving, hatred, delusion,) 1 3 5

Free from craving, 1 1

1

Free-thinker, 62

Free will, 107, 128, 189

Fruit, 81

-consciousness, 135, 148

Functions of consciousness, 181

Functional process, 189

Fundamental consciousness, 1 2

1

Future existences, 79

Gaseous state of aggregation,

141

Genesis of consciousness, 189
Genius, 16, 228

Geometrical, positions, 107

yantra, 223

Goal {direction of the), 134
God, 17, 27ff., (super-god), 30
Gods, age of, period of, 36b

created by man, 26

Good, the, 94, 141

and bad, 220, 229ff.

Good way, the

,

1 3

1

Grades, of cognition, 107

of intensity, 188

Gradual elimination of ignorance,

234.
Grasping, the past, 190

the name (process), 190
the meaning (process), 190

Greed, 73, 92, 95, 115, 138,

165, 167, 215, 227, 231
Greedlessness, i66f., 227
Grief, 66, 76, 148, 152, 159, 215
Grooving beyond problems,

5 6

Growth, 71, 74
Ground-plan of Buddhist psy-

chology, 11

5

Habit, 20

Hammer, (simile), 143
Happiness, 1 1 5 , 163, 215

truth of 83ff.

Harmonious co-operation of
all psychic forces, 92

Harmony
;

(between attitude and

action), 98 ; 195

Harsh language, 93
Hatelessness, 166, 227
Hatred, 92, 115, 138, 152, 165,

167, 227, 231

Health, 49, 1 5

1

Hearing, i4of., 181

Heart, 142

Heat and light as phenomena of

resistance, 121, 178

Heating state of aggregation, 142

Heavenly Eye, the

,

68

Heavens and hells, 245
Hedonic (qualities), 140, i6off.

Higher, beings, 122, 179, 246
cognition

,

43
consciousness, 123

fetters, 147
knowledge, 43
objects

,
237b

senses, 111

Hindrances, the five, 115, 170, 233
Holy One, the, 145
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Horizon, mental

\

125

Human plane, 246
Hypertrophy. 71

Hypnosis, 123

Hypnotic circles, 239, 241

Hypnotic state of consc., 131

Hypothesis, 48

‘I am F, 178

‘I am’, ‘I am not’, 156
T and ‘mine’, 117, 196

and ‘world’, 108

-conditioned objects
, 1 1

2

-iconsciousness, 179
-<entanglement, mf.

Idea, 191, 221, 23 9ff.

Identifying, 181

Identity, of mind and objects,
5
2

and non-identity, 53, 79, 176

Idiosyncrasies, 107

Ignorance, 61, 73, 134, 147, 231,

234
Illimitables, 166

Illumination, 52

Illusion, 73, io8f., 1 1 2, 1 21, 176

Imagination, 191

Immanent forces, 91

Immaterial; objects, no; forms

{ideas of), 241

Immoral, 153, 231
Imperfection, 91

Impermanence, 90, 177
Impressions, {external), 109, (see

also sense-impressions)

Impulse, 97
Impulsions, compelled, 107

Incorporation, {mental), 187

Independence, 129

Indifference, 139
Indirect or developed objects,

n8f., 23 8f.

Individual, 117, I22f., 129, 175

noble, 145

development, 125

existence, 125, 180

formations, 126

Individualisation, 129

Individuality, 23, 35

33

Individuationis, principium, 72
Inertia, 142, i78f.

Infinite, the, 53,55
Infinity, 33, 133

of space, n8ff, 2 38f.

of consciousness

,

n8ff., 23 8f.

Influences, accidental, 126

external, 151, 177
momentary

,

126
Inhalation and exhalation in the

spiritual life of peoples, 129
Initial state of thought, 162/.

Innominate breath-power, 3

1

Inorganic, material forms
{ideas of), 241

Insanity, 71
Insight, 91, 167, 169, 228, 240
Instinct-born motives, 109
Integration and disintegration,

142

Intellect, 56, 92
Intellectualisation, 1 29
Intellectual, abstraction, 1 1

1

interests, 88

knowledge, 53
Intensification, of consciousness

,

95

of the ego-tendency, 126

Intensity, of consciousness, 121

125, i78f.

of sense-impression, 187, 192

Intention, conscious

,

101

individual, 126

right, 92
Interest, i62f.

Internalisation, (4 stages), 67, 130

Interruption of the stream of

consc., 180

Intimation, 142

Intoxicating drinks, 94
Introspective consciousness, 127
Introvertive tendency, 35, 37f.

Intuition, 52

Intuitive, consciousness, 95, ii3f.,

2 2 of.

contemplation ofform, 1 1

1

experience, 119

knowledge, 53, 13

1
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objects

,

n8f., ideas, 238
perception

,

128

Investigating, 99, 140, 181

Joy, 83, 85f., 88, 138#., 153,

1
5
9f.

; (sympathetic), 168, 215

Judgment, 191

Karma (Pali : kamma), 72f., 135,

149, 232, 227
Karmic, tendencies

, 76, 187

fetters

,

128

Karmically, active {consc.), 1 3 5
fF.

decisive, 187
non-active, 135#.

re-active, 1 3 5 fF.

Killing, 93
Knowledge, 169

3 degrees of, 52F, 97
43

supramundane, 112

Krityapratiharanani, 29

Latent consciousness, 128

Lamp {simile), 57
Law, 0/ tfW effect, 47, 77

eternal, 90
0/* nature, 15, 241

0/ reality, 98
Liberation, 92, 96, 231
Life, 78, 175, 195

external, 103

67
tor 0/“, 96
-principle

,

40
process of, 10

1

/>/ /00/j, 1

8

Limit, of perception {ultimate),

119F
between subjective experience and

objective things, 1

8

of subperipheric consc., 132
Limitation, individual, 128

space, 142
Limited objects, no
Livelihood, r^/, 92#., 103, 166,

168

Living, 174, 245
law, 77

Locality and time, 241

Logic, 36F, 41 ff., 221
;
{finite)

53f-

Logical, arrangement, 88

process of unification, 32
Love and compassion, 87
Lower, fetters, 147

objects, 237
senses, no

Lying, 93

Magic, 1 7> 20, 36F
formulas, 21

ritual, 25F, 36b
0/* 20

Man, 3 of., 13

1

4g* °f> 36f.

Mandala, 223
Mango {simile), 184F
Mantra, 21

Maruts, 24
Material, immaterial elements,

183

food, 72
/brw, 179, 0/*)

phenomena, 182

qualities, 142
qualities of objects, uoff.

Materialisation, 66
Materialized karma, 149
Matter, 142, 149, 243m
Mechanical, law, 77

world, 193
Meditation (see also

absorption, jhana,

internalisation,

concentration,

mindfulness,

bhavana)

50, 85, 120, 122, 127, x 3 off.,

194, 201, 220, 224, 234, 24of.

Memory, i26f.

Mental, action, 187
activity, 37F
attitude

,

97, 134
balance, 166
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feeling, i6of.

horizon, 125

image

,

241
incorporation

,

187
indifference, 161

yey. 88

material law

,

182
objects

,

1 1 off., 242
pain andpleasure

,

161

pictures

,

239
projections

,

18

radius, 125

range of activity

,

125

reflex

,

241
sterilisation

,

50
suffering, 64b
tendencies, 73

Metaphysics, 47ff., 5

1

Metempsychosis, 23

Method, 46, 50, 91
Microcosmos, 132, 245
Middle Ages (Europe), 50
Middle Way, 78
Mind, 57
tfW body, 150
tfW laws of reality, 98
tfW heart, 85, 94

matter, 149, 183

-Zw# beings, 148

conscious m., 10

1

-door, 140, 1 91

-volition, 72
Mindfulness, 94 ; i66f.

Mineral, 179
Mnemonic support, 223
Momentary, consciousness

,

126

elements, 183
Moments of consciousness, 79
Moral, 134, 231
Morality, 17, 22, 96ff.

Morally, neutralfactors, 1 5
7ff.

decidingfactors, i64ff.

Motion, i76f.

Motive, 91, 95, 227
Movement, 176^
Mundane consciousness, 109,

123, 136, 144, i68f.

Mystic, 194

Naivety, 228

Name, i8ff., 191 ; {andform), 19
or word, 242

Nature, 78
Negation {self-), 35
Negative terms, 86, 195, 2 27b
Negative and positive character,

of consciousness, 219

of root-causes , 227
Neither perception nor non-per-

ception, 1
1 9, 133, 2 38f.

Neither pain nor pleasure, 15 9b,

216
Nerve, cells, 144
Neutral {morally), I34f., 1 5 7ffl

factors, i57ff.

feeling, 137
Neutralisation of sarikharas, 128

Nominate breath-powers, 31

Non-absolute, 90
-active consc., 1 3 5

flf.

-conditioned by root-causes, 1 34fF-

-1contact, 241

-form {domain or realm), mff.,

1 3 5 fF- > 216
-materiality, 1 1

8

-relationship, {psychic), 129
-returner, 14 5

ff.

-spatial {objects), no
Normal consciousness, 126

Nose, 142

No-thing-ness, n8ff., 133, 23 8f.

Notion, 240
Nutriments, (four), 72
Nutrition, 142

Nutritive essence, 243 n.

Objects, of consciousness, 53, 237ff.

of Meditation, n8f. 238^. 241,

entering the stream of being, 1 80

in relationship to subject

,

107*".,

*77
and realms of consc., noff.

sense-, 76
Observation and analysis, 92
Obstacle, 109, 179
Obstruction, 108, of the stream

of being, 121, 178
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Odour, 1 14
‘Om% 21

Once-Retumer, 145 ff.

One-pointedness, 115, 130, 158,

218

Opinion, 52
Organic forms (ideas of), 241

Organic relationship, 76
Organism, 7 if.

psycho-physical

,

73
Organised material forms (ideas

of), 241

Origination, dependent, 79,
Origin of happiness, 91

Oscillation
;

(amplitude of ), 121 ;

142, 179

Pain, 141, 148, 152

Pairs of opposites, 101, 203
Parallelism, 98, 101

offactors

,

i67ff.

Passive aspect of consciousness,

189
Past existences, 128

Past, present, future, 79, 150,

174, M3
Path, 91; {-consciousness), 135,

148

Peace, 1
1

9

Pendulum, {simile), 149
Perception, 69, 178, 193

correct, 169
initial, 158
process of, i84ff., 191

ultimate limit of, 1 19b

Periods, {of magic, ofgods, of man),

3 6f.

Peripherical consciousness, 1 24if.

180

Periphery, 128, 13 1, 221

Permanence (relative), 182

Persistency, 179, 196
Personality, 176
Pessimism, 62, 87, 153
Phenomena, 57, 94

external, 183

of resistance, 121

Philosophy, nf., 43#.

Physical, laws of nature

,

241

pleasure

,

88

pain and pleasure, 143, 215
Planes, of consciousness, 5 3

of existence, 122, 245 ft.

Plant, 179
Plasticity, 142
Plastic mandala, 223
Pleasure (sensuous), 88, 141,

i6off.

Poison, 50, 94
Poisoned arrow, 40
Point of unity, {in conscl), 127
Positive, character of absorption,

163
or negative character of consc.,

2I 9
root-causes, zz~j

Potential, and active consciousness,

180

aspect of karma, 80

value of consciousness, 1 3 5ff.

Power, 36b, 178, (creative) 26

Practice, moral
, 92

religious, 26

spiritual, 43
Prana, 31ft.

Precondition, i36f.

Presence of factors of consc., 219
Preservation {self-), 35
Pride, 147
Prima causa, 75
Primary state of mind, 121

Primitive, man, 19, 27, 195
religion

,

17
Principium individuationis, 72
Privation-value, 108, 229
Problems, 56
Process, of assimilation, 19

of sense-perception

,

182, i84ff.

Progress, 87
curve of, 129
spiral-like, 96

Progression with reversed pre-

fix, 129
Progressive unification of consc.,

120

Projections, mental, 224



Proof, 79
|

Properties, of matter , 142, 24311.
]

of mind, 195, 230
Psychic, elements

, i66f.

vitality, 158

"Psycho-analysis, 94
-cosmic conception

, 132

-cosmic system

,

244
-physical apparatus, 103

Psychology, 4 iff.

Pure, experience

,

95
ybr/ff, 1 1 iff., x 3 5 fF. , 21 5

f., 247
reason, 43
science, 41

Purity, 141

Qualities, formal (of objects),

1 1 off.

material, 1 1 off. , 183

Questions, classes of, 54b

disputed, 203

Radiation, 142

Rajakarmani, 21

Range, of consciousness, 125

of mental activity, 125

Rapture, 94, 115, 162, 240

Rasa, 29
Rationalism, 92
Reactive consciousness, 135 fF.,

229
Realisation, 95
Reality, 193F, 228, 231

laws of, 98, 141

relative

,

175; (defined), 179
Realms of consciousness, mff.,

1 3 5
ff., 144 (summary)

Reason, 5 if., 55, 166, i68f.

Rebirth (see also birth), 67, 175

-consciousness, 72
Receiving, 140, 181, 184

Receptive consciousness, ii3f.

Recognition, initial, 1 5 8

of reality, 231

of suffering, 91
Rectitude, i66f.

Reflecting, 115, i62f.

Reflection, 97

267

Reflective consciousness, njf.,

zzef.

Refuge, 57
Registering, 181, 192
Regulating, force, 72

principles

,

170
Rejection, 95
Relapse, 147
Relationship, between subject and

and object, 107P, 177
unlimited, 99, 197, 222

Relations, constant, 175

philosophy of, zzz

simultaneous, zzz

Relativity, 36f., 1 95 f.

Religion, 15, 27

differences of, 16

vedic, 28

Religious, impulse, 12

practice, 26

Remembrance, 126, 140

offormer existences, 67, i32f.

of sense-impressions, 114
Representation (or idea) of

matter, 183

Reproductive process, 190

Resistance, 108, 121, 142, 152,

ijj{.
_

Respiration, 72

Restlessness, 115, 1 3 8f., 147,

165

Results of experience and

science, 44, 50

Resultant, aspect of karma, 80,

87, 1 3 5 ff.

element of mind-cognition, 184

mind-element, 184
Retention, 181, 188

Retrogression of consciousness,

121

Retrospective faculty, 128

Re-union, of depth and surface, 130
(rebirth) 175

Revaluation, 69
Reversal, of attitude, 99, 109

of direction, 1 3

1

of spiritualprocess, 129
Reward, 96
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Rhythm of breath (of universe),

3 if. ; of consciousness, 194
Rhythmic movement, 178
River (simile), 175#.
Root-causes, 128, 134#., 215b,

227ff., 2 3 2f.

Rose {simile), i9of.

Rules and rituals, clinging to, 146

Sacred Scriptures, 61

Saint, 149, 15

1

Salvation, 62

Sapids, 143
Satisfaction of desires, 246
Scale-beam {simile), 230
Science, 47
Scrupulousness, i66f.

Secondary, material qualities
, 142

neutralfactors, 158, 162#.

Seeing, 181

Selection, mental, 43, 193
Self, 23, 195

-(affirmation

,

35, 129
-aggrandisement, 165

-conceit, 165

-consciousness, 35
-delusion, 73
-evident, 62

-exploration, 31, 35
-maintenance, 179
-negation, 35, 129
-preservation, 35
-responsibility, 22

Selfish, enjoyment, 74
will

,

129
Selflessness, i66f.

Sensation, 57, 94
Senses, higher, 73
Sense, 52

-activities, 76
-domains, 66, noff.

-impressions, 52, 72, 114,

158#., 177
-objects, 1 1 off., 142, 243
-organs, 103, 142, 247
-perceivedform {realm), 135

-perception, 112, 181

-world, hi, {consc.), 1 3 5 ff. , 216
2I^ff.

Sensitive material qualities, 142,

242
Sensual, desire

,

146
pleasure

,

88

Sensuous and the mental, the,

{correlatives), 183

Sensuously bounded objects, no
Separateness, 129

annihilated, 120

Serenity, 85, 94, 1 19
Sex, 142, 243m
Sexual intercourse, 93
Shame, i66f.

Shamelessness, 165, 167
Shipwrecked man {simile), 18

Sight, 140
Silent thinker, 1 5 6

Simplicity, 123

Simultaneous relationship, 98
Sin, 231
Sleep, 123

Sloth {and torpor), 1 1 5, 165, 167
Smell, no, i4of., 247
Smelling, 181, 184
Smile, 87
Solid state of aggregation, 142

Somnambulistic consc., 131

Soothsaying, 94
Sorrow (see also suffering), 159
Soul and body, 149
‘Souls-in-themselves’, 222
Sound, 114, 143, 194, 240
Sowing of seed, 22

Space, 86, n8f., 133, 239, 243m
Spatial quality, {forms of), 241
Speculation, 28, 32f., 43, 51

Speech, 20, {right) 92b, 1 66, 168

Spiral-like progression, 96
Spiritual, activity, iff.

equanimity, 161

exercises, 241
happiness, 161

laws, 15

suffering, 161

Spontaneous attention, 1 5 8

Stabilisation, psychic, 26



Stability, 179
Stages of absorption (jhana), 132

of consciousness

,

122

of development

,

1 29
of suffering, 64

Stagnation, mental, 61, 71

Static condition of absolute

ego, 32
Statistics, 88

Stealing, 93
Stream of being (of consc., of ex-

istence) 79, 1 21, 175, 178, 184#.

-entrance, no, 145

-enterer, 145 ff.

Strikarmani, 21

Striving, 96
Subconsciousness, 123

Subconscious, life continuum, 1 84
memory, 130
regions, 17

tendencies, 101

will, 150
Subject (and object),

5
2f., io7f.,

117, 177
Subjective, experience of truth, 49

knowledge, 52

Subliminal consciousness (zone),

124ft.

Subperipherical consciousness

(Zone), 124ft

functions

,

1 8

1

Substance (concept of), 182

Subtle bodily qualities, 242f.

Succession, of existence, 79
o/* moments, 79

Suffering, 62, 74, 86

of, 246

tfj* turning-point, 101

Supramundane, absorption, 12

3

W/jj, 89
consciousness, no, 128, 135,

i45» i47» i68f., 2i5f.

knowledge, 112

path, 13

1

Super-god, 30

Super-individual, consciousness,

130

reality, 34

Superstition, 27, 50

Surface-^«jr/(?//r^rx, 120ft

-volitions, 130
Sustained thought

(reflecting),

115, 162

Symbol, 224, 239^
Sympathetic joy, 168

Sympathy, 93, i66f., 168, 228,

231

Symptoms (of suffering and
happiness), 99

Synthesis, 95, 13

1

Synthetic, vision of the world, 53

process, 190
System (Buddhism as), 48

Tabular representation, 223

Tale-bearing, 93
Tangible object, 143

Taste, no, 114, 140, 247
Tasting, 181

Tendencies, extravertive, 35, 37ft

introvertive, 35, 37f.

subconscious, 10

1

of unification, 130, 247
Tension, between subject and

object, 95, 112

between surface and depth

,

125

between two systems, 108

Theoretical psychology, 42
Thesis and antithesis, 98

‘Thing’, 78
Things, inert, 77

and space, 86

-in-themselves, 222

Thinking, 115, 162, 220

Thought, confines of, 43
creative, 61

discursive, 95, 101

duration of, 182

higher, 43
-moment, 174, 182

Three-dimensional world, 54
Threshold, of consciousness, 17,

247

of volitional memory
, 126

Time, 79, 176 ; -unit, 182, 193

-freed, 243
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Tools, worship of, 18

Touch, no, 140, 160, 247

(
touching ), 181

Tradition, 44
Training of consciousness, 43
Tranquillity, 166, 177
Transcendental, no
Transformation of conscious-

ness, 51, 95
Transmigrate, 67
Transitoriness, 74, i75f.

Treachery, 94
Triangle, 123
Trickery, 94
True, the, 141
Truth, 46, 49ff., 93
Truthfulness, 98
Truths, the Four Noble

,

68, 98£f.

Tolerance, 231
Tongue, 142
Torpor, 115, 165, 167
Turning-point of the will, 129
Turning towards sense- or

mental-impressions, 140
Types of psychology, 4 if.

Udgita, 21

Ultimate limit of perception,

ii9f.

Unchangeable entity, 73
Unconscious,

functions, 150
Understanding

; of consequences

,

1 01 ; right, 169
Undeveloped mind, 123

Undirected consciousness, 109,

144
Unification, progressive

, 120
Uniformity and differentiation

of consc., 1 2 iff.

Uniqueness, 129
Unity ; 16, 32, 36f.

causing
,

, 93
of creative forces, 98
of depth-consciousness, 1 20

Universe, 245
Universal, experience as thesis, 63

background of suffering, 68

Unlimited, objects

,

iioff., 119
relationship of the factors of

Dependent Origination and
the Eightfold Path, 99

Unreal, 179
Unscrupulousness, 165, 167
Unwholesome, factors, 1 64^

root-causes, 1 34ff. , 229
Unworldly consciousness, no
Upanishad, 20, 34
Usury, 99

Vacuum, 108

Vain talk, 93
Value, of experience, 125

of human action
, 91

potential, (of consc.), 122
Variation

, faculty of,\zz
Vedas, 27
Vedic, hymns, zefi., religion, 28

Vibration (of consc.), 142, 178,
1 8of., 1 8 5 ff.

, 194
Views, right, 91, 233
Visible, form, 149
form of consciousness, 1 79
object, 143

Visualisation, 241
Vital, force, 142, 170

principle, 243 n.

Vitality, 1 5 8f.

Volition, 126, i37ff; (instinct-

ive) ; 158, 218

Volitional, bodily functions, 187
consciousness, i37ff., 165

faculty of reproduction, 126

Watch-tower (simile), 42
‘Water*, i 42f.

Way, 49
Welfare (of all living beings), 93^
Wholesome root-causes, 215, 225
Will, 92, io8f., 128, 150

free, 107, 128

of liberation, 129
-power, 97
of realisation

,

i62f.

suppression of, 109
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1

Wisdom, 96, 169

Wish to accomplish, i 6i{.

Word, magic of,
20

Working hypothesis, 107

World, arising and dissolution of

the, 68

concept of, 5 5

created by us
, 73

external

,

107, 177, 183, 196

mechanical

,

193
‘
7 ’ 108

neither good nor bad

,

109

-planes, 194

relativity, 195

.r/tf/zV, 74
theories about the, 40
-tiredness

,

62

unreal, 86

Worldly, consciousness
,
io9f., 135

conditions, 134

-minded, 115

88

Worry, 115, 165, 167

Yoga-training, 85

Yantra, 223










